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YOUNG ILD WEST CAPTURING ACHIEF
OR,

ARIETTA AS A CAVALRY SCOUT
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD WEST PRO:llISES TO CAPTURE A CHIBF.

Some few years ago when Fort Defiance, situated in the
eastern part of Arizona, close to ·the line of New Mexico,
really was a fort, in the true sense of the word, an Indian
chief of the Apache tribe, named Dog Foot, created quite a
sensation, and incidentally became • a "thorn in the side"
of Colonel Beardsley, who was then in command at the fort.
Dog Foot had never been credited as being a very bad redskin, though he had assisted Geronimo greatly in commit·
ting his depredations. It is Indian nature to be crafty,
stealthy and treacherous, and Dog Foot surely possessed
all these.
But he had learned much more through his dealings with
the white man, and he had taken a notion to get rich.
For something like two months the mining camps, settle·
ments and even the trading-post n ear the fort had been
flooded with counterfeit money, and when several investigations had been made and enough information had been
received to convince the colonel and others in his council
that Dog Foot was the leader . of a band of counterfeiters
there was great surprise manifested.
Who had ever heard of a redskin being a counterfeiter?
That was the question they asked each other.
But the evidence pointed that way, so the thing to do was
to catch Dog Foot.
This, however, was easier to talk about than to accomplish, and though many times the wily chief had been all
but captured, he was · still at large somewhere, while the
unsuspecting ones kept being swindled by selling goods and
making change for bad money.
The situation had warmed up to such an extent that a
thousand dollars reward was offered by the United States
Government for information that would lead to the capture
and conviction of the counterfeiters.
Colonel Beardsley was much nettled at the repeated fa11ures to gather in the miscreants.
Two or three times worthless Indians as well as white men
who were suspicious characters had been arrested for having spurious coins in their possession.
But each time no evidence could be found that they were
aware that the money was bad.
They had always managed to explain how they came by
the money, so the trouble caused from this investigation
really amounted to nothing.
It w:::.s a very warm morning in the month of June that
the colonel was sitting on the porch of the frame house he
lived in closr. to the h eavy swckade that surrounded the old
log fort, meditating and wondering over the situation, for

he had just received a dispatch from one of the high army
officials commanding him to capture the counterfeiters.
He was well satisfied that Dog Foot, the clever Apache
chief, was at the head of the counterfeiters.
Putting this and that together from the information he
had r eceived from different sources made it all point that
way.
If he could only capture the chief he felt sure that the
rest would be easy.
With the dispatch in his hand he sat on the steps of the
porch, when an orderly suddenly came up and saluted.
"What is it?" the colonel demanded, gruffly.
"Captain Jackson advised me to report to you that Young
Wild West has just arrived," came the reply.
"What!"
The colonel leaped to his feet so suddenly that the orderly
started back in amazement.
"That is what he said, colonel," he managed to r etcrt.
"Have Young Wild West sent to me at once."
With the usual military salute the orderly promptly t urned
and hastened to make his report to Captain Jackson.
Meanwhile, a party of riders had just ridden up and had
dismounted near the south entrance to the big stockade.
In their fancy hunting and riding costumes of buckskin
and gay-colored silk and cloth, they certainly looked picturesque indeed.
But it is not necessary to give a full description of them,
for these characters are so well known to the readers of
fiction throughout the length and breadth of our great country that when we simply state that the party consisted of
Young Wild West and the friends who traveled with him in
search of excitement and adventure throughout the wildest
parts of the region known as the Wild West, it will be
sufficient.
Young Wild West. the boy who had mad11 himself famous
through his daring exploits and stout determination to do
the right thing, no matter what the cost, and who held the
title of Champion Deadshot of the West, stood near ills sor·
rel stallion, Spitfire, talking with Captain Jackson of the
Thirteenth Cavalry, when the drderly came back.
"Captain," the latter said, "the colonel wishes to see Young
Wild West immediately,
"I told you so, captain," the young deadshot said, laugh·
ingly. "I have never met Colonel Beardsley, but I know he
has heard of me. The document I just showed should con·
vince you that I am pretty well known among the army folks.
When I heard a little while ago tha.t an Apache chief was
worrying you all so much and that there was a r eward of a.
thousand dollars offered for his capture, I made up my mind
right away that we would find something to do here. The
fact is, I am very glad we decided to ride up this way instead
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of st:-ikin~ o:i throut:h Now Mexico. I'll go and see tb.
colonel and have a little talk with him."
"Plense c:lo ::;o, and while you are gone T"ll try a~d arrange
s uitable ac<:omrn:::<lations for your fri<:md;;;. •·
··non't bother yourscl! about that. '\1\-~e are all in the habit
of pitching our camp anywhere we happen to slop. We al·
ways car ry a pretty good outtit, and it is seldom, indeed,
that we h'1vcn't a t:ull supply of something to eat,., Young
'Wild West n:tort€d, a11d thon he follo,;;ed the ord::irly arot:r:ll.
th,; scockc.clll and qnick~y ~.aw Colonel Beardaley stand in.:;
before his resi<lence, appaI'ently much agitated.
Our hero had b8en. a great deal itmong the troopers sta·
tioned in various parts of the Wild West. and he had many
times acted as a scout, always being suc.:essful in anything
he under took.
While ho llad bee n at F'ort Defiance S(·voral times befo e, it
happened th:it Colonel Beai·dslcy was a new com:r~anck, nl
thEere, and he had newer had the pleasure of meeting him.
.. How are yon, cc!onol?" he called out, in the cool and
easy way that had helped make him famous, at the same
time giving tho miiitary salute, "Can I do anything for
you?''

"You a1·e Young Wild "'est, I believe?" came tho reply,
without an answer to the snlute.
"Yes, sir, t.b.at is my name."
"You have some sort of connection with the regular an~y,
have you not?·'
''Nothing more than that I hold a paper which was given to
me by the major·gem:ral two or three years ago. I suppose
it makes me connected somewhat, since it gives me the
privilege of passing through the lines anywhere, and also
of offering adviee to those in command.
"Yes, I know. I have heard something about that. You
are j;ist the one I want to see. But I am a little surprise<J
to find that you are not a much older person. rrom the little
I have heard of you it would seCJm that you should be older,
for you hav'e a;:co:mplishcd no end of things, and all to the
good of t.he arruy anci. fer your country."
"That is all ri ght, colonel. .I started in when I was quite
a little kid, you know. I'll admit that I am nothin:. but a
boy yet, but some <lay I'll be a man, and then perhaps it will
be different."
"I rather think yot:'re man enough now. But come into
the house. I want to talk to you in private,"
A wave of the hand dismissed the orderly, and Young
Wild Wc•t, not the least bit timid about consulting with such
a high Oil1cer as a colonel, walked coolly into the house and
sat down without being invited to do so.
The colonel drew up a chair before him and, taking a seat,
looked the boy squarely in the eyes.
"You have heard about the counterfeit money that's been
floating about through these parts, I presume?" he began.
"Not until a few minutes ago."
"Is that so? You have not been long in this vicinity,
t hen?"
"No, ·we came straight through from New Mexico, and we
haven't stopped at a camp or town in three days."
"Oh, I understand, then. You didn't come across any one
who w:mted to buy or steal anything?"
''Net a soul in that time."
"Who told you about the counterfeit moqey?"
"Well, we met a ca\'alryman just as we had about reached
here. He happened to kno•w us, and, of course, he wanted to
give us all the news he could, I suppose, so he told us about
t he counterfeiters. He said an Indian chief was supposed to
be the fellow who was m~king the bad money , That sounds
rather strange, coloncL"
"Yes, it does sound strange, I'll admit. But I have rea·
son to believe that such is the case. If it isn't the chief
who is actually doing it he is the brains of the organization
engaged in the work."
"And the chief is named Dog Foot?··
"Yes, that's correct."
"Can't i;ay I ever heard of him."
"No. he has never been much known, though he bas taken
part in some of the raids Gerouimo made. But he's a wily
fellow, a ~'eritable fox, you might say. He can wriggle ont
of any scrape he gets into. I am confident he is the man we
should get in order to break up this counterfeiting business.
Why, just think of it, It .is estimated that as much as thirty
thousand dollars in sp urious coin has been disposed of inside
a per iod of less than six months.''
" Qt:ite a lot of money to b\l· floating around, colonel," and
t he young deadshot shook his head.
'·Yes, indeed. I t is all made of lead, too, though ther e is

.;ome other m P.1!!1, or p0rhsps melted r;lr.ss, i.r. it tllat causes it
Lo shine anrl give a riHg ...
"Only silvCJr is eounterfcited, then. is that it?"
"Yes, only silver dollars, ha. Ive ~; and C]Uarlers."
·•If the redskin is responsible for all this he must be a
pretty slJarp one."
"He is r esponsible for it, I'm sure."
,
"Well, colonel," and thC' boy looked at him curiously, "I
suppose you want me lo try and catch Dt1g Foot."
"That is ju:;t what l do. H it continues en this way I
fea r that I'll be transferred to some other pozt, o:.· perhaps
relc:gat€'d to a lower station."
·'r shouldn't like to have anything like that h~i.ppcn, Col·
one! Beardsley, for I have sized you up pretty well and it
seemed to m e that you arc a bright ma. and are hoirling a
post that y ~m are fully eapabic of. Since you have been unable to capture' th e lender of th e gang of coun terfeiters, it
should not be tho cause of your lrn:.niliation in any way ...
"But those highe:r up won't lock at lt in that way, Young
Wild West," and th e colonel :;hook his head sacHy.
··I suppose not. AH right, coio11el. I premise yon that I'll
do my leve l best to gel the chief who yon thiuk is responsi·
ble for the counterfeit money. There is no need of me asking you for auy information, for if you kn ew anything that
would be the means of finciing where he was he would not
be at large now."
"That is sound logic," and the colonel actually smiled.
"All right, then. I reckon I'll stay .a round the fort until
to·morrow r:1orning. In that time 1 may pick up something
worth while by talk ing to the cavalrymen and some of the
settlers."
"A good idea, I th ink. But do you believe that you will be
able to catch Deg Foot?"
"I certainly do believe it, colonel. The fact is," and the
boy grew very earnest, "that I never und ertook a thing yet in
this line that I didn't accomplish . Don't think I am boasting
when I talk this ws.y, but it is a plain, unYarnished truth
when I say it."
.. I have heard enough of you to feel that you will be
successful. However, there is a thousand dollars waiting
for you if. you flUCceed."
"Colonel Beardsley, I don't care anything about the thousand dollars that is offered for a reward. Probably you are
not aware that I struc:k it rich when I was only sixteen
years of age, a!1d that since that time money has b?en rolling
in from different sources. That is why I can enjoy myself
by t:ilring the horseback rides all over this part of the coun·
try so that I can always find something in the way of excitement, and at the same time do a little good now and then.
My two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, who was a scout !or a ,
long time in the army, and Jim Dart, a boy born and bred
in Wyoming, who is now my own ago, are like me in that
respect. They are w!lling to go wherever ·1 lead, and I have
never yet found them lacking when the greatest of danger
threatened me,"
"Your partners are with you, I suppose?" the colonel said,
now looking at the boy with undisguised admiration.
"Yes, and so are the girls."
"Girls, ell? You don't mean to sc.y you have any ladies
with you?"
"Oh, yes! Cheyenne Charlie got married two or three
years ago, and his wife told him that if he insisted on going
on the trips with me she would go along, She was permitted
to do th~s, and at the same time the two girlii who are her
close companions also set out with us. They are Arietta
Murdock and Eloise Gardner. Probably you may have heard
of them all."
"Yes, I have heard of them. So it worked all right and
they travel with you still, is that it?"
"Y<::s, it seems that it agreed with them from the very
start, and even though they were in peril a big par t of the
time, they were not dismayed, and they have kept it up ever
since,"
.. I snppose I might find accommodation for the ladies in my
house," and the colonel looked around at the front of the
rather small structurEJ.
.. Never mind that, colonel. 'rhey are used to camping, so
while I am hunting for the chief with my partners they will
be all right in camp right here at the fort. But if we have
to go quite a distance I think we will take them with us.
Arietta is a girl not like the general run of them, and ver y
often she has proved to be of the greatest assistance to us,"
"You are a wonderful boy, Young ·wild 'Nest," declared
the colonel, .. and it seems to me that your companions are
j ust like you. But I wish you would report to m e at three
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o'clock this afternoon. Possibly I may have something in
the way of information that would. assist you. I'll look over
my papers In the meantime."
"All right, colonel,'· arid rising from his chair Young Wild
West sal uted and went on out of tha builuing.
He was soon back with his waiting friends, who b.ad not
yet made any a.rrangements for cai;1ping,
··well, Wild, how did you make crn t?"' A1·ietta Mnrdock,
th e young deadshot's golden-hailed sweetheart, asked.
·•All right, Et," was the r epiy. "I reckon we are going
to have some lively work before we get away from this pa~·t
of the country. What do you think of a redskin being a
counterfeiter?"
.. It doesn't seem possible, Wild."
"But it is true, I think. I have p!·omised Colo!lel Beardsley
to captur e him, too. I rocl~cn we'll ccrr:e pretty close to
doing it. "
"Bet your life we will, Wild!" spoke up Ch ?yenne Charlie,
the scout, who was always ready for anything the boy proposed.
CHAPTER II.
WILll

CET!l A

LlT'I'LJ.C INFon.11:...1.Trox.

s

"Come, Et, ., our hero said, rwdding to his swei:;theart, "I
r eckon we'll take a walk ar ound and talk to some of the
people. I wa nt to find out all I can about t his counterfeiting business. It's a very inter esti ng subject to me just now."
"I suppose it is, Wild," Arietta answe:·ed, la ughingly.
"Anything that has a touch of mystery about it o:- shows a
possiLle chance for you to get Into danger always interests
you."
··Never mind about that. If I was born thc.t way I can't
help it. "
The girl joined him, and the two walked leis urely ·toward
the small collection of log hou£es and shanties that made up
the village at the fort.
'l'he store was about the largest bu ilding there, and was
just like those to be found anywh ere in that section of the
countrY., for about all that was neetled by the settlers could
be bought ther e.
•rrading was done, too.
Hunter s and trappers came there with their pelts and get
goods in exchange, and sometimes money.
Wild and Arietta did not meet any one en the way, and
they entered t he stor e to find no one there but the man who
wa3 evideutly the proprietor.
·· Are yo u the boss?" Wild asked, in his cool and easy way,
as the man stepped behind the counter, ready to wait upon

There was not a very large force of men stationed at the t hem.
for just then, but those who had the chance to do so were
"Yes, I'm Jed Thomas, an' I own this store."
''Got any bad money on hand'?"
watching Young Wild West and his friends in a way that
'"What do you want to know for7 " and the storekeeper
showed great interest.
looked at the boy curiously.
Captain Jackson walked over to the group and again in.. Oh, I don't know. I just had a talk with Colonel Beardsvitecl them to take up their quarters in one of the buildings ley about the bad money that's in circulation in these parts.
duri ng their stay there.
I heard you had some of it."
But the young dcadshot shook his head and smiled .
"'Yes, I got fooled two or three times by it. so you h~d
··I reckon we'll pitch our camp over there by the brook," a talk . with the colonel, eh?"
he said. "We'll be pretty close to a house, and :r suppose
.. Yes, and I mean to help him catch the counterfeiters."
those occupying it won't object to us as being neighbor s fo r
"Who are you, young feller?"
a short time. I can't sn.y just how long we· ll stay here. It
may be for a week, or only until to-morrow morning. It a ll
"Young ·wild West is my name."
.
•
.
. .
,•
'·Oh! Seems to me I've heard of you."
depend!l t.pon che present location of the Iildian "nief who is
··Probably. Yon were not here the last time we were at
w~_nted so badly." r
•• .
•
j the fort. 'I'here was another fellow keeping the store."
~o as Y?ll l!ke,.. You~g W~ld West, the cap~arn.answered,
··Yes, I know that. I bought him out putty nigh a year
bo~ mg pohtely.
So Jou h,we made up your mmd t o try ago I've been her e ever since too an' I can't say that I'm
and capture the chief, th en?"
.t;i . · h
f t"
'
'
"I certainly have, 'c aptain."
gi ,.;;·n nc very as ·
.
.
'hen he .turned t~ a drawer behmd him and took from it
"Good! If you can't do it no one else can. But it will be a
hard task, for all that."
about a ~ozen coin_"·
"You think so eh?"
Most of them were q~1arters, and. as ~e let. one of the latter
"Yes, I do. While r honestly belieYe that the counterfeit· fa.H.upo;i t~e~ co!11:1ter it gave out a rmg that seemed to be
ers have a hiding-place somewher e within a few miles of neai ly tne i e,.l ta m g.
here I have no idea of just v;here it is. Tle surroundiu.,.I ""Putty good counterfeit money," he declared.
··Yes, that's ri ght," W!ld a nswered, as he· weighed one of
coun'try is full of places that could be used to hide in vo~
know."
' •
the quarter s In his hand. "But pretty light, though. I should
"That's right, captain. But it seems to me that there think if any one was awake when one of these wa111 given him
ought to be a way to get on the trail of Dog Foot."
he ought to tell the difference right away."
·'Probably he has ceased working the bad money now and
"'D ut yo u ain't thinkin' about that, you know, especially
is lying close. I heard that some bad money was taken in at wh:m some of your regular customers pass the money on
the store only last night."
. yer."
.
"Is that so? I reckon I'll go over there and have a talk · ·· Oh, some of this was passed by your regular customers,
with the captain. Probably he has some of the money."
eh?"
·· oh, yes! He has quite a few coin~. I believe."
"All of it. But they got hold of it 'cause it gits goin'
The captain was, called away j~1st then, and as soon as he ar?.und, I s'pose."
.
had gone the your.g deadnhot turned to the two Chin:tmen
Qutte likely. Can you r emember which of your custom·
who were in charge of the pack-horses that carried the camp-1' ers has passed the most of this money to you? "
ing outfit and supplies for the party, and said :
" "'Let me see," and the storek~eper thought for a moment.
""Now then you two heathens r:an J·ix up the camp. We'll Catamount Dick, the hunter , give me the mose of it. Last
stop r ight ov~r there by the brook. Come on."
night he was here, an' the boy I've got workin' for me toolt
Taking his sorrel stallion by the bridle, Young \Vil cl West three dollars an' a half along with about a dollar an' a b ' ' f
led the way to the place he had selected.
gocd money. You see, Catamount Dick bought iJ.ve dollars'
There was net much water in the brcok but there was j wor th of stuff here, an' he paid for it in silver. The boy
grass and other vegetation growing close 'to it, and this I didn't think, so I don't ~m ow as I oughter blame him too
would do to feed their horses.
, much. Catamount Dick will make good when he comes around
IIowE:Ver, they could buy what graJ.n t h ey wanted at the ag'in, of course."
·
su_riply store, which was str.tioned :r-ot far from the stockade
" He's an honest man, then?" ·
of the fort.
"I always found him to be."
Once they were upon the spot, Hop Wah and W ing Wah, the
"Where does Catamount Dick ldVe?"
tv;o Celestials, went right :it work.
'
, "He 1::; got a log shanty out along the trail about three miles
Wild and b.is partners saw to it that thc;r own llorses : from here. It's right close to the pass that Tuns somethln'
and those of the girls were tied where they could get the 'I like haH a mile between the cl!ffs. Maybe yo u come that
1~11 bent·t!t of the grazing and drink from the brook when- 7'·ay."
ever th ey felt so disposed.
"No, we didn't come that way," and the boy shook his
When t h ey had done this they assisted Hop and Wing to h ead. "Cutamount Dick is a hunter, you say?"
put up the two tents close to a steep bank.
1 "Yes, he's been livin' in th ese here parts fo r a number of
It did not take long to c~o thi3 job, for the Chinaman had ; years, so I've heard tell. H e's always brought in more pelts
a system, and so many tunes had they put up and taken , than any other man in the busine&s, until the past few
'1owll the tents t.h11t it Wa3 easr for lliem.
' months. He ain"t been doin' much in that lino in that time,

I
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though now an' then he brings in half a dozrn good skins,
an' I either pay him cash for 'em or else let him have what
he war.ts iu tr ce ..,
"It's too bad you have been fooled by this worthless coin,
boss. If I were you I would keep my eyes open every time
any one attempts to pay you in silver."
''I'd have to have my eyes open all the time, then. There
aln't nothin' much but silvel' around h er e, but, of course,
once in a while a gold-piece shows up. But outside of the
officers of the fort them ain't nrnny as has any of it. A
tradin' store don't take in a blg pile of money, anyhow. I
make most from shippin' the pelts I git from the hunters
an' trapp ers."
Wild bought a couple of dollar:>' worth of coffee and sugar,
for he knew the :rnpply was getting somewhat low.
He gave the storekeeper a five-clollar gold-piece to make
chr,nge for ll.!m, and saw to it that what he got in the way
of change w~~s good mon ey.
As he turn€d to go out with Arietta it struck him that he
had better buy one of the spurious coins from the man, so
he nodded to him and said:
"I suppose you would give me one of those bad half-dollars
for a good on0, wouldn't you?"
"I sartinly wo:.ild. 1'11 give 'em all to you if you want
'em...
.. No, one is enough.··
"All right. here you are," and the exchange was soon made.
"V\' ell, Et, .. the young deadsbot said, as they were walking
fre:n tho store, "it seems to me that it hadn't ought to be
very harr' to find out someth ing aboi::t this gang of counterfeiters. Did you listu1 to all that the man said in the store?"
"Yes, "\Vild, I took note of eve rything he said."
"Did you form any conclusion?"
.. I st:rely di d."
"W€ll, what is it?"
·•I think the hunter who is called Catamount Dick should
be looked after."
"Right you are, little girl. The stcrekceper said Cata·
mount Dick had not been doing mucl;l in the' way of hunting
for the past few months. Probably he has found an occu·
pation that pays him a great deal better."
"That's just what I think, Wild."
"All right, then. I am going to find Catamount Dick this
afternoon."
They went on around through the little village, only meet·
Ing two or three men and not bothering to talk much with
them, and finaily went Luck to the camp.
Wing Wah, the cook, had already kindled a fire and was
making preparntions for the noonday meal.
Hop Wah, his brother, was missing, and when Wild noticed
this he looked at the scout and said:
"Where's Hop, Charlie?"
"The blamed heathen sneaked away when nobody was
Jookin'," was the r eply. "He went right after you did. Goin'
to see if he kin git hold of some whisky, 1 s'pose.,.
"Well, he's not apt to find any around here, that's certain.
It's against the rules to have liquor for sale at the Govern'
ment fort."
.. It's ag'in the rules, all right, Wild, but it kin generally be
had if you !mow where to git it."
"Yes, I suppose so."
" Hop will find it, too, if any one kin."
.. Undoubtedly, Charlie, for Hop certainly is a clever Chinee."
When tha boy said this he certainly spoke the truth, for
Hop Wah was far above the average of his race in many ways.
He was a sleight-of-hand performer of no mean ability, and
though he was f:teadfast and true in looking after the interests of his employers, he was bound to play a practical joke
every time he got the chance.
He also had two failings.
One was that he was a little too fond of whisky, which
he always called tanglefoot, and the other that he had a
mania for gar::i.bl!ng and could cheat even an expert card
sharp without his knowing it.
It was easy to guess that he had either gone t o try and
fi nd whisky, or get into a game of draw poker.
But Hop was lucky, and if he happened to get into trouble
while thus engaged he was pretty sure to get out of it all
right.
This our friends knew pretty well, so they did not worry
about him in the least.
They sat down and talked while the ccok went ahead with
t he dinner, and pr<:lsently a couple of cavalrymen came strolling along.
0

Wild invitC'd them to come over and sit down, and then he
began questioning them :::.bout the counterfeit money.
But it was little or nothing that he could get from them.
Between the colonel and the captain about all that was
known about the matter bad been told to him.'
However, he considered the information he had gathered
at the store was worth far more than anything else he had
heard so far.
"A rather lonesome place around here," he said to one of
the men, as he shot a glance at the mean-looking shanties
lying close to the stockade.
"Yes, it's mighty tiresome, that's a fact," the cavalryman
answered, with a shrug of the shoulders. "But what can a
fellow do? We are in the service, and we've got to take the
lonesome part with the li'Ve!y part of it. Sometimes it's
lively enough."
"It isn't much of a place for cowboys to ride in and have a
big time, though. There are no places where. liquor is sold."
''That's right. We don't see cowboys very often. But sometimes there are as many as half a dozen hunters and trappers
here. They come in with their pelts and get rid of 'em ut the
store, you know. They generally fetch along whisky with
them, and some of the boys pay a good price to get some of

I

it."

"Is that so? There's a hunter living somewhere about here
who is called Catamount Dick, I believe?"
"Yes, I know him. He's a tall fellow with little black
eyes. They say he's a deadshot, and that he always gets any
game he shoots at."
"He lives close by, doesn't he?"
"Yes, he's got a shanty over that way, just as you get to
the narrow ,path the trail goes through."
Wild looked in the direction the soldiel\ pointed out, and
could see the cliffs easily.
He k ept on talking in an off-handed way, but had found
out all he cared to.
Of course, he did not want to let the storekeeper know that
he was at all interested in Catamount Dick.
It was the same with the cavalryman, for if either knew
he was anxious to meet the man they might suspect right
away that he connected him with the counterfeiters.
The fact was, our hero had made up his mind to catch Dog
Foot without the assistance of any one but his companions.
Whether he would be able to do this or not remained to be
seen.
As noon approached the cavalryman went away, and finally when twelve o'clock came and dinnC;r was ready, Charlie
again spoke of the missing Hop.
""\Ve'll look him up after dinner, Charlie," Wild said, in his
cool and easy way. "Come on, we may as well eat, now that
everything is ready for us."
They took their time about it, and when they had finished
the very good meal the Chinese cook llacl provided for them
the young deadshot nodded to Charlie and Jim and said:
"Well, boys, we'll go and see if we can find Hop, and after
we do I am going to take a ride over that way and look
around a little. "
"I am going with you, Wild,': Arietta spoke up .
"All right, little girl,'' was the r eply. "You and I will take
a ride out to the cliffs to have a look at the pass the trail
runs through."
"I can go right away, then, Wild," the girl suggested .
"Charlie and Jim will find Hop all right."
"Just as you say, Et. I reckon that would be a good idea.
But maybe we had better give ou dinner a chance to
settle."
The girl laughed lightly at this, but went straight to
where her horee was tied and was quickly at work putting on
the saddle and bridle with her own hands.
This meant that she was ready to go, so her dashing young
lover was not long in making his own· horse ready.
Meanwhile, the scout and Jim Dart had gone away in
search of the missing Chinaman.
A few minutes later Young Wild West and his sweetheart
were riding briskly over the sandy trail in the direction of
the cliffs that loomed up a couple of miles away.

CHAPTER IIL
ITOP VISITS THE IlARRACKS.

It will be in order to find out what became of Hap Wah, Young Wild West's clever Chinee, as he was very often called
by those who knew him best.
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"No, no. That wouldn't do. Didn't you hear him say that
He had watched his clrnnce to slip away immediately after
Wild arid Arietta started to take a walk through the little he was Young Wild West's Chinaman?"
"Young Wild West's clevee Chinee," Hop corrected. "Me
village.
Hop knew that the men in the employ of Uncle Sam as a namee Hop Wah; comee fiom China. Gottee velly smartee
rule hud a fondn.css for gambling, and that they liked to drink uncle in China, and me allee samee likee my uncle. Me
• showee you nicee lillee tlick pletty soonee."
occasio1 •al!y.
The other two men quickly gave in and smiled in spite of
J ie happen r d to be out cf his supply. of liquor, and he
themselves.
thought he needed &ome.
Then the captain reached for the bottle, and placing it upon
He also ielt that he ncedccl a little practice at card-playthe table before the Q:hinaman, said:
·
ing to k eep hi:n in condition.
"Help yourself, heathen. But I hope you won't say auyWhen he slipped away he kept along behind some rocks
and soon reached the barracks inside the stockade, for he thing about this, not even to Young Wild West."
"Me no tellee somebody," declared Hop.
had little or no trouble in slipping through the wide-open
"Very well. I hope you don't, for it would make it bad
gate while the sentinel's back v;as turned.
Behind the long, low structure that quartered the cavalry- for us if you do. We are violating the rules, as you know.
m en cf the post the clever Cliinee cr ept until he came to a But what is a man going to do? Here we are stationed here
in idleness, and we have to J:J.ave a little amusement."
part where it was divid ed.
"Lat light," Hop admitted, and then he took one of the
He stepped in under the r oof and listened.
As if he h::!.d been led there through a scent, he heard the glasses and poured some liquor in it, which he held up before
he drank it, and said:
voices o~ mm and the clinking of glasses.
"Velly goodee luckee."
"Lat ve!ly stlange, ·• the Chinaman mused, a grin showing
The three nodded, and he drained the glass, whereupon the
upon his yellow face. "Allee samee got tee somethling to
captain took the bottle and again hid it from view.
dlinl". i\faybe um colonel no likee !is if he knowee. •·
"It's time for yo u to go now," one of the other s said, moBut Hop 11 ad no intention of telling the colonel about it,
even should he discover that there was whisky in the bar- tioning to the door.
"Lat allee light," Hop answered, with a shake of the head.
rad:s. He looked around for a means of getting inside, and in "Me wantee showee you nicee lillee tlick, so be. You gottee
order to do this he found that he must go into the open um packee cards?"
"No, we haven't," declared the captain, quickly. "You had
that f::.ccd the old wooden fort.
But, nothing daunted, he walked on around, and finding a better go now."
"Lat allee light. Me gottee cards, so be. Me velly smartee
door within a few feet of h im he stepped to it, tried it, and
Chinee."
found it was not fastened .
Then he was not long in laying a brand-new poker deck on
Pushing it softly open, he stepped inside.
It was a small, square· apartment he had entered, but there the table.
"Shuffle um cards, " he said, nodding to the captain.
was a dcor leadi ng from it to the right.
"I suppose we may as well humor him, boys," the captain
Hop placed his ear to this and then he could hear the
said, as he picked up the cards and proceeded to do as divoices very plainly.
Me11 inside were inside, and he judge cl right away that rected. " He won't stay very long."
When he had shuffled the pack thoroughly he put it on
th ey were having a good time.
There was µo crack wide enough for him to peer through the table and looked questioningly at the heathen.
"Now, len," said Hop, touching the top card with his
in the door, so he moved along to the partition adjoiping it.
Then he found a small knot-hole, and applying his eye forefinger, "you takee um card fiom um pack. Me tellee you
whattee um card is."
to tbis he took in the interior of the apartment.
" That's an old trick, captain,., one of the others spoke up,
lt was a good-sized room, with a table in the center, and
lighted by opr.mings from the front and rear which might in disgust. "We don't want anything like that."
"We'll humor him," was the retort, so Captain Jackson
have been called windows, though there was nothing in the
drew a card irom somewhere about the center of the pack
way of glass to them.
Seated at the table were three men in uniform, all of them and looked at it. ·
It was the nine of diamonds, and he showed it to his comwearing the stripes and other insignia of officers.
Hop recognized one of them as Captain Jackson, whom he panions.
"I suppose you want me to put it back, don't you?" Jackhad taken note of while he was talking to Young Wild ·west
son mid, smiling at the Chinaman.
upon their arrival at tbe fort.
"No, you keepee," was the r eply. "You wantee me tellee
Again a smile illumined the face of the clever Chinee.
A l!ottle and three glasses were upon the table, and the you whatee um card is?"
"Yes, what is it?"
officers, even though they were not in their quarters, seemed
"Me bettee you fivee dollee me tellee yo u. "
'
to be enjoying themselves immensely.
"You might, if you l-Ook over the pack an d find which one
Knowing full well that they were violating the military
rules, the Chinaman was not at all afraid to force himself is missing."
"Me no touchee um packee."
upon them .
'"And you'll bet me five dollars you can tell me what this
He quickly made up his mind what to do, and then stepping
card is, eh?" and the captain held it up, back to the Chinato the door, lifted the latch and pushed it open suddenly.
'· Velly nicec day, so be," he said, blandly, as he nodded, man.
"Lat light. Me velly smartee Chinee."
bowing to the astonished men.
"Well, my heathen friend, I'll bet you five dollars that you
"What are you doing here?" demanded one of them sharply,
as h e leaped to his feet and placed a hand upon the sword can't. Put up your money, if you have got any t o put u_p."
"Me gottee plenty money."
which hung r.t his side.
Hop soon showed them what he had.
"Me wante llllec dlinlc of tanglefoot, so be. Me allee samee
He drew a big roll of bills from one pocket a nd a well-filled
Young Wild West's cleveo Chinee."
Captain Jackson huriredly grabbed a bottle and hid it from buc;kskin !:lag from another.
The latter contained gold and silver coins to probably the
sight behind a box that happened to be close at hand.
.. See here, heathen," he said, rather sternly, at the same amount of three or four hundred dollars, while the roll must
tim e motioning for the other officer to k eep quiet, "you have have contained somewhere in the neighborhood of a thousand
m::dc a mistq.ke. We h ave nothing to drink here save water." dollars .
The three officers opened wide their eyes, for they had
.. Lat allee light, Mislcr Captain," the clever Chinee remarked, coolly, as h e stepped over and took a seat at the , not expected a common Chinaman, such as Hop appeared to
table. "Me watchel'> you t.hlough um knot-hole. Me see be, would possess such a big sum oi money.
The h eathen selected a five-dollar gold-piece from the buekevelythling. You givee me lillee dlink of tanglefoot. Me no
·
skin bag and placed it on the table.
tell ee somebody. :Me vc:lly 11;oodee Chinee."
"I have made the wager, boys," the captJ.in said, "so I'll
The captain remained silent for the space of a few seconds,
and then h e looked at his two companions, and, shaking his stick to my word."
Then he counted out five dollars and placed it beside the
h ead, said:
"l [;Uess there's no other way out of it, boys. This fellow gold-piece, ::.11 the while keeping the card concealed in his
has beeu watching us, and he knows we have whisky. We hand.
"There you are," he said, looking sharply at Hop. " Now,
may as well give hiru a dri11k."
then, tell me what the card is I am holding in my hand."
"Throw him out, " suggested one of them, angrily.
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"Um nine of diumonds."
The captain's face fell.
He shrugged his shoulders and looked at his two c'bmpanions in mute surprise.
" He wins, captain," one of them said, after a pause.
"Yes, he certainly does," and throwing the card ·upon the
table in disgust, Jackson folded his r~rm;; and looked the
Chinaman over from head to foot.
"You said you were a clever Chinee," he added. "'Well. I
am inclined to think that you told the truth. You also remarked that you were soii1g to show u£J a nice little trick.
You certainly have done so."
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop declared, as he raked in
the money.
Then he picked up the card and placed it br.clr in the pv.clr.
There was nothing that was at ail simple ahcut the tr ick,
the thr ee men thought, though at first tiley had expected it
was.
The cards had bee n shuffled by the captain himself, and
then without even touching his fingers to them the Chinaman had told him to draw one of the cards.
He had done so and looked at it, and had heen told that the
ce1 d would be named.
'i:'his, too, was done, and he had lost five dollal's by it.
"r,1e likee havee another lillce dllnk, so be," llop said,
smiling complacently, as he settled back in his chair and
held the P<lek of cards in his hands. ·· i\llc: no tellee somebody.
1'1Ie say lat before, and me never tellee lie. Me allee samee
George \Vashce."
The tJ;rce officers smiled at this.
It was quite eYident that the cleverness and wit shown
by the Chinaman was winning them over.
··Boys," the captain said,. nodding to the others, "this fel·
low is no common heathen, that's sure. Why, he just did
something that is so puzzling to me that I can't think of how
he could possibly have done it. Think of it! I took the card
from the pack myself, and he never once had his hands upon
lt. He wagered that he could tell what tlle card was, and
he won: Neither of you ever saw anything like that done
before, I'm sur.e."
·•I never did," one of them answered, with a shrug of the
shoulders.
"Neither did I," the other declared. "But maybe it was
only luck, captain."
"P€rhaps so," and Jackson's face brightened up at once.
He went and got the bottle, however, and not only gave
Hop another drinlt, but took one himself and permitted the
'
others to do the same.
"Let me have the cards," he said, as he sat down opposite
the Chinaman.
Instead of complying with the request, Hop hegan shuffling
t:b.e pack.
T hen he sud'd enly laid it upon the table and, looking at the
captain, nodded his head and said:
"Maybe you thlinkee me havee velly muchee luckee, so be,
when me tellee you whattee um card was."
"It looks that way," was the retort.
"Allee light. You shuffle um cards and len me bettee you
fivee dollee me takee um same card flom um pack."
"You will, eh? We'll see about that. . Are you sur'l it's
ther e?"
"Yes, me velly muchee sur e. Me showee you."
'I hen Hop quickly drew a card from near the center of the
pack and t urned it over.
"Lat um card," he said, and, sure enough, it was.
"It's the nine of diamonds, all r igh t, captain," one of the
officer s said. '' I think Ile knows exactly where the card is.
It m ust be a marked card."
"If it's marked it m ust be somewhere on the edge, then,"
·
the other observed.
" That couldn't be. We'll see about it. I'll take the bet,
a nyhow. "
Then the captain slipped the ca.rd back into . the pack and
gave it a good shuftle.
Having done this he laid the cards back upon the table,
and nodded for the Chinaman t o pick the card.
"Understand," he said, " if you fa il to pick out the nine of
diamonds the first time you try you lose. "
"Lat light. We bettee puttee uppee um money."
"Yes, if you like. I su ppose that will be the bet ter way."
"Allee li g-h t," and Hop depositM five dollars upon the
table.
When it had been covered by t he capt a in he r eached over
and picked the top card.

Before turning lt over he turned to the other two men and
said:
"Now, !en, whattee you bettee !is card no nine of diamonds?"
. "I won't bet,·· one of them saitl.
"I will," the other exclaimed. 'Tll go five dollars on it."
·•Allee !iglit, " and Hop calmly produced aacther five do llars.
When it had been matched l.Jy the officer he turnect the carJ
over and then, withoul looking at it, pulled in the money that
lay upon the tahlc.
But th e card W:!s the ni ne of di::unoncl'3, just the same.
"Very clever !" exclaimed Captain Jack.;on, with a shake
'
of the head.
··Me showee ycu some more lillee tlick, so bi>," Hop observed, l.Jlandly, and pid~ing U;) the cards he quietly slippE.d
them under his Llouse.
But, a.s if he had just thought of it, he r eached ba::k with
his hand and brought out what seemed to ba the same pack
of cards.
But it was not.
Wllat h e bad now in his hand was a regular pack of cards.
The other was not.
It was a pack that Hop had made up himself, and every
card ln it was a nine of diamonds.
'I'his was an old trick of his, however, so any further
explanation would be unnecessary to the reader.
"Maybe you wantee play dl:.tw pckee?" th e clever Chinee
suggested, as he smiled at the three men.
.. Not with yoa." Captain Jackson exclaimed, quickly.
"Whattee mattce?" and H op looked at him in an injured
sort of way.
"Why, any one who can pick out or cause to be picked out
:lny card he want3 to would be a dangerous man to play poker
with, I should ti:'. ink."
"Lat allee light. Me no cheatee ."
"I wouldn't trust you, heathen. I admire Young Wild West
and I have the greatest respect for any one belonging to his
·party. You say you are his clever Chlnec. But that don't
::;ay that I am going to play draw poker with you. You have
taken ten dollars from me, and you are perfectly welcome
to It. But you won't get another cent. I'll tell you what I
am going to do, heathen. I'll let you have one more drink
from this bottle and then I want you ·to get out of p.ere."
··Allee light," Hop said, as though he was perfectly sat'sfted
with the arrangement, and putting the pack of cards back
in his pocket he arose fro;:n the table and waited.
The bottle and a glass was passed to him, and, taking the
drink, be bade the three men good-morning and went on out
of the barrucks.
No doubt he left them in a somewhat un easy sta.te, but cer tainly Hop had no inten tion of letting any one know what
had hrtppened.
He was not done with the barracks yet, however, for he
knew quite well that there were quite a few cavalrymen
around somewhere who had nothing to do but to lie around
and take things easy.
He moved along a few feet and thfn, hearing voices, came
to a stop and listened.
He knew right away that something was going on inside,
though the voices were somewhat subdued and appeared t o
be excited somewhat.
Looking sharply along the boards, he found a crack that
was large enough tor him to peer through, and his eyes were
promptly glued to it.
What he saw was very pleasing to him.
Four privates were sitting on the ground inside the shed,
playing cards upon a blanket which lay between them.
Hop looked around for a way to get to them.
He soon found it, and pull!ng a l.Joard aside, he sli pped
through and gave the gamblers a surprise.
They all leaped to their feet and one of them threw a blanket over the cards to hide the money that was lying there.
''No be afiaid, gentlemen," the Chinaman said, calmly. "Me
allee samee Young Wild West's clevee Chlnee. Me no tellee
somebody. Me wantee play dlaw pokee. Me gottee plenty
money."
He showed a handful of coins and a few bills and instan tly
the four cavalrymen became a little more at their ease.
It happened that one of them had seen our friends before,
and he had heard quite a little of them, including the
clever Chinee.
"Say, Ilop, " he said, for he knew the Chinaman's name,
too, "you don't want to say anything abo ut t his. While we
h :i.ve got a r ight to gamble if we wan t to, it wouldn't do if
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Captain .farkson heard anything about it. He's opposed to
it, yo u know."
" l.\10 lmowec lat," was the smiling r etort. " But you no be
afiaid. Me no tellee. l\.1e wante play cllaw pokee."
"Ho's all ri ght, boys," the cavalry man said to the others.
'·He's ·got a little money th er e, so we might as well play
with him."
After some little talk the others ii.greed, so the blanket
was s;iread out again and they all s~. t down.
It happene d th.t thB men at tho f ort had been paid off
only 1.hc day before, so th ey all had nearly the amount they
had rnceive d.
They played for small stakes, but th~t did not prevent the
Chir;.aman from winning overy dollar they had, while from
one of them he won bis uniform.
It took some little time to do this, however, and it was
nearly an hour past noon when the ~arn e broke up and the
Chinaman was escorted out or the barracks by his victims.
W hile they all f elt sore, non e of them da red to stir up a
row, and Hop wont back to the camp, smiling complacently.

CHAPTER IV.
WILD AND ARIETTA ARE IN' GREAT LUCK.

Young Wild West and Arietta rode along at a smart clip,
rapidly covering the distance between the fort and the cliffs
they were heading for.
Tiley r ei:whed the pass that wa s so close to the fort in a
short time, and then bringing their horses . to a slower pace
th0y k ept on, a ll the while looking for the log shanty that
was occupi ed by Catamount Dick, the hunter.
'
Just about three miles from their starting PC\int they came
in sight of it.
It was built on the side of a steep slope, and was surr ounded by ro cks, while a couple of trees that looked as
though they had a hard time to draw sufficient nourishment
from the soil to keep them alive stood at one side.
The moment tll.ey came in sight of it Wild brought his
horse to a halt.
Arietta followed his example quickly and then both dismounted.
'
"Now then, li ttle girl," the young deadshot said, "I reckon
it will be just as woll if we go ahead on fo ot and not make'
any no ise. By the looks of things no one is in the shanty.
Eut you can never tell by 21,ppearances. One thing about
,it, we didn't come close enough to be heard if there is any
one there. That means that we ought to be able to get up
ther e without it being known. We'll leave the horses here
and go around a little to the left on a tour of inspection."
"All right, Wild," the girl answered. " You know what
to do better than I do."
"That's righ t, Et. But probably you would do the same
thing if you were alone and wanted to find out if there was
any one in that shanty or not."
"I think I would, Wild."
"Well, tll€n, I am not the only one wh o knows what to do."
To prevent them from straying they tied the horses, after
first taking them into a rather wide· niche to the left .
Then the two started around, keeping the rocks between
them and the shanty, and in this way they finally got to the
high ground above it.
Ar ietta did not need to be told to step softly.
She had been too long with Young Wild West and his
partners for that.
When within fifty feet of the shanty, the top of which
oarely showed above the rocky hill upon which they had made
their way, Wild dropped upon his hands and knees.
The girl fo llowed his example instantly, and in this fashion they cr ept up until they were right at the edge of the
roof.
The roof was of boards, which had split from exposure to
the su,n, and when they heard .the sounds of low voices within
th e two at once lookod for a place to peer through.
There were so many of them that they had a choice in the
matter.
But, anyhow, it was not more than a few seconds before
both were looking down into the shanty.
Sitting upon a three-legged stool was a white man attired
in the fashion of a hunter, while standing near the door
appartntly ready to leave was a dirty-looking redskin.
But the redskin was not a chief.
l:fo was si,mply one of the good-for-nothing sort that were
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to be found h:in;:>;in;; abci•t the rr;i:cing camps and settlements
at tho 1-ime of which we wri te.
.
"You 're afraid to do, it, eh?" the Vlhitc man ·was saying.
The Inclian shrugged bi s shou lder s, and, aftor a pause,
r etorted :
"Palefaces at the fort k <:ltch me once. Me tell heap mnch
lie and they let me go . If they ketch r.:1e again maybB they
no let m e .go."
"Can't yer lie ag'in? Yot! know we've got piles of the stuff
on hand, &.!1' we' ve get to get rid cf it."
"Dog l~oot say to go some other place. Dog Poot heap much
wise."
·
"Never mind about Dog F'oot. He thinks he's wise, that's
all. I'v£; helped hiu.1 out in this thing, an' I reckon I,ve got
some thin· to say aVrnt it."
It is n cdless to say tha t Ycnm~ \Vild West and his sY;eethcart were 1:ot only surr>rised bul mucb pleased at what they
heard.
They had made a n important discovery; in fact, they had·
lea rned wha.t the whole force at the fort had failecl to get an
inkli ng of in months .
They b acl caught at least two of th e gang belonging to the ·
counterioiters, 1:1nd had them dead to ri ghts.
But I t was hot our hero's intention to malrn a capture just
then.
The Indian. rhief was the man wanted th e most, and in
order to fi nd him the two rascals in the shanty must be permitted to remain free.
"See her e, redskin," said tlrn hunter, for it was no doubt
Catamount Dick who was speaking, ·•you take :Gfty dollars'
worth of thiG stuff a n' go dow11 to the set tlemen t. You don't
havo to spend yo ur money at the store. It was pay.day yisterday at the fort, an' the soldi ers will be -wantin' fire -water.
You kin git five dollars a pint for it. J est you go an' git
your nag an' take down about fif ty pints. Some of 'em will
have big money, an' you kin use this stuff t o make change.
'l'hey won't think of it beil.l' counterfeit, especially wh en
they're buyin' whi3ky. If tliey do find out it is a.Eter you nave
gone they won't dare to say a,nytll ing about it. Now, de as I
say. "
" All right, Dick," tile Indian answered, slowly.

"Maybe
Dog Foot tell you it is all right. "
"He didn't tell me what to do, but he would say it was all
right. You go ahead an' fix it so you git there about dark
to-night. Tha t's a good time. They'll be lookiu' for some
one to come around with whisky, anyhow. I s'pose they was
011 the watch last night."
The Indian seemed to be satisfi ed that it ·was all right, so
he went on out of the shanty.
When he had gone Wild arose to his feet and, nodding
to his sweetheart, sa id in a low tone of voice:
"Well, Et, I reclwn we may as well go on bacli: to ou r
horses. ·we'll get them and then ride on up and make out
we have struck the shanty accidentally. I'd like to have a
talk with Catamount Dick. I'm sur e he is th e fellow inside."
·•He certainly must be, Wild. The redskirt called him
Dick, " was the r eply.
"Yes, but I would be satisfied of it if I had not heard him
called Dick."
"So would I. "
They went on carefully in the direction they had taken,
and when they were about half-way to the spot where they
had left the horses they came very near coming in contact with the Indian, who was ascending a path on foot.
But luckily for them they i:nanaged . to keep out of his
sight, and after waiting a reasonable length of ume they
proceeded on down to the mouth ot the narrow pass.
Finding their horses, they mounted, and then rode leis·
uroly to the rocky as~ent, passing within a few yards of the
front of the shanty.
The· hunter came out almost immediately, and af~er looking at them in" a curious sort of way, called out :
.
'' Hello, strangers! Which way are you headin'?"
"How far is the fort from here?" Wild asked, as he rode
up a little cloi;er, followed. by his sweetheart.
"Jest about three miles, I r eckon. All you have got to
do is to i,reep right on the trail that way," and he pointed
out the right direction.
"Ob., thank you ! Do y.ou live here?"
"Yes, here is my home. I've been Uvin' here for a mighty
long time now."
.
.. A rather out-of-the-way place, I should think," spoke up
Ari etta, as she viewed the lonesome surroundings.
"Oh, it's good enough for me, miss. I'm a hunter, you
know. I make my livin' by shootin' an' trappin'. I man-
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aged to git quite a few ski;!R b a yt'ar's time, an' tha t's ·west. Old Fort Defiance is simply rottin' away by degrees. Injuns ain't what they used to be, an' the soldiers
a bout the only "·ay I've gr,t of makin' a llvin'."
.. Wher e do you take the skins to s::ll them?' our hero ov~r there ain't get nothin' to do but to lay aroun::J an' cat,
dn nk an' sleep."
as ked.
·•It certainly is no place for us, then," and so fnying the
.. Over to the fort an' sot':!ctimes to a place about fifty m iles
l!clow her e. I ai n't been doin' much bus iness at the f.or t young deadshot r ode on down the hill, followed by his swectheart.
ce.
pn
lately, 'cause the sto rekeeper over ther e don't pay the
1
Another thing, he wants to trade out too m uch of it. I don't i He waved his hand to the hunter, who answered it in a
wa nt any more gn:b than I !~ in eat. Ifs cash money I want, j very fr iendly way, and then, without looking behind them
'cause I'm [itt'.n' a little old now, an' the time w ill come again, Wild aqd Arietta rode on until tlle cabin was out of
when I won't be able to bunt an' trap any more. T hen I ! sight.
But they had succeeded beyond their expectations, and,
want to have a little to help me out in my olu age."
Beyond the lr..ct thr.t the man had a very shifry pair of e~es, jubilant over the fact, they hastened to get bark to the camp
a nd that they were small and deep-set, there was nothing , to rt'port to Charlie, Jim and the girls.
"Little girl,., our hero said, as they were nearing the camp
ab out him that would indicate th.it he was anything more
at the fort, "I reckon that by to-morrow this ti:mi I'll hr..ve
than crafty anJ grasping.
However , the keen perception of Young Wild West satis- 1that chief the reward is offered for. I am pn;tty certain
fl ed tile :Joy that b.c was talking to a very clever fellow, and j from the conversation we heard in tlic shanty that be can't be
that ho wot:lu su rely be a dangerous custcmer if put to t.b a very far away."
I feel sure that he isn't, w·w. Oh, yes, you'll catch him,
t est.
·However, he was not inclined to put him t o the test just I all right. But it seems im!)ossibl" c.lmost thn.t there can be
such a thing as a gang o• counterfe iters located in th is wild
then.
He had simply wanted to talk with him and have a close part of the country."
"We know that such is the cai::r, bowever."
look at him.
"Yes, we know it all r ight. Still it don't seem reas ::n:i.blc."
That. had been accomplished, so he was ready to go.
"But it is, little g irl, so.there's no u se in talking that way.
"Vv'ell,,. he said, turning to his sweethear t, ··suppose we
go on. Quite likely the rest have got there before this. We I have a counterfeit half-dollar in my pocket no w, and we
t an icd a little too long, I think, ar;.d that is why they went saw more of it while looking through the cracks i!l the roof
on and left us. Probably they thought we went on ahead, of that shanty. The redskin has a quaTitity of it, ar.d wh"n
he comes around to-night I mean Lo get hold of a few of the
t hough."
' coins.,.
·· 1 am sure they did," Ar ietta answer ed.
•· T here was others with yer , eh?" the h unter asked, look-1 ·.·Do you mean to catch him and hold him a prisom·r,
Wild?"
Ing at the two sharply.
.. Certainly not. Thr.t would be spoiling it. Vic war..t to
.. Yes, a couple of fellows an d two ladies ..,
find out where Dog Foot and his gang arc located. Then
"You ain't goin' to step around the fort, are you?"
we'll get the whole bunch of them."
"No t very leqg, I hope. Jt isn't much of a place, is it?"
As they rode back to the camp, Captain Jackson stood vrnit" Nothin' much, I sho ul d say,., and the hunter sh ru gged
his shoulders. " But wh:i.t are you doin' ar ound here, any- ing to greet them.
·' T ook a ride, ch?"' h e said, after he had saluted in milit,.ry
Jl.O"IV?" ~~nd ho suddenly became very curiou~ by bis manner i
··Nothing in particular. Just riuing around looking up fashion.
.. Yes, we thought we would take a ride around an::l see
excitemfnt and adventure, that's all."
··Excitement and adventu r e, eh? What did you expect to how the country looked."
"You didn't like it very much, I s11pposc?"
fi nd i!l that "l'\°aY a r ou!ld the fort?"
"No, not a great deal. But you can't expect much in thi3
" Oh, we ucn·• know. We si;nply found that we were pretty
close to it :rnu we decided to stop there until to-morrow." section of the country."
"When are you going to look for Do3 Foot?"
"Well, you won't find much excitement around there."
"I thin k we' ll get him about to-morrow some time."
"Thee \YC wo;:i't stay there very long."
"Is that so?" and the captain looked at him in surpri3<'.
"That's a fine horse yo u have got, young feller, " and the
.. I am confident of it, " Wild declared. "I can't unde:.·sta:id
ma n looked at the sorrel stallion admi ringly.
why you people have been unable to locate the gang of coun.. Yes, h e ce1'tainly is."
•· An' it's a putty fine one the gal's got, too. Don't s'pose tcrfeiters. Why, it seems to me that they ought Lo be clemled
out in a hurry."
you would like to sell e ither one of 'em, would yer ?"
.. You talk as though you have discovered something. ,.
.. No, t hey U)"O not for na le."
"Do I? Well, I don't know. H ow could I clizcovc~ anythia~
"Seems to me I've h ear d someth in' a bout a young fell er
what r ice3 a Gorrel lite that one is," the hu nter said, sud- in the short time that we have been h<"re?"
.. That's so. Dut why is it that you seem so confident?"
denly, a nd then h e cast a sear ching loo k at the boy.
_,
"Because it looks easy to me."
.. Per haps you have heard of a girl who r ides a hor se like
'·Maybe certain things are easier to you than any one else,
this on t',,. Wild answer ed, as he r eached over and touched
Young Wilu West."
Arietta's hor w on the mane.
.. If they a re they shouldn't be. I understr. :id that me!l
··Maybe I have. nf bet I know who you a re. Thunder !
Loth white and red have been arrested for pasJini; spuriou'3
it's a wonder I didn't tllink of it afore."
"Well, who am I?'" and the young deadshot looked at' him money. It would seem to me that something i;1 the way or
information could be gained by such a proceeding."
P,mi li11gly.
" B\tt there hasn't been, though. The colonel has always
"'Ain't you Young ·wild ·wc:5t?"'
r un things, and 1 think if there is anything to be learn.;d
.. You have guc<:sed it r ight, stranger. ·who are you ?"
" My name i3 Ca.tamount Dick ; leastwise, that's the name he would be the one to find it out. He's a pretty sharp sort
I go by. So you have jest come around her e lookin' up ex- of man. you know."
"I know he is. At leai::t I think he is. But never mind,
citement an' adventure, Young ·wild ~Vest?"
captain. I hope to capture Dog Foot before sunset to-mo~·
" Yo u have got that exactly r ight, Cata.mount Di ck."
"Well, I don't think you'll find it, so you may as well go ro w night. We' ll see how near I come to doing it."
right on to some other parts .. ,
"I certainly will if sc:ncthing doesn't t urn up between
no w and to-morrow morning. We can't affor d to r ema in
idle, you k now. It's altogether too tiresome."
CHAPTER V.
.. I don't know what cou!d possibly turn up between now
his
shook
Dick
an' to-mor row mornin', ., and Cat:uncunt
TIU: DEN OF COUXTERFEITER!1.
hr.ad as tho ugh he was tr~·ing to think of somrt h ing t hat
Catamount Dick watched Young Wihl West and Ar·iett;i.
m igh t.
.. You can't never tell," !'!Wild dccJ;ircd, as he tur ned h is until they had di sappcarcu from his view behind !"O:ne rorlo.
Then his eyes tl:!rJhcd and he gave a nod, muttcr .;d as he
h orse to r ide down the h111. .. Tltcre may be a very lively
,
ti mo brt"l'.·ccn i.ov: and to-morrow mornin;g. Ther e must dill so:
··v,rcn, I reckon somethin' has got tn be done. You can't
cert<.:.i nly L-0 bad r ectskins banging around here, an d tlH'Y
ver y ofte n make tr ouble, so tbe soldiers at the fort arc kept foo l me, Young Wild Wes t. I've h rur d cnou_;h about ycr to
know tha!. y0u're hero for uo good to rue :rn' some otherJ.
busy fo r a wh ile."
"There ain't nothin' like that around here, Young Wild The best tlling to do is t o git a f tc1· you afore you iit a.ftei:
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us. I'm m ighty sorry I sent that Injun away now. He'll git 1 his pipe, ··you have heard tell of Young Wild Wost, haven't
cuught jest as sure as anything. It's too bad; but I reckon , yer?"
l "'Ugh! Young Wild West paleface boy who shoots heap
we kin find a way to fix things."
Into the log shanty he went, and after filling a whisky- •much straight."
fhsk from a demijohn he had standing in a corner, h a picked . '" Yes, that's the one I mei:.n. He's aft1:r us, Deg Foot. I
reckon some Government man has got him to come here to
up his rifle and went outside.
run us down."
He closed tlle door, but made no attempt to fasten it.
Around to the rear he made hiH way, and was s..ion climb- 1 The chief look ed at him in silence, his face never once
1 ch:mging its expr ession for fully half a minute.
ing up the steep hill behind the shanty.
\ Then he shrug:;ed his shoulders and, rising to his feet,
Once at the top he pausrd and looked toward the fort.
'
He could see the boy and girl who had been talking to him said:
'P- short tirne bcforP ri ding on, and again the ugly gleam I "The paleface boy want the thousand dolhrs. He try t o
; find Dog Foot."
shone in his eyes.
'"Spyin', that's what you're doln', Young Wild West. I J ··You kin bet your life that you're right in sayin' that, chief.
know it jest as much as if I had been told all about it. All i I jest seen Young Wild W~st a li ttle while ago. He come
right. Walt till I see Dog Foot. I reckon h e kin git enough I along by my shanty, an' he haci a gal with him. A mighty
lnjuns together to fix you up all ri ght. We'll wait an' see." : good-lookin' gal, too."
Then he went out and soon struck a path which wound its ! '" The paleface squaw who can shoot very straight, too,"
! nodd ed Dog Foot. ··She make fiue sq to aw for me."
way in zigzag fashion along the side of the mountain.
l'lle old huntl)r waiked rapidly, and it did not take him long J .. She would make a fine squaw for any one, as far as that
! goes,,. declared the hunter. ··But I don't know as any of us
to rover the distance of a mile.
When that was done he found himself going down hill again • is lookin' for squaws jest novr. · \Ve"re hurry in'. up to git
toward a deep ravine, through which a stream of water all the stuff worked up we've got here so we kin git it away
to some place where we kin git rid of it. If it wasn't that
flowed .
Showing that he knew the way very well, he hardly stopped 1 yo u're so confounded savin', I wouldn't have sent that r edfor a moment, but kept on down the rocky path until he ' skin you call Slow Heel over to the fort to git r id of come
1 bad money.''
r eached the bottom of the descent.
Th~re was not ml'.ch in the way of vegetation growing at j ··You send Slow Heel to the fort?" asked the clliof, 1001,t
the s1de.s of the ravme, but at .the bottom where the ground ing keenly at the white man.
·'Yes. Yo u have been so mean in dividin' up the good
.
was moist there was ~lenty ~f it.
Catamount Dick avoided tJ;us as much .as poss1~le, an.d when money we've been takin' in that I rec:koned I needed a li ttle
th ere was no other way of i;:a(;sing without d1sturbmg the cash, so r sent him out to . git some ...
"You send Slow Heel to the fort. Then Young Wild West
sht"ubs and grass he stepp0d m t o the brook and went along
come."
until he found a good opE;ning.
·
.. That's it, chief.·•
He must have procc~d c cl in this way for a distance.._ of
"If Young Wild West come to look for the bad ruoneynearly a quarter of a mile.
'I'hen he went across the brook and was soon standing upon makers he will ketch Slow H M!."
"That's jest as sure as unyth ing.''
a large ~l~b of rock that extended straight to the face of th e
"But Slow Heel no tell where he grt the mor.ey," clec'bred
rocky cllfL
He paused long enough to look . up an cl clown the ravine, the chief, as though he was po3itiv0. or it.
a:-id then after glancing upward, he gave a satisfied shake of '! ··You can't tell nothin' about that. He's been caught once
afore, an' he managed to Ile out of it. But tl1is time he's got
th e head und stepped into the niche.
It appeared to be a niche, we might say, but was r eally I different ones to deal with. Young W ild vV...,st is here with
his partners an' that gal what ·r seen with h im. I've heard
th e entrance to a passage that ran underground.
'!'he hunter turned sharply to the left, a nd then quickly . so much about 'em all that I'm inclined to think th:it we're
goin' to have a lively time of it for a while. If we don't git
found himself in darkness.
But he knew just what to do, and feeling along upon a I1 Young Wild West he'll mighty su r e git us. What yo:i have
r ocky shelf that was at his left he found a lantern, which go t" to do, Dog Foot, is to git a eang of redskins together
an' v.'"Ilit for him when he comes sneakin' around this way.
he was not long in lighting.
'!'hen, as coolly as if he was simply going on a common : He's got to be put out of the way, an' that's all th ere is to
errand, he went on through the passage and soon came to 1 it. They're a lot of lunkheads over at the fort, from the
a series of rocky chambers that seemed to fill the space under · colonel down, an' we kin stay here till we git all our stuff
worked up, an' maybe git rid of a lot more afore we strike
the rocky cliffs for a•;:;reat distance.
But it was not far the IL<an proceeded now before he came out for some other place. But jest let Young Wild West have
to a chamber that waa well lighted by a wide opening high his way abo ut it an' you'll see how soon we're all nabbed.
I did think that runnin' a counterfeitin' game in this wild
above in the natural roof of rock.
There was no one there, but this did not seem to bother • an' lonesome spot was all ri ght, an' that nobody woulrl. ever
ketch us. But all things com,e to an end, so I've heard
him in the least.
He extinguished the lantern, and placing It on the ground 1 say, an' .I s'~?se this ain't goin' to be nothin' d!L'.erent from
went on through an opening and then sounds came to his ears other thmgs.
"Me fix Young Wild West," declared the old chief, his dark
that were evidently familiar.
Pounding was going on, and occasionally a voice could be eyes flashi ng murderously.
··well, you want to git right at it, then. You know where
h eard.
Catamount Dick gave a nod of approval, and passed on you kin find as many as twenty Apaches who will sti ck to
through the second chamber, only to enter one that was you an' do jest as you say.''
~You think Young Wild West will come to-day? "
fitted up as a sort of workshop.
"I don't know. He may come to-day, or he may wait until
There was a long wooden bench running across one end of
the chamber, which was nearly square, and upon this several to-night. Then, ag'ln, he may wait until to-morrow. But
he'll come, an' that's sart!n. ''
pieces of machinery made of !Ton and steel could be seen.
"But he no find_;'
Two men, their sleeves rolled above the elbows, were work"Don't you believe anything like that. He's only a kid,
lng at the bench, while sitting lazily upon a chair watching
them was a full-blooded Indian, a long-stemmed pipe in his but h e's been follerin' trails ever since he's been big enough
to know the difference between the print of a moccasin an' a
mouth.
Catamount Dick walked so softly that none of them saw miner's boot. Young Wild West can't be fooled, chief."
"Ugh! If the palefaces k etch Dog Foot they will hang him.
him until he attempted to cross the level floor of rock.
The Indian was the first to hear him, and he turned with Dog Foot and his braves must kill the palefaces when they
try to ketch him."
a start.
That was about· all Catamount Dick wanted to hear, so he
"'Ugh!" he exclaimed. "Catamount Dick walks very easy.
turned his attention to the two men on the bench and began
What the matter, Dick?"
.. I reckon there's somethin' the matter, chief," was the questioning them as to the length of time it would r eq uire t o
r eply, and the look on the man's face showed the redskin finish up melting the stock of metal th ey had on hand.
One of them .was not long In estimating that it would r ehow well he meant it.
The two men at the bench ceased their work, and after C}:Uire at least thirty days, and that at the expiration of that
nodding to the newcomer, waited to hear what he might say. I time they would have something like a hundred thousand dol.. Dog Foot," called Co.tamount Dick, as he proceeded to fill - lars worth of spurious coins to be disposed of.
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"That will be a lot of stuff to git aw:::.y," Dick si>.id, with a
"Do:; root no got paleface sl]unw."
shrug of lhe shoulf..ers. "But W<' kin git plenty of horses,
"An' you don't war.t any, eit!JP.r, in my opinion."
so when ·we make illl our minds to move on down to the
The Apache made no revlY to this, but it was evident that
sontb we'll go Rl! ri;o,ht. :My idea h~ to go ri'.;ht over into he ear<0:d little or nr1thing ior thri hmiter's opinion.
Mexico. \ '/e lcin fool the ~rrnsers with the money a whole lot
He 1n:okecl away u:itil his plpe w(ls empty, and then pulle~sier than i';e kb the ~·hitcs. ··
ing che stem from tho bowl and durnpi11g the ashes, h e put
··Fool plenty of i1a.lefaces, ·· cpoke up the chief, a grin show- it aside aucl showed tha': lte wa3 going to leave the cave.
i ng on h\!1 ugly countenance.
Cataroount Dick said nothing-, but he knew pretty well
•·ye3, [ know we ha ve. I've dQnc consideral.Jle of it my- that the C'h!ef was going to send word to the braves he was
self, an' foat's h ow I know. J ed Thomas, the otorekceper, ls able to gather togethe;· at short noti ce, L: nrl that he surely
e::.sy to fool. 1or one>."
would make preparations to catch Young Wild We3t and ms
TJ\.e two men re~urncd 1.0 their work at the bench, and partners if they ame prowling aronnd the pl?.ce.
Catamou n t D!ck sat down nnd p-uffcd at h is pipe pl::.cidly.
''I'm goin' bae;k now, chief,'' Dick sa id, as h e arose and
He locked :;J.:,ai.; t the ro ck:t apaxtment, and after a rather picked up his rifie. "I've got a few trnpB to look after on the
lengthy si!Encc, nodded to the chi ef afld said:
way. If I hear of anything I'll let yi:;r know."
"When yo u come to thi nk of !t, it's a great thing that
Dog Foot nodded, and then went on out of the chatnber by
we've done."
a way different frc:n that which Cat.amount Dick had en"Me tlo \t all,,. dc cl:l 't'd the r:1iE:f, prour!ly. "HE'," ooh1ting tered.
But the latter knew quite well that a numher of horses
to one of the 1 nt:11 :it wor:{, " tell me how he make bad i~1o n ey.
Dog Foot save hls life, :i.n.d Joe Divver th::rnk him heap mucl~ . belo:iging to the chief WP.re st3ticned in :rn :;._tljoining cave,
Then he 1;(; Jl how he :nal:e bad rnon ey and have to come man y and th<:t t here was a wide opening f:·o~.i1 th is into a hollow,
from whictL it would be easy to r each the trail after it lef t
milt>s :w he no bP. sent to pri;;o1!. •·
'' Yes, I know that part of it. You was shrewd enough to the pass a mile distant.
Close to this wao a e.ma ll villa::\'<' of Apaches, wbere the
figur e out how you could st?.rt a countcrfcitin' pl:ice here an'
m alre heaps of money. Yon done well, too, chief, an' there squuws and som e of the old er children made fancy articles
,
ain't no mista;dn' it. Yo~1 1mowet1 wlle;-c this tig cavern was, to, sell to the paicfaces wh t? ne~-:" r they got the chance.
'l'he bucks and brave;: did nothipg but a little hunting, and
an' it W!:3 yon what cn used it to he fitted up in proper shape.
It's a m!r,ht y gocd hidin '-p!ace, 2n ' since we've been in this were at the service of Dog Foot at any time he wanted them.
Well satisfi ed that everything woul d bo all right to give
busin<'<is l ~cau~; cf dol!Rl'S, half-dollars an' quarters have been
turn ed out. You're the Lruins of the w.Jaole shootin'-match, of Young Wild West a warm reception, Catarnount Dick went
on out by the way he had entered and wac, :;0011 on the way
course, tut J oe Divver is responsible for the work.··
•·I wa3 ;·E-::;uonsible for havin' the dies to make the coin:i back to his shanty.
with. 2nyhow, ·· the man suokcn of r( t orted, as ht? gr inn zd
a t the hunta·. "With them almo5t anybody couicl turn out
mone;y that Jool~l)d like the real thin;;. All they have to do is
CHAPTER VI.
to find some kincl or metal that could be m elted easy an'
wculd n:::nl C'n up half d&ccnt. Tbe chief figured that pc>.rt
nor·s FIVJ~-DOLI.AU Jorrn.
of it ou t. Lead a,1· zir.i: an' .a little r:round glass all melted
tog<'t hcr an' st,·:1iPcd, an' then ran into the rnculc1a, does the · "Well, boys," Young Wild West sa.icl, as he nodded to
t rick."
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart a fter r turning to the camp
"Yrs. I know, Jor. We ain't h3rl mucli trouble in p.;ittin' with Arietta, "I reckou we have got a little jcb on band totb c n'ct?.ls we war>tecl. :m' up till about a month ai;o we didn't, night. I t!:llnk we can do more after dark than VI'~ could if
have trouble i1• gittin' rid of about all foe money we could we started out now. \Ve found two who are con1!ected with
turn ant. But it's different now. They're on the watch all the gang of counterfeiters.··
ovl'.r thfo part of th e country, an' a r eward has been offered
"'What!·· Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, hi11 eyen opening
for th~ chief."
wide . .. You found two of 'em, eh'? You done it mighty quick,
"A thou s~.I!d i:loll:i.rs. ·· Do7. Foot observed, with a chuckle. too, didn't you?"
"Th0y no ketch· m•~. When me go to the south me have my
"Viel!, I suppose tl:ierz was a whole lot of luck i:J. it, alhair cut :>nd wear clothes li.ke the palefaces."
though a little information I got from the storekeeper was
"Yes. tl!at will he :::.11 right. BGt it will sorter spoil your r esponsible for it. The hunter he ~peke of is one of them,
looks, Dog li'cot. When you have got your feathers an' paint and the other is a dirty-looking r ed!Jltin, whom no one would
on you s:irHnl7 arc about the best-lookin' Injun I've ever seen. think capable or being iu league with uch a gang. He will
You kin knock spots out of Geronimo, or any of th e rest of be here to-night to r;ell whisky to the soldierf!, and he will
'em. when it comes to looks."
be well provideu with bad money to give them change."
Th is was pleasing to the redskin, for he arose from his
''\.Ve'll catch him easy, then," Jim Dart spoke up, with a
chair and, drawing himself up to his full height, threw out .smile.
his chent and pounded it with his fists.
"Yes, if we want to, Jim," the young deadshot answered,
This was his way of boasting about his physique, and looks, quickly. "But I reckon we are not going to try to catch
t oo. prol:>'.1t•ly.
·
him. What l want to do is to go to th e hunter's shanty
"Most likely you'll feel like putlin' on some of your war- after dark to-night and keep a watch on him. , It will be
paint, chief,·· went on Catamount Dick, looking rather seri- somewhat strange if he doesn't leave it ancl go to the place
ous. ''Everythin g is quiet among the redskins in these here where the bad money is being manufactured, or that some
parts jest now, an' if you should h ppen to git about twenty one from the place will come to him. If neither happens we
bad onPs together an' cle:?.n out Young ·wild West an' his won't make rµuch headway. We have got to take the chance."
pards, things would be started up in a hurry. Cavalrymen
Knowing that there was no one th ere who could possibly
would be swarmin' as thiC'k as bees, an' there wouldn't be a be listening, ·wild and Arietta related their experience to
day pass when there wouldn't l:>e bullets burnmin' thr ough Charlie, Jim and the girls.
t he air an' fiattertin' against the rocks an' sich like."
Ail were greatly interested, and they could not help con"Doio; Foot no want to make war on the palefaces. He want gratulat!ng the two upon the big start they had made toward
t o make money and get rich. But if the palefaces come to the rounding up of the counterfeiters.
ketch Dog Foot he will flght."
Hop Wah was now at the camp.
"I know that. But as I said a little while ago, you had
As usual he listened to everything that was said, but none
better git ready fo business right away. There ain't no of them tried to keep it from him, for they knew quite well
tellin' how soon Youn)!; Wild West will be sneakin' around that Hop could :i.lways be clepeuded upon.
here. If any one is Rble to find this here place he kin do it.
"Me likee go helpee k etch ee um counterfeiters, Misler
Mind you now, he didn't say that he had come here to hunt Wild," he said, when the young deadahot had fini3h ed talking
down the counterfeiters, but I know t~iat's what he's here upon the subject all<l was about to go and look to see how
fo r. I ain' t no fool, either, an' I kin read a man putty well the horses were getting on. ·'Maybe me helpce you velly
when I sec him. I kin rea d a boy, too, an' that's what I muchee."
d one to-day vhen You::i; Wilcl West stopped in front of my
"That's all ri ght, Hop. I hardly think we wili take you
shanty with the yaller-hairad gal.··
with us to-night. I am going' to take Charlie and Jim with
"The yellow-liair d maiden maybe will be Dog Foot's me. Perhaps we won't do a whole lot to-night, anyhow. You
s quaw." •
know as well as I do that the thing for us to do will be to
'''l'here you go ag'in. 'fhinkin' about gittin' married when find where the gang is located. That once done, the rest
you must have as many as half a dozen squaws livin' now." will be ca2y enough, and we can take our time about do ing it.
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MMe unde!standee, :Misler Wlld. But me likee go and '! a while I feel as though I need a little drop or liquor, an' I
take it. But I know how to handle it, gal."
helpee."
Wild knew very well that Hop was capable of proceeding l ''Maybe it would be better yet 1f you didn't touch it at all.
with the utmost caution, for he had been with th e party lo ng~1 There are \Villi and Jim. They never hav11 tasted liquor in
enough to learn much in the way of woodcraft and was about th ei r lives. I've heard them say so many tim s."
''They're t ellin' the truth about th!lt, too, I reckon. But
as clever and stealthy as an old-time scout.
"If I make up my mind to let you go, Hop," the young that makes it, mighty easy for 'em not to want to taflte any
deadshot said, after a pause, "you must understand perfectly of it. It's the taste what does the business, gal," and the
that there is µ;olng to be no chauce for you to have any fun. scout chuckled as though he thought he had scored a great
You arc a l ways looking for an opportunity to surprise a point.
"Misler Charlie likee tanglefoot all re light," Hop observed,
gang of rascals whether they are wllites or rnds, by setting
off your big crackers and other fireworks. But no such thlng keeping a watch up.on the scout so he wou~cl not be able to
as that vmst happen to·night. We are simply going on a seize him if hf.J took the notion.
"If I liked it half as much as you do I'd be b'ilin' drunk
scouting expediti on, as you might call it."
·
all the time, heathen," was th e retort.
''Maybe me helpee you, Misler Wlld.''
"Me no glttee dlunk, Misler Charlie. Me dlink plenty,
"Perhaps, if we get into a bad fix. flut we don't intend to
I but no gittee dlunk. Me velly smartee Chinee. When me
do that to-night, Hop.''.
"You no knowee, Misler Wild. Maybe um counterfeiters l gittec velly dly and no gottec tanglefoot me makee some.
· Maybe you like havee llllee bit now. You gittce um boltle of
velly muchec smartee."
"I haven't the least doubt but that there are one or two water and me makee um water turn to tanglefoot."
.
.. I'll bet you a ~olla~ you can't do ,it." ,
very smart ones among them. A r edskin chief is at the head
As the scout said this he gave a s.y winK at Jim and the
of the gang, so it is said. and I heard enough this afternoon
.
.
.
to satisfy myself that this is the case. But there arc red- girls:
Wild. can:e along Just then and he smiled wh:n he saw that
skins who arc quite as clever as any one else, ·so there really
is nothing so strange about it, after all. I'll think it over, 1 so~ethi~g m the way of a contro:ver.~y was gomg on.
Whats the trouble now, Charile? he asked.
and when we get ready to start I'll let you know whether
"Oh, we have just been talkin' about drinkin', Wild. I was
you can go or not. "
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Mc be allee Jeddy. Me velly I rema:·kin' that I never got drunk since I've been married. I
smartee Chinee. Helpee ,~ou velly muC'llee. Ketchee um promised Anna I wouldn't, an' I've kept my word. Then
H~p, he puts in his ja.w, an'. now we've got a bet. on. He's
counterfeiters and gittee um thousand dollee r eward.··
The Chinaman spoke as if he was well satisfied that he . gom to do a magic tnck which is as old as the hills as far
as we're concerned. I'i;n bettin' him a do~lar he can't make
would be one of the party.
He proceeded to rattle ofE some more of hls lingo, but Wild ! a bottle ~f w'.1~er turn mto a b?ttle of, wh1s~ry. I do feel. ~s
cut him short and then with a bland smile the Chinaman ' though Id 11ke to have a drmk, an I s pose maybe its
worth a dollar to git it."
'
went back to the camp. '
He winked again, Hop failing to catch him at it.
?"
,
.
..
":H'.op," said Wild, looking at the clever Chinee with a
What ha,,e you been talkin to Wild about. the scout
"you know very well that we understand perfectly
smile,
demanded, Jookin?~' at hlm sharply. "Want to go with us tohow you turn water -into whisky. What Is the use of trying It
night, I suppose·
"Lat light, Mlsler Ch~rl~,e. Me go, too, so be. Me helpee now?"
"Misler Charlie bettee me um -dollee me no do it, Mlsler
ketcllee um counterfeltei s.
W'ld ,', was the reply
"You won't go if I've got anything to say about it."
.~ A~d you want to 'win the dollar, is that it?"
"Lat al!ee light. Y~? no gottee somethling to say 'boutee.
"Lat light, Misler Wild."
Mlsler Wild fixee lat.
"He's been winnin' a whole lot of dollars from some of the
The scout knew this was the truth, so he changed the subsoldiers by playin' poker, Wild," the scout spoke up, as he
?"
je~.t. 7
happened to remember what Hop had been talking about preVi here was ~ou at dlnner:tlme · he asked.
" Me havee velly ~oodee timee. Play dlaw pokee; win vlously.
"Is that so?"
plenty money, so be.
"Yee: but b~ won't tell who they was He says he prom"Oh, I thought so. Who was you playin' with?"
·
'e~ not to tell."
ised
havee
l\1e
.. Me no tellee, Mis le~ Charlie. Me plomise lat.
"Well, it's hardly likely that he won a great deal, for I
,,
pl~nty tang~efoot, too.
have never seen many privates who had a great deal of
'Where did you git the tanglefoot?
· money to loGe. But I'll investigate about it and if I find out
The Chinaman shook his head and grinned.
"If me tellee you lat maybe you tellee um colonel or Cap- who the losers were I'll see to it that he returns the money
to them. I'll ask Captain .Jackson pretty soon."
taln Jackson. Len somebody gittee in tloublc."
"Lat light, Mlsler Wild. You askee Captain Jackson. He
"There ls no use questioning him, Charlie," Jim observed,
"If he has been gambling and has obtained j tellee you allee 'boutee, so be," the Chinaman said, a twinkle
wit~ a laugh.
whisky from some. of the cavalrymen, no doubt be has prom- in his almond-shaped eyes.
1
The young deadshot caught on instantly.
ised not to give them away. You can't blame hhn for it."
"I reckon I'll speak to him about it, Hop," he said, looking
"Yes, I kin blame him, too. He ain't got no right to go
around gittln' whisky when there ain't s'posed to be none ;keenly at him.
The Chinaman shrugged his shoulders and turned away,
at the fort."
"You talk as though you would like to have a little your- evidently not caring to say any more about it.
Later in the afternoon Wild met the officer.
sel!, Charlie," Anna spoke up, looking at him rather sharply.
"Captain," he said, as though he had just- thought of some·•Oh, I don't know, gal. I ain't In the habit of drinkin'
thing, "we have a Chinaman who is always getting mixed up
very much, am I?"
in some sort of an affair. I have reason to believe that he
.. No, and It's a very good thing that you are not."
"I used to drink enough, though, afore we got married, has been "'ambling with some of the men connected with the
fort. I al~o am pretty certain that he got whisky from some
didn't I?"
"So I have heard. But I am happy to say that you didn't source. Have you any idea about this?"
Jackson's face turned red.
keep it up."
"Why, no, I h:i-ven't, !oung Wild West," he answered, after
"Well, gal," and the scout's face softened, "I told yer the
Hav€ you questioned him about it?"
day we got hitched up that I wasn't never goin' to git drunk hesitating a moment.
"Yea. He admits that he won some money playing draw
ag'!n. I uever have, an' I'm glad I'm able to say it. The
time was when I didn't think no more of glttln' full of tangle- poker, and also that he got whisky somewhere. But he will
foot an' shootln' up a. camp than I did of takln' my break- not tell who the parties were he obtained it from."
"Oh! Pretty cute Chinaman, that."
fast. But I s'pose I ain't to be blamed so much for It. I was
"Very much so, Captain Jackson. I suppose you play
brought up that way. I was born in old Cheyenne In the
time when there was more tents than there was shanties poker now and then?"
"Not with a Chinaman," and the captain forced a laugh.
there. rt was a case o! every one for himself, an' whisky
"I suppose there is nothing to prevent the men from gaman' gamblin' was the only things to be found in the way of
amusement. But I've learned a whole lot since that, gal, an' bling, anyway."
"No, of course not. H they feel disposed to · risk their
when you say that I give up goin' on sprees an' raisin'
ructlona you tell the truth. But you know, too, that once in money and lose it, so long as they don't do it openly, It's alll
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"You do, eh ?" and turning to the scout he demanded the
ri ght, I presume. But say, Young Wild West, what do you
money he had put up.
intend to do about t he co unterfeiters? " '
"Not much," Charlie said, coolly. "A bet is a bet. You
" I haven't anythi ng further t o say other than what I have
have either got to jump ten feet or you lose the m oney. There
already t old you. I may do a little scouting to-night."
.. You still feel t hat you are going to capt ure the chief be- wasn't nothin' said about ·where •ou was to jump from. Go
ahead,now. Be a man or a monkey."
for e to-morrow night, I suppose ?"
The fact was, Charlie did not have much of an opi:lion cf
"I certainly do, captain."
"I wish you luck. If you succeed you will have done the fellow, anyway, for he h ad listened to ]lis boastful way
somethin g that no one around here has been able to accom- of talking until h e had tir ed of it.
" Trying t o skin me out of my money, I guees. It s::crr:s as
plish. I'll admit that I have my doubts about it. "
"I don't blame you for that, " and t h e young deadshot laugh- though yo u put up a job on purpose to do it."
"Don't you say that I'm try in' to skin yer, or I'll wipe up
ingly walked away.
Along toward the close of the afternoon some of the cav- the gr ound with yer, even if you are wearin' the uniform of
alrymen went out upon an open stretch and began t o do some a soldier ," t he scout retorted, losing his head r i;;ht at the
start, as he usua ll y did,,
athletic stunts.
" Easy, Charlie," cautioned Young Wild West. "We don' t
Quite a few of them were experts, and our fri ends enjoyed
want to have any troub le here. This fellow is a little hotit not a little.
headed, t hat's all. I r eckon he'll make the jump rather than
One young fellow wa.i; quite a jumper.
He declar ed that he could jump over any team of horses lose the five dollars."
''Go on and jump," one of the cavalrymen called out, jeerther e was to be found, with a runn ing st art of fifty fee t.
u ain't afraid of a little water, are you?"
But this was no gr eat feat, after all, though ther e was no t ingly. " Yo afraid
of anything," was the hot r etort, while the
not
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"Jump, th en," spoke up Wild. "What are you W{liting for?"
-.fhat he could do in athletics.
" You don't t hi nk I'm afraid to jump in the water, do yo u,
But the boy declined, saying :
Wild West?"
Young
"While I may be pretty good at that sort of thing, I don't
"No, I don't. But i: think you'll be a fool if you do."
practice enough to be an expert. I do k eep my band in at
"What you t h ink is one t h ing, and what I think is another .
shooting, however, and I always do my best to r emain cool, I haven 't as much money as you have. That five dollars is
no matter what happens. I am succeeding pretty well In as good t o me as it is to t he Chinaman. I'll jump, anyhow."
both, and I mean to continue persevering. "
A derisive laugh sounded, and the cavalryman was r eady
This did not satisfy one of the cavalrym en, who was second to fi ght any one just then.
·
in the contest of jumping.
But it seemed that no one was willing t o accommodate him,
horses,
of
eam
t
the
over
"You don't think you could jump
even t hough ther e w.ere perhaps several there who could
then? " he said, after a shor t silence.
easily have given him more than be wanted.
The
now.
just
it
try
to
going
"Oh, yes, I do, but I'm not
H e talked away angrily for about five minutes, and then
fact Is I am not In that sort of humor."
stripping off his coat he declared that he was going to make
cavalrythe
and
··Maybe the other fellow would like to try,"
the jump.
man nodded at Jim Dart.
No one obj ected to this, so, takin g a short ru n, he made
the leap, landing easily ten feet from the bank into the water.
" No," Jim answer ed, qui ckly.
Ther e was a loud splash and he was wet t o t he slrin, au d
At this juncture H op, who was listening as usual, stepped
then t here was more laughing, of course.
up and, wi t h a bland smile, bowed to the fellow and said :
Hop's victim came out of the water , and when Charlie
" Me bettee you fivee dollee you no jumpee t en fee t, so be. "
"What's that, h eathen? " the cava lryman spoke up, in a handed him the stake m oney he piclrnd up his coat and made
a bee-line for the barracks.
sneering way. " You'll bet I can't jump ten feet?"
"Lat too bad," said Hop, shak ing his h ead, sadly. "Me
"Lat light. You wantee bet ?"
"Yes, I'll bet you, if you have got five dollars to put up." allee samee Josee um fivee dollee."
"But I r eckon yo u won more t han that from some of the
'' 11'1e gottee plenty money. Me makee lillee money to-day
r est of 'em ?" Cheyenne Char lie answered, with a grin.
when me play dlaw pokee, so be."
" Lat light, Misler Charlie. Me velly m uchee satisfy, so be."
It happened that two of the Chinam;m's victims were present, and they both turned r ed.
But the cavalryman wanted to win the five dollars.
However, before he put it up he had it understood that he
was to have a run to give him a good start when the jump
CHAPTER VII.
was made.
Hop was quite willing to this, more than willing, it seemed.
WILD AND HIS P•\RT~ERS FAIL TO RETURX.
Cheyenne Charlie offered to hold the stakes, and the cavalryman proceeded to mark off a line to jump from.
Supper-time came around, and after the meal had been finBut Hop stepped up and stopped him.
"Me no say where you jumpee," he protested. "Me fixee ished the sun went down and dark ness, which comes quickly
In that part of the countr y, began to gather.
lat."
"Now t hen, boys," Young Wild West said, nodd ing to his
"Well, any place wlll suit me. I'll show you if I can't
jump ten feet with a running start. Why, I can go fifteen two partner s, ·•I r eckon we'll get ready to take a ride t o t he
hunter 's log shanty.
without half trying."
''Me go, t oo, Misler Wild, " the ever -ready Chinaman imoke
"Allee light. Me bettee you no jumpee ten feet, so be.
up, for he was standing within a few feet of th"m, n o doubt
You cornee with me."
The cavalryman evinced a certain degree of uneasiness, but waiting fo r t he yo ung deadshot to set out.
"All r ight," was the reply. "But we'll wait u ntil it gets
followed Hop to the edge of the brook.
The Chinaman, always on· the alert to play a practical joke good and dark."
H op was delighted, and h e snapped h is fi nger s at the
and cause others to laugh while he enjoyed it himself at the
same time, had thought quickly, and he was going to make scout, whom he k new was opposed to his going, laughing a t
the cavalryman leap into the brook in oi:der to win the five the same time,
dollars.
" Et, " the young deadshot said, turning to h is sweethear t,
He selected a spot where the water was at least waist-deep, "I r eckon we'll leave It to you to do a little watching tonight. If that r edskin comes aron nd here, keep an eye on
a good-sized pool being there.
With his heel he drew a line within a foot of the edge of him. But don't let on that you know that he's one of t he
gang of coun ter fe iters."
the water, and then, turning to the man, said:
"I know just what t o do, Wild. Yo u can depend on it t hat
"You jump flom here."
A laugh went up from all hands, for every one but the I'll not say a word, " the gi rl r eplied.
A few minutes later Wild and his partner s wer e r eady t o
cavalryman took It as a good joke.
leave.
He got very angry.
They ha d h ar dly mounted their horses when Hop was in
"See here, " he said, "you're try in' to make a fool of me,
the saddle, too, an d t hen turning off to the right, so they
heathen. "
"Lat allee light. You jumpee ten feet or me win um five would not let any one know wher e t hey wer e heading for,
they soon disappeared from view.
dollee."

YOUNG WILD WEST
Arietta was proud of the fact that she had something to
do.
'·Now, then,•· she said, smiling at Anna and Eloise, "I am
going to be a spy with a will. I think I'll start out right
now and try and locate the Indian who intends to sell the
whisky here to-night."
Neither Anna nor Eloise would have cared to do a thing
like that, but they knew pretty well the ways of Young Wild
West's sweetheart, and they merely nodded to show that they
thought it was all right for her to go ahead.
The girl knew the direction the Indian would come from,
so a few minutes later she stole away in the darkness and
made her way around to the trail, and finding a convenient
place to hide herself from any one who might come along, she
sat down upon a rock to wait.
It seemed that she had not got there a minute too soon,
fer she had barely got herself in a comfortable position when
she heard the sounds made by an approaching horse.
Peering from behind a rock she soon was able to discern
the outlines of a horse and rider.
The horse was at a walk.
But it did not take her long to r ecognize the rider as an
Indian.
He carried quite a burden with him, and it happened that
•
he stopped within a dozen feet of her.
She saw him tie the horse to a tree, and then proceed to
take something from its back.
The girl was not Jong in making out that what he had
brought with him were stone jugs.
Where he got the whisky from neither she nor any of our
friends had any idea.
But they did not. care.
They knew that the mission of the redskin was to sell the
whisky to the cavalrymen and work off as much as possible
of the spurious money he had with him.
"It's too bad Hop went with them," the girl thought, as a
smile flitted over her face. "If he were here now I'm sure
he would think of a way to play a joke on the Indian."
She was right in thinking this way, for when he had unloaded the whisky he had brought to the fort the Indian
left the jugs on the ground and then started on foot toward
the stockade.
The girl decided to wait there, for there was really no
need of fo llowing him, since he was bound to come· back as
soon as he found a customer.
After a wait of perhaps ten minutes she heard footsteps,
and then saw the Indian returning with four men whom she
easily made out to be cavalrymen.
Reaching the spot where the horse and jugs were, the rascally r edskin at once started to do business.
The jugs held about two quarts apiece, and he demanded six
dollars per jug.
The first man to buy gave him a ten-dollar gold-piece and
received what he thought to be silver In exchange.
The next man had the right amount, so the Indian did
not make anything extra by him.
But the other two received change, for they did not have
the right amount.
With the whisky they had · purchased the four stole away,
no doubt to reach the barracks and hide what they did not
want to drink immediately.
The redskin sat down and lighted a pipe, smoking away
in perfect content, while the girl, a short distance away,
watched him.
She had heard enough of the conversation to feel sure that
there would be more of the cavalrymen to come and pur.
chase the whisky.
This proved to be the case, for In less than fifteen minutes
a uniformed man appeared.
The redskin had but eight jugs left, and the cavalryman,
who must have been acting for some of the rest, bargained
with him to purchase the whole lot.
"I'll give you four dollars a jug. That makes thirty-two
dollars, " he said.
"No," retorted the redskin. "You give five dollars and me
sell. "
Then there was quite a little wrangling, and Arietta could
not help smiling at the. craftiness displayed by the redskin.
Finally he gave in, however, and the deal was made.
.. You'll get your money as soon as the stu.tr Is delivered,"
the cavalryman said. "There's a man waiting there with it.
Yon have got to help me carry it. "
The redskin agreed to this, and, dividing the jugs between
them, they promptly set out through the darkness.
They ha.d just a.bout time to reach the stockade when con-
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fus ed voices rang out and Arietta kn ew that something had
gone wrong.
She quickly left her place of concealment and ran through
the dark in the direction of the stockade.
As she neared the spot she saw as many as a score of men
moving about as though excited over something.
Getting a little closer she r ealized ri ght away what had
taken place.
The redskin had been caught.
"I wonder what Wild will say to this?" the girl thought,
shaking her head. "This may spell his plans somew hat.
But it can't be helped. I thi nk the man who came last was
sent purposely by some one who had an inkling that the Indian was here. I'll get a little closer and try and find out
what they are talking about."
This she did, and from what she could pick up of the conversation of the few who remained while the redskin was
being led away she could understand that a scheme had been
laid to catch the rascally fellow.
She heard one man say that so much dealing in whisky
had been going on that the colonel had appointed certain
ones to be continually on the watch.
Two men went back and soon came in with the Indian's
horse, which was promptly corralled.
Then Arietta made h er way back to tbe camp and told Anna
and Eloise what had happened.
She had just about finished telling the story when the
colonel's orderly appeared.
"Colonel Beardsley would like to see Young Wild \Vest,"
he said.
"Wild Isn't here now," Arietta answered, quickly.
"Do you know where he is? "
"That I cannot say. But I think he has gone out to try
and find out something about the gang of counterfeiters.··
"That is what the colonel wishes to see him about, I am
quite certain."
"Suppose I go with you to the colonel?"
"I would have to first find out if he wishes to receive you."
"Please do so, then."
The orderly saluted, and quickly retired.
In a few minutes he came back, followed by the colonel
himself, who very graciously doffed his hat, not forgetting
the military salute at the same tim e.
"Young Wild West isn't here, I see," the colonel said, as the
orderly promptly retired.
"No, sir. He has gone out in searrh of the counterfeiters ..,
"Ah! We have captured one of them, I believe."
"Yes, I know," and Arietta nodded and smiled.
"You know! How is that? "
"Before he left the camp Wild told me to be on the watch
for a redskin who was coming here to-night to dispose of
whisky to those of the men at the fort wishing to purchase
it. This Indian was to have counterfeit money with him,
which he intended to give out as change in case he had to
make it."
"Great Scott!" Colonel Beardsley exclaimed, looking in
•
surprise at the girl.
Since the redskin had been caught, Arietta had · quickly
decided to let the colonel know more than he could otherwise have learn~d.
."So Young Wild West knew the redskin was coming here
to-night, eh? How did he find that out?"
"That Is something I am not at liberty to tell you, colonel.
Perhaps he will tell you all about It when he gets back."
"Yes, of course. Excuse me for asking the question. This
is what I call wonderful. So Young Wild West made the
discovery that the redskin was to appear and that he was to
have counterfeit money with him? Well, that makes it cer·
taln that we haven't made a mistake this time. The same
rascal was arrested once before for passing bad money here
at the settlement. He squirmed out of it by pleading his
Ignorance. But this time he'll stay in the guard-house until
the whole matter Is settled."
Then he talked on, doing his best to learn from Arietta how
the discovery was made.
But she evaded all the hints and questions, and finally the
colonel left the camp and went back to consult with the
officers under him.
"Girls," Arletta said, laughing, "I think I have offset him
somewhat. I am glad of it. Perhaps I shouldn't have told
him that we knew the redskin was coming. ~ut I couldn't
help it. I just wanted to see how surprised he would be."
"Probably h e now thinks that he is not quite as clever as
he believed himself to be, even though he no doubt laid the
plans to catch the wily reds~in," Anna observed. "Certalnlr
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he didn't know for sure that he was coming, but when you I The girl thoughf this to be good advice, so i;he declared
told him that Wild knew he was coming and that you were I that she would be ready in half an hour, and he promised
to have a detachment of twenty men r eady to accompany her
appointed to watch him he did not know what to say."
There was nothing for them to do but to remain in the · In search of Young Wild West.
camp, so Arletta settled down, satisfied to do so.
Something like an hour later the orrterly nppcared again 1
to learn whether or not the young deadshot and his partners
CHAPTER VIII.
·
had returned.
"The colonel seems to be anxious," he said, as though he
WILD IS TRAPPED.
was adm itting something h e should not. "He wants to see
Young Vlild West badly."
·•Ho will have to wait until he r eturns, that's all I can say," 1 Young 'Wild West did not strike the trail leading to the lop;
, shanty that was occupied by Catamount Dick until a disArletta retorted.
j tance of a mil e and a half had been covered.
Again the orderly went away.
From that time on the minutes dragged slowly, and at 1 If he had struck it a little sooner he would surely have met
i the redskin with his jugs of whisky.
length another hour had passed.
The girls were beginning to think it about time Wild and I But the young deadshot wanted to avoid such a meeting,
anyhow, and he kept a watch as he rode along with his two
his partn ers should r eturn.
But they were not at all worried about it, for it might be I partners and the Chinaman not far behind, so he mlght have
that they were compelled to wait in order to carry out their I timo to prevent such a meeting, if the Indian happened to
come along.
plans.
1
But when st111 another hour had elapsed and there were n.o I The four rode on, nnd it was not very long before they s2w
I the glimmer of a light on the side of the h ill close to the
signs of them, they began to grow uneasy.
Finally it went along until midnight, and then, r eally I' mouth of ·the pass.
'Wild knew it must surely come from the shanty, for he bad
alarmed at their protracted absence, Arletta declared that
I located the place well in his mind before leaving it with his
a search should be made for them·.
.
But Anna and Eloise managed to persuade her to give up ; sweetheart that afternoon.
such an idea, and in case they did not r eturn by morning, ! '"There it is, boys," he said, as he brought the sorrel stal! llon"'to a halt and pointed to t he right. "I reckon Catamount
then the search should be made.
They r etired along about two o'clock, but it was little sleep i Dick must be at home."
"That's where the shanty ls, eh?" Jim asked, as he took a
.
that any of them got.
At daylight they were all up and stirring, and when the sun 1 look.
Yes, there's no mistake about It. That li ght comes from
showed Itself above the jagged mountain line to the east,
Arietta declared that she was going to have an audience with Ca.tamount Dick's shanty."
·•Maybe the redskin ain't started for the fort yet, Wild,"
the colonel right a way.
''There's one thing certain, girls," she declared, shaking ; Cheyenne Cha.rile suggested. "He might bo in the shanty ."
h er h ead slowly. " They have run into danger, and perhaps j "Th&t is probable," was the reply. "But I have an idea
they may ·have been kllled, for all we know. They have a 1 that he went some time ago, and is now doing business with
i the soldiers at the fo r t. But neYer mind. We are all right
desperate lot to deal with, I'm sure. I must find them."
"It seems strange that all four of tl\em should be caught : now, anyhow. We'll find a place a little closer to leave the
by the villains," Anna answered, as if she doubted the pos- , h orses, and then we' ll see who is inside the shanty."
They let the horses go on untll they were within a couple
slbility of such a thing. "But you had better see the colonel
of hundred feet of the log structur e on the side of the hill.
and have a detachment go out in search of them."
.. I'll do so at once," the girl retorted, and after she had \ They could see the light better now, for at fi rst It had
visited the brook and treated her face and hair in the usual been obscured from their view by the branches of a tree that
fashion she did every morning, she left Wing, the cook, pre- i grew close to it.
paring the breakfast and hurried straight for the colonel's 1 It was not a very bright light, to be sure, but was about
j' the same as might be expected to be found in such a place.
quarters.
Probably it came from a lantern or a smoky oil !amp.
She knocked loudly upon the door, and after eome little
! Anyhow, it lighted the way for our hero and his compantime it was opened by an orderly.
.. I wish to see Colonel Beardsley at once," Arletta said, in a · ions, s_e rving as a .s ort o! beacon, so to spealc.
Feelmg sure of finding more about the counterfeiters
very buslness-iike way.
and possibly locating their den, the young deadshot started
··It's too early, miss," was the reply.
cautiously up the hill after the horses had been left where
"No, it isn't . . I must see him. "
there was n o chance of them being seen should any one pass
"Well, !--er-don't know, " stammered the man.
1
up or down the trail.
"Who ls it?" a voice called out from an adjoining room.
"The young lady you were talking with at Young Wild\ Charlie came next, and he was followed by Jim and Hop,
West's camp last night, colonel," was the qui ck reply, while t he latter a little in the rear.
j Delighted at the pro;apect of playing a part in the adYenthe face of the orderly lighted up as if by magic.
"Very well. Tell her to have the kindness to wait. I'll be 1 ture that he was certa!n was sure to come, the clever Chinee
marched along, treacling as carefully as did those who preout as soon as possible."
It was not a very Jong wait before the colonel appeared. 1ceded him.
"Haven't returned yet!" he exclaimed, when she told him I · Cautiously they all made their way upward, and In a very
how Wild and his two partners had failed to come back to short time they paused within a few feet of the shanty.
They all listened, but could not hear a sound.
the camp. "Why something must be done r ight away. Per··Stay right here, boys, and lie low, " our hero whisper ed.
haps they have 'met the counterfeiters and have got lnto
"I'm going to have a peep lns~de."
trouble. "
"That's what I think, colonel," the girl answered, coolly. . They all nodded, but \i\Tild did not see them, for he st~rted
"What I would like to have you do is to send a. detachment as soon as he spoke, and carefully made his way until he
of cavalry right away. I'll go with them and act as a scout." r eached the window through which the light shone.
j The lower part was about on a line with his shoulders, so
"You!·• and the colonel looked at her In amazement.
"Yes colonel. It w111 not be the first time I have acted he could easily look in by standing upright.
tn that capacity. I'll find Wild and his partners, and the ! But bef?re doing this he placed his ear close to the end
Chinaman, too. We must not forget him, you know, for he ls · of the bmldlng and listened . .
Presently he h eard some one moving about.
human, like the rest of us."
Then he took the risk of peeping through the opening,
"O.h, one of the Chinamen went with him, eh? I suppose
Young WUd West knows his own business, though," he which contained no sash, but was partly covered by a piece
added, with a shake of the head. "But I really hope that ' of blanket In lieu of a curtain.
j The young deadshot got a good vli'lw of Catamoun t Diel;:,
nothing has happened."
"So do I, colonel. But we can't tell what may have hap- who was just putting on his hat as though he was going out.
i " Ah!" thought the boy, .. I reckon we didn't get here any
pened. How soon must I be r eady ?"
"In five minutes, miss. But have you had your breakfast?" , too soon. Now all we have got io do is to follow the snea]{j ing coyote and see where he goes. It may be that he will
" J'1o."
"Get it, then. A few minutes more will certainly make no get his horse and ride on toward the fort to meet the r edskin
when he returllli. But there's a chance of his going to th•
difference."
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headquarters of .the gang. That's what I want to sec him J But they quickly hid themselves !'rem view, and Catado, for the quicker this bunincss is disposed of the better I j mount Dick c:ime on down, passing wit hin a very few feet
, of lhcm.
will lilre it. ''
'rite vlllaincu3 h· !'.tcr picked up a co'.lple of bear-trap3, and j Ile wc11t in close to th e rocky Y1all then and strode along
. I as if be w::-..: in a hnr.ry, until he can:a to tha mouth of the
then takinlj bis rifl•i went to the door and o:pe1!ed it.
Ifavin6 i:!oiH? this, he turned Lack a:::.d extiugui3!led th~ ' pa~:iagc.
The next instant be disappeared from view.
.
l ight, which came from a lantern.
·wud and his partners wei'e watching with fae eye~ of a
··Going to set traps, is he'I" the watching boy muttered.
"Well, I suppose he pas got to iJlJt up a bluff in that way, cat just then.
They all knew that he either had µ;one into some sort of
anyhow. lle is si:pposcd to earn hia living by hunting and
trappinf!, a1;d he r.;ust do a little of it to keep away from opening, or else had turned an ai~gle in the cliff.
The thing to do was to Jiud cut -;-1hicil of the two it w:l3.
sm.p1c10n. /JI right, Cat:u,ioLnt Dfck. You go ahee.d . We'll
Motioning those w!th bim to remain where they we re, Wild
follow you."
, cr~pt liack to the ri:;ht, Lehind some reeks, and then was
Out came the man, closi'1;; the doer after him.
\Vild knew his partners and the Chinaman would surely not long in moving a:rcund nntil he was e:xactly in front of
distin guish his forn:, 1or u~cre was eno ugh light from the the place where the man· had last been seen.
Thero was a slight angle there. but as tho cliff r :i.n along
stars to enable them to do that.
and
He v.-aited at the end of the shanty until he h~ard him almost even ly for over a hundred feet beyond that point, have
walkine away, and then he stole noiselessly around and joined nothing cou.ld be seen of the hunter, he knew he must
enteri;cl a cave or passage.
those in waiting.
Without letting hisi iXir tners know what he intended to do,
"You saw which way be went, toys, didn't you?" Wild said,
the young deadshot crept softly through t he darkr.ess, and
in a whisper.
' "I redrnn we did,,. the scout retorted, quickly. "He headed the next minute he foun d t h e bl:l.ck opening.
"Ah!" he mu_tterccl, under his breath. ''I'm pretty close
straight up the hill back of the shcmty."
" Come 011, then. We m.u!lt follow him. Hop, you be very to the fin ish now. A cave, ch? Quite a snug place for a
gang of counterfeiters to pursu e thei r work, I rec:kon. But
careful, and don't make th e least sound."
"Allee light, Misler \A,' ild," was the r eply. "Me be velly they won't be at it much longer, I'm certain. I r eckon I'll
venturn inside and lock for a li ght."
mucheo calcful, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
He listened for a few seconds and, hearing nothing, stepped
"NeYer mind how smart ycr are," whispered the scout.
"Jent keep that to yourself. 'fhis ain't no time to be talkin' bo1dly into the dark passage.
Then it was that something happened that he had not barmuch, anyhow."
gained fo r.
.. Allee light. Misler Charlie. You no talkee, Jen."
Two pairs of hands suddenly seized him, grip!)ing him visL...
The scout might have made another retort, but Wild
like, and befo!·e he could E>ven utter a cry of warn!ng to those
ch C'~ked him by touching hiU1 upon tile shoulder.
Then the young deadsho t led the way past the shanty to outside, another hand wao pressed hard over his mouth, while
still another grip ped him by the throat, almost choking him.
the hill behind it.
It was but natural that he should struggle to free himself,
Dark as it was he had no difficulty in finding a way to
bat he e;oon found that he had three strong men to deal with,
get up.
the
As he reached the top he heard footsteps a short di.stance and when he found him3elf being borne away through
darkr.ess he gave it up, reaiizing that he had been caught
.
ahead.
napping, and that he had better preserve h is strength until
They were receding, too, as he well knew.
\Veil satisfied that there would be no danger of the hunter a more opportune moment arrived.
His captors chuckled and laughed as they hurried on.
losing them, he went on ahead, treading without a sound.
Suddenly one of them gave a lo w whistle, and then they
Catamount Dick was certainly not taking any precautions
to avoid being heard, fm· he went ri ght along, now ::ind then stopped, holding their prisoner tightly.
Wild heard the sountls of approaching footsteps, and th en
kicking a stone and sendiug it rolling over tho rocky ground.
Across a level stretch he made his way, and those follow ing a light suddenly appeared.
"We've got one of them," the felloow who was gripping
could nee him quite distinctly.
Presently he turned to the right and went down into a Wild by the right arm said, ln a low tone of voice. "The r est
hollow, where there was quite some vegetation, since a str eam is outside waitin' for their turn."
It was Catamcunt Dick who said this.
of water flow ed through it.
Wild recognized his voice instantly.
Once he disappeared fro m view the four ahead all came t o
The grip on his throat had been relaxed somewhat, so he
a halt at the edge of the hollow.
'fhey could hear Catamount Dick moving about below, and was able to breathe.
But the hand was still pressed over his mouth.
they took it for granted that he must be setting a trap.
"Good ! " came file r epl y from the fellow who had appeared
This was undoubtedly the case, for in a very few minutes
he came back and our friends barely had· time to conceal with the light. '"Which one is it? "
"Young Wild \'Vest," one of the others r et ort.ed, taking care
themselves behind some adjacent rocl{S.
H e still had one of the traps, so this meant that he would to speak in a voice that was very low.
··Better yet. Fetch him on back to the chief. He's a~'!:ious
go to another place at least.
Wher e he might go after that could only be conjectured. to :i~e the inside of the counterfeiter's den, I s'pose."
Wild ha~ never he.ard the voice of the man who spo,ke, so
Catamount Dick strode on, humming snatches of some tune
he had learned in days Jong i;one by, and this satisfied the he had no idea who. it could be.
But that. made httle or no difl:erence.
young deadshot that he had no thought of being followed.
Through mto the r~cky apartment in which the big bench
But that wns where Young Wild West made a mistake, as
was located Youn~ Wild West was carried in a helpless conwill be learned later on.
dition.
and
mile,
a
of
quarter
a
about
for
on
continued
The hunter
There was a bright light ther e, for the counterfeiters needed
then he set the other trap, those following him waiting until
it to play their v!llainous trade ..
·
h e h?.d done so.
"Bind and gag him, boys," said Catamount Dick. "I reckon
Then Catamount Dick set out straight for the headquarters
Dog Foot will be mighty glad to see him when h e gits back.
•
of the counterfeiters.
He walked rapidly {low, and the distance not being great, We' ll keep him until he comes, for it wouldn't do to put an
he soon was at the mouth of the passage leading into the end to him afore that time."
This was pleasing to the ears of the boy prisoner, for he
series of caves.
But instead of going in by the narrow entrance, he turned knew there would be a good chance of his making an escape
if he was given sufficient time.
a little to the left and climbed the rocky cliff.
One of the men did the tying and gagging, and when he
Having r eached the top, h e moved quickly to a narrow
fissur0, and then, picking up a stom?, pel'mittcd it to drop declared that it was all ri ght the young deadshot was pushed
.
into a chair.
downward.
'"Well, Young Wild West," Catamount Dick said, a gleam
~.'hen he h<?ard the thud aa the stone struck the ground
somewhere c;uitP a distance below hint, he gave a nod of sat- of triump h in his eyes, "you thought you was mighty smart,
around
isfaction, and then boldly sthrtcd back the way he had come. didn' t you? I figured it that you would come sneakin'watchin'
This move ' ·as entirely nnexpect~d l.Jy Young Wild West to-night, an' I laid a ti·ap for yer. I was layln' low,
and his companions, and when they saw him coming back they fo r yer to come, an' when you rode up an' left your horses I
waited until I was sure it was you. Then I sneaked back to
were just starting to ascend the cllff.
'1
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presence of the three, and that h ey were prepared to sneak
upon them and treat them to a surprise.
When Jim Dart fairly understood this it occurred to him
right away that the hunter had led them into a trap .
But he never once thought that vYild was at that moment
a captive in an adjacent cave.
"Charlie," he whispered, "those fellows have been expecting us. I think I understand it now. When that rasc:il of
a hunter went to the top of the cliff he must have signalled
in some way to the redskins. Then he came down and went
into a cave. But Wild will fool them yet, for he has followed
him, yon can be sure."
"Right yer are, Jim, an' we'll fool them redskins directly,
see if we don't."
Then the Indians who were advancing so cautiously, sud.
denly disappeared from view behind a pile of rocks, which
was less than a hundred feet from them .
But It was but a few seconds before they appeared again,
and they were now upon all fours and creeping along in the
treacherous fashion common to their race.
Hop Wah had drawn his pistol without being advised to
CHAPTER IX.
do so, and he stood r eady to send a shower of colored fire
upon the advancing rascals.
If this did nothing else it would light up the sceae, but it
CATAMOUNT DICK'S SCHEME AMOUNTS TO NAUGIIT.
would be sure to momentarily terrorize the redskins.
He knew that as well as anything.
Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and Hop Wah waited for fully
Charlie and Jim saw him ready to shoot, and both notldcd
r,,·e minutes without saying anything or hearing from Young
their heads approvingly.
·wild West.
'l'he fact was, as might as well be stated right now, that
'rhen they began to wonder where he was.
told the truth when he said a trap had
All three knew his purpose when he crept along among the Catamount Dick had
Wild West and hls partners.
Young
for
prr.pared
been
the
to
up
stepped
he
as
him
seen
even
had
they
and
rocks,
with what he said to the chief, the villai:1
satisfied
Not
CiJl:lliug.
to the secret rendezvous of the couukrfcitcrs
Bt..t the:y did not know the opening was there, of course, had goue back before
night.
shortly
agaiu
had
he
that
sure
not
were
they
disappeared
n.nd when Wild
He found Dog Foot there, attired in the finery his rank
gone into such a place.
But when he failed to show up they began to grow anxious, ca-lled for and with his war-paint on.
Assuring the chief that undoubtedly Young Wild West
and finally the scout gave Dart a nudge and whispered:
··I reckon Wild must have found some sort of hldin'-place, would try to spy upon them that night, he got him interested enough to guarantee to have a few r edski ns who wer e
Ji!n."
·· It looks that way," was the r eply. "H~'s gone on in it willing to do his bidding on hand after darkness set in.
Then it '~as quite easy to arrange to lead our he:ro to th
if he has."
spot, for Catamount Dick was rather , clever at fixing up
·'I reckon so."
"V>cll, why don't he come an' let us know about it, then?" schemes.
The chief listened to him and gave in to everything he
.. Walt a while, Charlie. You're too anxious."
''Y11s.• I know I am. I want to get at the sneakln' coyotes. said, and the result was that Catamount Dick had gone back
'That galoot we was watchin' disappeared right where we seen to his cabin to watch for the approach of any one who might
\Vild go, an' we ain't seen any of 'em since. That means come from the direction of the fort, and then lead them to
t11:it Wild is sartinly followin' him somewhere, an' that it's the trap.
t hrough a passage or in a cave or somethin' of the kind."
It appeared his plan had succeeded admirably.
Dart made no reply to this, but kept watch.
Young Wild West had already been lured into the cr.ve
l lop crouched upon the ground, not opening his mouth.
and was a captive, awaiting the return of the chief to give
'l'hC;;·e was nothing he could think of to suggest, so that the death sentence.
was undoubtedly the r eason.
The r edskin who had been inside with the three men, who,
Another five minutes slipped by, and then just as Charlie, with Catamount Dick, constituted the membership of the
who could no longer r emain inactive, was about to get upon band, easily found the chief and his braves, and they had at
his feet to go and investigate, the sounds caused by a stone once made their way around to the foot of the cli~r. for the
ro!iing down among the rocks close at hand came to the ears purpose of pursuing the intruders and making them prisoners.
of the watching trio.
It was not their attention to shoot them down, for the old
Instantly they were on the alert, their eyes turned in the
savage instinct that controlled Dog Foot to a gr eat extent
direction the sound came from.
Shadowy forms suddenly appeared from behind the rock!l, had come upon him with full force, and he wanted to take
and there were i;:o many of them that Charlie and Jim r eal- the palefaces alive and punish th em by death in some way
ized instantly that there was real trouble before them now. consistent with the old-time beliefs of his race.
Thinking that they had a sure thing of it, the Indians were
Neither of them had brought their rifles with them, not
not long in creeping toward the spot where Cheyenne Charlie,
thinking it worth while to do so in the darkness.
But they were armed well enough, for each had a brace of Jim Dart and Hop Wah were in waiting.
The fact that Young Wild West had been captured encourrevolvers.
Dog Foot not a little, so he did not hesitate to lead the
aged
doubt
no
and
too,
pistol,
Hop had lris · big, old-fashioned
·
·
himself.
way
he
though
even
scare,
a
might succeed in putting up quite
to the rocks behind which the
got
they
nearer
and
Nearer
did no damage with the weapon.
With something else to hold their attention, neither of three were crouching.
When they got quite close, Cheyenne Charlie could bear it
th em looked the other way now, but waited to see what would
no longer, for he could see the glint of tomahawks and other
•
happen next.
In the starlight.
Nearer came the shadowy forms, and in the starlight they weapons
He gave Jim a nudge, and then throwing up his revolver,
qui ckly made them out to be Indians, almost nude and apcalled out:
•
parently ready to fight.
"Halt! Down yer go, redskins."
One of the figures wore the fancy head-dress of a chief,
His r evolver spoke three times In quick succession, and Jim
too, and it struck Charlie and Jim right away that he might
be Dog Foot, for whom the reward of a thousand dollars was Dart promptly joined in the firing.
Bang! bang!
offered.
Hop Wah's big pistol belched forth a streak of fire .twice,
nut why was it that such a party should be there at that
and four of the redskins were seen to turn and run for their
time?
lives.
This was somewhat puzzling to them.
Two alone remained there, so confused that they !ailed to
It seemed as though the newcomers were aware of the

my shanty in a hurry. I had a way of gittin' in by crawlin'
under, so I didn't have to open the door, you see. I reckon
ycu·n admit that I'm putty clever, won't yer?"
\Vild could not answer, and so made no effort to do so."
.. Your two pards 211' the Chince will be fetched in putty
soen, or else they'll git killed, 'cause Dog Foot an' eight or
ten bad redskins is hidin' close by. One of the redskins was
hc1·e, an' I climbed to the top of the cliff an' dropped a stone
throu gh a hol e. That was the signal for him to go out an'
tell the chief that you was around, while at the same time it
let th('m what was waitln' here know that I wanted 'em to
mPet me at the entrance right away. It worked fine, Young
\Vild West, an' I'm proud to tell yer about it, 'cause I figured
it all out myself."
Then the villain laughed, showing his delight at the success of his scheme, while the young deadshot could do nothing· but sit there in silence.
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run away, and apparently did not seem to know wb,ich way
to go.
But two more shots brought them to the ground, and then
Charlie bounded fonn.rd, yelling h imself hoarse.
. "Hip hi!" shouted Hop Wah, and then instead of followmg the scout, he turned and ran to the spot where he had
seen Wild disappear from view.
At that very moment a man came rushing out.
He was fo llowed by another, and, seeing them, Hop did
not hesitate to fire a shot a lmost directly In their faces.
The bright flash that came from the revolver lit up the
scene for the fraction of a second, and not only permitted the
Chinaman to see that they were strangers, but also terrified
the two so that they promptly dropped to the ground, shouting In fear.
"This way, Charlie," Jim Dart called out, for he, too, had
se~n the two men as they fell to the ground. "Le\ the redskms go. We have got something else on hand just now. "
The scout heard him and followe d him quickly to the spot.
"Take care of them two galoots, Jim," the scout said, and
then, without the least h esitation, he plunged into the dark
opening and began feeling his way through the passage.
He heard excited voi ces close to him, but, nothing daunted,
he k ept on, walking without making the least sound.
"What in thunderation kin be the matter outside?" he
heard a voice say.
"Sounds as if the Inj uns has got the worst of it."
"I r eckon they have," muttered the scout, under his breath.
"An ' you'll git the worst of it, too, inside of two minutes."
A little further on an d he saw a light ahead.
Guided by It, he stepped along no iselessly and was soon
crossing the first of the series of caves.
It was in the adjoining one that the light came from.
It was shining brightly now, and once he reached the other
side he peered In and saw two men standing there, revolvers
in hn.nd.
Charlie paused and looked behind him.
He saw that some one was fo llowing him, and be wanted to
make sure if it was a fri end before he did anything further.
It was. a friend, for it was no less a personage than Hop
Wah.
That was enough, so without any h esitation the scout
stepped quickly ahead, and with a revolver in either hand
suddenly came upon the astonished pair.
"Up with your hands, you sneaki n' coyotes!" he called out,
in a voice that echoed through the cavernous place. "I've
got you dead to rights. Where's Young Wild West?"
'"Hip hi, hoolay!" shouted Hop Wah, as he ran forward.
"Evelythllng allee light. ·we ketchee um counterfeiters velly
quickee. "
One of the men turned to flee the other way, no doubt hoping to escape by the other outlet.
But Cheyenne Charlie, whose blood was up by this time,
pulled the tri gger of the revolver he held in his right hand
and the man went down in a h eap.
"Now, then, you try it and you'll go the same way, " he said,
•
threateningly, as he stepped up to the other.
"Don't shoot! Don't shoot!" came the pleadin-g cry. "I'll
give in. "
"Ha !" exclaimed the scout, as he recognized the voice. "It's
Catamount Dick, eh ? Well, I'm mighty glad to meet yer llere.
J est hold your hands up over your head, or you'll die afore
you kin count two. "
Up went the hunter's hands and in the light that came from
the lantern which was resting upon the ground near him his
face shone pale and ghastly.
"Yer sorter got us in a trap, didn't yer?" the scout said,
exultantly. "But I reckon it di.dn't work, after all. Now,
then, you tell me where Young Wild West is inside of ten
seconds, or l'll take the top of your head off."
"He's back ther e, an' he ain't hu rt a bit, " came the quick
r eply, as the villain threw his head back, indicating the cave
behind him.
"Go an' see if h e's lyin', Hop," the scout said, without looking at the Chinaman.
"Allee light, Mis lei;. Charlie," came t h e cheerful reply, and
then Hop ran swiftly in the direction indicated.
He fou nd that ther e was a light coming from some other
par t of the underground place, and in less than a minute
he stood before the helpless young deadshot, who was st!ll
sitting in the chair he had been forced into by the v!lla!ns but
a few minutes before.
Wild had, of course, heard the shooting outside, and he
knew right away that his partners had got into trouble.
But he was also convinced that they were doing the shoot-

ing, and when he heard the scout and Hop yelling he was sure
of the fact.
It was but the work of a few seconds for Hop to tear the
gag from the young deadshot's mouth and sever his bonds .
Wild no sooner got upon his fee t than he looked for the
·
weapons that had been taken from him.
They lay close at hand, and securing them he pushed the
delighted Chinaman aside and bounded into the chamber
where Charlie stood covering Catamount Dick.
"Where is Jim?" the young deadshot asked, as coolly as if
nothing out of the ordinary had happened.
"He's outside, Wild. You had better go out an' see how he's
makin' out. I left him with two of the rascals, who was so
scared that they dropped to the ground when Hop banged
away at 'em."
Wild waited to hear no more, but hurriedly made his way
through the passage.
Dark as It was he did not hesitate to keep right on, and
soon he saw the faint light from the stars.
"Jim!" he called out, softly.
"Hello, Wild! " came the reassuring response. "Are you
all right?"
"I r eckon I am."
"Well, I've got two of the scoundrels here. Three or four
redskins got away, but more than that went down."
"That's cheering news, though I am sorry any blood had
to be shed."
Out stepped the boy, almost stumbling over the prostrate
forms on the ground, for neither of them had dared to rise,
since Jim had given them to understand that if they attempted to do so they would be shot.
\
Wlld promptly took charge of them.
He relieved them of their weapons In a jiffy, and then ordered them to rise to their feet, which they promptly did.
Our friends always carried some stout cord with them, and
quickly produtlng what he wanted of this, the young deadshot was not long in binding the two men so they would
have no further use of their hands.
"Well, Jim," he said, when he had done th!~ as he nodded
to his boy partner, "I reckon I got caught napping. But
everything worked all right, even if I did. So you didn't
let them surprise you, eh?"
"Not much, Wild," was the retort. "We happened to see
them sneaking toward us. I suppose If they had not made a
noise and called our attention that way, they might have got
a little closer before we saw them. But they never could
have surprised us. We were r eady and waiting for something to happen, and I'm sure we would have been able
to take care of ourselves."
"Good! Catamount Dick showed he had more brains than
I thought he had. It was a put-up job of his. He was watching for us when we rode up near his shanty and dismounted,
and he got Into the shanty without going through the door,
and then made it appear that he was going out to set his
traps, so we would follow him. Quite a scheme, I must say."
Havfng told Jim enough for the present, Wild went to the
en~rance and called out for Charlie and Hop to fetch o'\t their
·
pnsoner.
The other man was quite dead, for the scout had made no
mistake when h e fired at him.
"Now then, boys," the young deadshot said, "we must get
hot on the trail of the r edskins who escaped. One of them
is the chief we want, and I reckon we have got to get him."

CHAPTER X.
THE CAPTURE OF THE CHIEF.

The tables had been turned completely upon the villains,
with the exception that t he chief who was wanted so badly
had got away.
Young Wild West thought quickly, and he was not long In
settling upon a plan of action.
" Hop, " he said, turning to the clever Ch!nee, "you go and
get the horses. Charlie, you stay here until he comes with
them, and k eep guard upon the three prisoners. I am going
to try and find Dog F oot. But before I go," he added, as h e
turned and looked sharply at the three men who wer e standing there helpless. " I r eckon I had better fin d out about where
to look for them. Catamount Dick, you can probably tell
me that."
"I don't know nothin' about it," the hunter answered, shaking his head.

YOUNG WILD WEST CAPTURING A CHIEF,
"Yes, you do. Now yon tell me where you think he might
It was a blind trail, sure enough, and an all-night search
be right away. If you don't I may take a notion to put a revealed nothing as to the whereabouts of the missing chief.
bullet through you, even if you have got your hands tied
lt was not until the sun had been up nearly an hour that
behind you. Such a villain as you should have no mercy they came upon a fresh trail.
shown him, anyhow. Now, then, speak out and be quick · Spots of blood showed here and ther e, and then they knew
about it."
pretty well that they were on the track of the Indians who
The boy showed his revolver llnd took a step toward the had made their escape.
man he addressed.
They followed the trail for nearly half an hour, and wh en
"Most llkely he's gone to the Injun village," was the reply. they found it turned and went back in the direction of the
"Don't shoot. I ain't got no need of lyin' to yer. It's all up fort they knew they were . pretty sure of catching Dog Foot.
with me, an' I know enough for that. What I want is to
At length, as they were a£cending a rise, they c.a me upon
have a little mercy shown me. I ain't done nothln' so very the body of a r edskin.
wrong, anyhow. I didn't make none of the bad money."
"We won't talk about that just now. I want to find Dog
An examination e.howed that he had evidently bled to
death from a wound he had received.
F
oot. He ls the chief the reward ls offered for, and he is
While they wer e looking at him the clatter of hoofs sounded
the man I want to take allve. Now, then, where is the Vil· and Cheyenne Charlie looked up aud caught sib"'ht of three
lage you refer to? "
"Right over that way," and the villain turned his head to horsemen riding furiously away.
indicate the direction.
"There they go," he shouted, and up went his revolver.
"Is it very far?"
Crack! crack!
One shot sent an Indir,n rider to the ground, whilB the
"You kin git there in about fifteen minutes if you trot
along, r reckon."
other dropped the horse that was bel ng ridd en by Dog Foot.
"All right. Thank you. r think you are telling me the
"After the'm, boys! I'll talce care of the chief," Young Wild
truth. If I find that you have lied to me it will be all the West shouted, bounding forward on foot.
worse for you, that's all."
'l'he scout and Jim hurried ly :mounted and gave chase to
"I ain't lled, have I, boys?" and the hunter turned to his the others, while Young \Yild Yvest bounded forwa;-t! as quick
two companions In distress."
as a flash.
"Not a bit," one of them answered. "Ketch old Dog Foot
Ha,ving no chance to ride away, the chief raised the tomaan' hang him. He's responsible for the whole business. He hawk threateningly and dashed to meet the young de adshot.
led me Into this game, an' I'm mighty sorry I took his ad·
At that very mom ent the sound of a bugle was heard from
vice now."
behind some rocks close at hand.
"Any one Is apt to git sorry after he finds out he ain't got
Young Wild West heard' it and knew what it meant, but it
no chance," the scout observed, with a sarcastic laugh.
did not check him from bis intention.
"Come on, .J im," Wild said, though he had not spoken of
He ran on, intending to take the chief alive.
Dart going with him before. " I reckon we'll go ahead on
Up went tho tomahawk, and Dog Foot was r eady to strike.
toot."
He did strike the next instant, too, but missed.
"All right, Wlld," was the reply, and then Jim Dart fol· . Wild dodged the blow aimed at his . heail with the toma·
lowed the young deadshot away thtough the darkness.
hawk, and then he leaped upon the chief, and, as quick as
He knew Ure direction the Indians had come from, so he a flash, flung him to the ground.
led the way until they got to somo high ground about a hun·
At that very moment Arletta and the cavalrymen rod e up.
dred yards from the entrance to the cave.
.
The assistance the cavalrymen were able to give just then
Then Wlld took the lead, and proceeded ?n in the direction was hardly needed, for Wild had Dog Foot at his mercy.
Catamount Dick had told them the redskll1 village lay.
,
However, cne of the men dismounted and ran to the spot,
They found that it was quite a long way off, and fully fit· :mcl the villain wns quickly disarmed.
teen minutes was spent in ~etting over the level ground
"What are you doing here, little girl?" the young dead·
zhot asked, in his cool and easy way, as he turned to meet
before they sighted a camp-file.
Then they became very cautious, and crept up until they his sweetheart as she dismounted.
were right at the edge of the village of tepees.
..
. .
.
There were not many of the latter which told that the
'\Ye~!, I msisted on t~e colonel orderlUg a det::.chment to
population could not exceed more tha~ fifty.
come m search of you," was the r eply. "It was oi;ly by
The two took a good look, and soon became satisfied that luck that. we came UJ?On you, t?o, for we knew nothing of
1f the chief was really there the Indians were pretty good ~our whe1eab?uts until ~e h_ea1cl the sJ:ots that were fi;ed
actors.
Just now. I did. the scoutmg tor ~hem, Wild, for I was ridmg
Finally Wlld decided to go straight into the village and ask ahead at the time. I suppose if they. had not done as I
about him, for he had heard that there were no 'hostile r ed· wanted them to we . woull~ have gone m an~.ther direction.
skins in the vicinity.
Y~? have got .,th~ c111ef, Wild, and I am ~lad ..
Anyhow it was too close to the fort to find such a state in
So am I, Et, and he embraced the girl nght before the
existence. '
spectators ,presen t.
He walked boldly among the tepees, and the inhabitants
Explanations were soon made, and then the start was made,
of the village looked in surprise when they saw the young and. just then Charlie and J im rode. in with the other two
palefaces approaching.
Indians, whom they had captured without delay, after chas·
But, of course, Dog Foot had not been living there for Ing them into a blind ravi ne.
Then a short-cut was taken to the spot where Hop had
some time, or he would have been discovered by the colonel's
men.
,
been left with. the oth~r prison ers, and reaching there they
However, Wlld picked out a couple of them and began fo~n~ everyt!1n~g all nght and the return was made to the
asking questions.
fo1 t rn due time.
'fhey declared their ignorance of the whereabouts of Dog
There is not much more to add to this story.
Foot, and said they had not seen him in months.
Suffice it to say that Young Wild West r eceived the rewa:-d
Others were called up and questioned, but with the same for the capture of the chief, and that Arietta was lauded to
r esult.
the skies for her ability as a scout for the cavalry.
Through her advice the detachment had found not only
" I reckon Catamount Dick gave us wrong instructions,
Jim," the young deadshot said. "We will have to· go back You11g Wild West aud his partners, but Dog Foot as well.
.
Later on Oili" friends h eard that the r est o~ the countera.nd get our horses. Then we'll try it again."
One of the Indians wanted to know what the trcuble was, feiters were tried and convicted and seuti;nced to terms of
but Wild declined to give any information.
imprisonmen t.
They made their way back and were just in time to find
Of course, the outfit of the counterfeiters was destroyed,
Hop returning with the horses.
and the r est of the stu::.'f tal~en proper caro of by the Govern"Well, Hop," the young deadshot said, "you were very anx- ment officials.
ious to come with us to-night, so you can have a job to attend to. I am going to leave you here 'with these three men,
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST AND
and I want you to guard them until we return."
THE LONE CABIN; OR, THE RAIDERS OF THE GORGE."
·: Allee light, Misler Wild," was the cheerful reply. "Me
do lat velly goodee. "
Mounting their horses, the young deadshot and his part- SE~'D
nera started away on what might be called a blind trail.
l'i
ll
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CURRENT NEWS
Prince Albert, son of Kinrr George, sloocl sixty-fourth in
order of merit in a lict of sixty-five persons who underwent
an examination for naval cadets last month. The newspapers comment on the. standing of the prince as evidence of the complete impartiality of the examiners.
All communication with the interior of 1Icxico was cut
off January 15. Rebels severed the railway and commercial
telegraph wires below Gallego, 140 miles south on the
Mexican Ccntrnl Railway. Destrnction along the Mexico
1
Northwester n Railway ha been more extensive than at any
time during the two years of revolution. One hundred
and twelve wooden trestles over 150 miles of road have
been burned by rebels on the English-Can adian line, which
runs into the Casas Grandes district southwest of Juarez.
A distinct triumph for the liquor forces was the passage
of ihe Post-office bill in the House January 14 without prohibition of the carrying of liquor by the parcel post or of
the transmission of advertisements of intoxicants through
the mails. :Murdock, of Kansas, wanted to prohibit the
mails to matter advertising intoxicants in prohibition
States, but his amendment also was ruled out of order.
Postmaster-G enernl Hitchcock in establishing th~ parcels
post made a regulation that no intoxicants could be snipped
by it. 'fhis was held to be aJf unautl1orized exercise of
executive power.

Five square feet of skin from dogs is being graitcrl by
Dr. . A. Van HoeEen, Jr., on Ralph Keris, seven-yea r-old
son of l\Jr. and .:.frn. Frederick Kcris, of 409 Blase avenue,
Baden. The lad was burned playing Indian fiye weeks a"o,
and one-fourth of the grafting has been completed. At
least twelve dogs will be sacrificed in an effort to save the
life of the child, Dr. Van Hoefen says. Two weeks after
the lad was burned twenty-five pieces of skin from the under hide of a young beagle hound were successfully grafted.
Using a dog At each operation, Dr. Van Hoefen grafted
sixty-one pieces at an interval of three days. The last
time, about a week ago, seventy-five pieces of skin taken
from two pups were grafted to the boy's limb. The supply
of pups i11 Baden having been exhausted, Dr. Van Hoefeu has employed men to obtain additional ones.
While on the outskirts of East Canaan, Conn., January
14, on his way to his home in Salisbury, George Ball,
nineteen years old, saw the form of a nurn with upraised
arms, he says, approaching him. Believing that he was to
be helcl up, Ball lcYeletl a double-barreled shotg1m at the
supposed highwaymnn ancl discharged one barrel. When
Charles Adotte, in front of w iosc home the shooting took
place, and other villagers 1'ho had heard the report of the
gun reached the scene Ball was staJJuing orer the lio:'ly of
John J. Whalen, of Norfolk, a. friencl of Jhll. 'The young
slayer went to the home of George Beebe. where he remainecl until the arrival of Deputy Sheriff Rhoades, who
locked him up in Canaan. Coroner Herman, oE Winsted,
.aitcr an inquest, asserted that no evi<lenC"e had been adduced showing a motive for mmder, lint he ordered the
prisoner committed to jail pending decision.

Rules to insure proper deportment of the midshipmen
at Uie United States Naval Academy danc~s have just been
promulgated , and the naval lads .feel that, in some particulars, the enjoyment of their hops has been curtailed. Miii~hipmen have been notified that if dances of recent origin
are to be attempted, left arms are to be held straight at all
times, and partners are to be kept at a distance of at least
The first State Ranger School in the Unitccl States has
1hree inches at all times. Supplementa ry to these rules is
one which points out that in no case should midshipman been established by the New York State College of Fortake the arms of their companions when escorting them to estry at Syracuse University. Sixteen young men entered
at the beginning of the term and are now studying practical
and from the dances or on other occasions.
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DICK DONNELLY'S FORTUNE
- OR---

THE BOY RANCHMAN OF TEXAS
By DICK ELLISON
( A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER I. (Continued)
But Dick was the hero of the hour that day. His companions, the "swell set," gathered about him, and he had to
r ecount his encounter with Tom Mikel again and again,
and yet once more for their edification.
Tom Mikel halt not come to school that morning. After
the fight he went home, not that he was badly hurt, but
because he did not ca.re to meet the jeers and sneers with
which the boys usually greet the vanquished. There were
but two or tl:rree slight scratches on his face, and one eye
was slightly discolored, but hardly enough to be noticeable.
Dick Donnelly's act in defending the weak was a manly
one. _;Even boys love gallantry and bravery among their
playmates, though they may detest quarrelsome lads.
Dick was truly a noble, brave lad, for had he not been,
he would never have dared attack such a bully as 'rom
'.Mikel.
T he bell rang and the boys hastened into the schoolhouse. Profes~or Dobbs, the principal, was a very tall,
slender man, with a mild gray eye and bald head.
Dick thought the professor fixed his eye on him rath er
piercingly at his entrance, ahd began to ask himself if
the professor could possibly know anything of the fight
of the morning.
T wo or three slight scratches which Dick had r eceived
were too slight to be noticed by a casual observer.
When the opening exercises were over the boys were sent
away to their recitation rooms. As Dick was going with
the others the principal said:
"Richard Donnelly, I want to see you in my office."
"When?" Dick asked, beginning to tremble a little with
dread of the meeting.
"You can come in right now; I won't detain you but a
f ew minutes."
Dick bowed, and went to the professor's room. The
professor, who had preceded him, sat at his desk looking
at a new gold watch which the scholars had given him
the day before. Dick was one of the contributors to the
fund which purchased the elegant timepiece, and the professor was very proud of his present.
"Sit down," said the professor, kindly, yet there was a
sternness in bis manner which moved him not a little.
"This is a beautiful watch, Richard; yes, a very beautiful
watch, and I am proud of it. I shall take it to the j eweler's
and have a proper inscription placed 1 pon it. But it w"asn't
t o talk about the watch that I brought you here. Richard,
I am sorry that one whom I have always boasted of as the

mo-st quiet and best behaved boy in the whole school, should
be engaged in a street bq. wl. "
"Professor Dobbs, I coul d not help it," Dick declared.
"Tom was beating a little boy, and the little boy's sister
begged him not to do so."
Then with penitent tears he proceeded to .recount the
whole story of the fight from beginning to end, and when
he had :finished the professor said:
"Well, Richard, you have some mitigating circumstances
in yom favor, nevertheless you ha-re violated one of the
established rules of the school, and according to the law,
you must be punished in some way. But I will defer it
until some future time, and now you can go to your r ecitation." As he spoke the professor laid his watch in the
drawer o~ the desk, and, locking it, placed the key in his
pocket.
Dick wondered why he c1il1 not put the watch in his
pocket, but he saw that the profcf'sor wore his old one,
a.nd had heard him say that 11c was going to take the new
one to the jeweler's to have some inscription cut upon it.
Though Dick Donnelly had been assured he must be
puni shed for violation of some o.f the established rules of
the school he knew the puni:hment would not be either
severe or greatly humiliating.
As Dick left the hall, wh ich he did ahead of the professor, he saw a slight form in kniclforbockers speeding before him. It was Benny Grayson, the incorrigible brother
of Bessie. He disappeared around the corner before Professor Dobbs came nt or his office, so that gentleman did
not see the young scamp.
Dick wondered why Benny had been watching and listeni ng at the door of the professor's office. .Alas, he was
soon to learn Renny's object to h1s own sorrow.

CHAPTER II.
DICK IN DISGilACE.

As soon as school was out Dick Donnelly hastened across
the open lots to his home and asked his Aunt Sue if he
could go with Zack Bragg and the 0ther boys nutting.
"No, you can~t," declared his annt, in falsetto bighpitched voice, which indicated that she was in no very
pleasant mood. As she spoke her Lrow gathered into a
'frown of :firmness.
"Why not, Aunt Sue?" he asked, in a. pleading voice,

\\IL D t\E ST \1'EEKL Y.

Iuneasy.

"Drcnuse y0n can't, ancl thnfs enough."
"I hnrc sy;lit all the kindling wood ancl carried in all
the coal, and there isn't anything to do, until time to go
to the pa5turc for the cows. I will be back long before
that tim'c."
'"\\ ell, I say yon shan't go, and that's enough. I am
going to nm this house myself, as I own it, and not turn
it o•:er io you.' 1
Dick turned away, resolved in his own mind to go without her consent.
• "I hare obeyed her· until I am a good big boy, and she
gcb wor ·e and worse on me all the time," he thought. He
\rent to the wood shed where he busied himseU a few
moment, until Annt Sue's sewing machine indicated that
she was absorbed in her work, and then started back townrr1 the school-house to meet the boys.
They had not come yet, and while waiting for them
Dick clisco'l'crcd !hat he had lost his knife. 'l'he last place
he remembered seeing it 1rns in the office of the professor,
where he had given it to the principal to open the case
oI hi~ new wntch .
"He laid it on the desk, and it may be there yet," he
thought. The professor seldom, if ever, locked his office,
tlvmgh he did the drawers of his desk. Dick ran up to
the apartment, pushed open the door and started back in
amazement.
A boy not over twelve or thirteen was just closing and
lockin g one of the drawers of the principnl's desk. Dick
comprehended it all, and, bounding to his siclc, seized him
by the arm and cried:
"Hold on, Ben Grayson. I know what you are about.
Let go of that watch. I promised your sister to keep yon
from harm, if I could, and you shall not take it. It would
ruin you ."
Ben clung to the watch with wonderful determination,
and strove to hide it about his person. Dick wrenched it
from his hand, and threatened to report him, but the young
thief with the agility of a cat broke away, darted out of
the door and bounded down the stairway and ran off across
the common .
Dick glanced at the watch and discovered that it had
rcccfrcd no injury, then turned to the desk to put it back
in the drawer, resolved for Bessie's sake to say nothing
about the matter.
'l'he drawer was closed and locked.
"The young scamp has the key," said Dick, "and I don't
dare leave it lying on the desk, for some one might take it.
I will put it in my pocket and follow him and make him
let me have the key to return it to the drawer."
.Dnt Benny, as fleet as a deer of the plains, was, by the
time Dick reached the playground, out of sight.
7'ack Bragg and his companions who had assembled
cal!ecl to him:
"Say, Dick come, we are going now."
Dick was puzzled what to do. He had the professor's
watch in his trousers pocket; he could not leave it, and
he ought not to take it with him. But he must decide at
once what he would do, and so decided to go nutting, and
return the watch when he came back.
"T will find Benny,'' he thought, "and make him give
up the key."
That watch in Dick's pocket made him feel decidedly
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He first i.hought he wonlcl tell his companions
all about it, hut he could not rlo ~o without implicating
Bessie's brother, so he decided to sar nothin~ r.t all. They
need 11c1·er know \rhat 13er.ny had tried to do. and tbe lad.
might yet b retlcemcd. He cared very little for Ben himself, but he could nc.t endure ihc thought of bringing the
blu h of shame to the pretiy cheeks of Be~<ic. Dick was
gallant, brave, honest, and yet be was ;1·eak in trying to
conceal the fault of another; that a boy shonlrl neYer do.
'l'hc watch bore ~o much on hi~ mind i.hr.t r.Jl lhe pleasure of nutting was lost.
He might break it, or might lose it: then he shonlcl feel
almost as badly as if he hall . tolcn it. In the exciting
chase after a sql1irrel he forgot all about the watch for
the time being, and ran on until he stumbled over a log
and Iell, the watch flying from his pocket upon the ground.
Zack Bragg, who was at his side, saw the bright yellow
case as it flew throngh the air, and alighted on the leaf
coYerct1 earth.
"Hello, what's this?" he cried , picking it np.
"Is it broken?'' asked Dick. ri~i·1g anrl running io him .
'"Xo. Is it your~? ''
"No," answered Dick, snatching it nway from him and
thru ting it into his pocket.
"Well, what are you doing with it~" asked Zack.
"Oh, nothing; come on."
"You needn't be touchy about it. I've seen watc_hes before,'' growled Zack. Then he muttered to himself so low
that Dick could not hear him; "I wonder where he got it.
It looks exactly like the ~nc we all gaYc the schoolmaster.
What is Dick doing with it?"
If Dick thought that Zack was his friem1 he was very
much mislaken. Dick's recent feats, the fact that l\e had
been called a studious boy in school, and his recent popularity, had made Zack and his companions envious of him,
and when Envy steps in Hate i on his heels.
Dick felt a vague nneasines all the afternoon, and was
glad when the day's nutting was over and they all went
home.
"I will go at once, hunt Ben, get the key and return the
watch before I go home," he thought.
But finding Ben was not an ea y matter. :ro doubt the
little rascal supposed that Dick would want to see him ,
and so kept carefully out of the way. Dick did not suppose that Zack had any evil intentious against him when
they separated.
Zack spoke so softly and so friendly, and hoped that he
would go with them Saturday to the lake for a swim.
"We will have bushels of fun," he declared .
"I would like to go, but I don't know if aunt will let
.
'
me," he answered.
"Oh, you must coax her, a.nd coax her, until she is compelled to give her consent."
"I -will try, but doubt if I can, especiaJly as I went without her consent to-clay. She will think it her religious duly
to punish me for being disobedient."
"Yes, I know, these old women seem to think it is their
religious duty to do a great many things, when they want
to flog a boy just· because they arc mad at him. But the
boy must bear the punishment just for the sake of their
religious duty."
(To be Continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
WHERE DO GS ARE EATEN.
The use of the flesh of dogs as a food for man is becoming common, even in the .capital. From necessity the German workingman has long made horse meat a substantial
portion of his daily iare, but while Saxony consumes thousands of dogs annually, the practice of eating this meat
has not until recently invaded Prussia. Now the overseers
of the Berlin cattle yards have given their approval of a
proposal to erect a. municipal slaughterhouse for dogs at
the yards, and it is expeeted that the police president will
soon issue the required permit.
BRICKS BY PARCEL POST.
When Samuel Gordon, the postmaster, got to his office
at South River, N. J., January 11, he was amazed to find
a large tnlCk loaded with bricks standing in front of the
door. He was told by the driver that the bricks were to be
sent by parcel post to the varions agents of a local brick
and tile company. Each of the bricks weighed five and
three-quarter pounds and cost 18 cents to send by parcel
post, whereas by express the concern would have had to pay
25 ce_nts for each brick. The clerks labored all day. It is
the biggest job the local poat-office ever undertook.
BRONZE COINAGE DOOMED.
The bronze coinage of France is doomeu, and will soon
be replaced by coins made of pure nickel, with a round
hole in the center. Visitors to this country have seen for
themselves the battered and mutilated condition of tbc
one-sou and two-sou pieces in circnlaiion, clue in a great
measure to the fact that a great number of them bear the
effigy of the late Emperor Napoleon III. Some time ago
the mint issued nickel coins of the value of five sons, bu t
they bad no hole. These also are to be called in and r endered uniform with the rest. In payments and in giving
change the nickel coinage will not be legal tender beyond
the sum of fl ve francs.
GERMANY HAS AN AEROPLANE STATION.
Germany has definitely decided on the institution of a
large aerial center derntecl entirely to naval wc.rk. 'rhis
first center will be situated at Cuxhaven, where for the last
few months the German l\finistry of Marine has made extensive pLuchases of land., ostensibly for the purpose of a
new artillery range. The site has an area of three and
one-half square miles, and it is now known that it will be
utilized for a. combined aeroplane and airship station. Including levelling expenses and necessary preparation the
la.nd will hav.e cost $400,000. A large airship hangar,
mounted on a rotating platform and capable of · housing
two Zeppelin dirigibles of the latest and most powerful
type, will be erected at a further cost of $425,000. A special aerial section is now in process of formation at the
German navy headquarters and will be established at the
new center, Ouxhaven.

..

SECOND-HAND ORAKGE SKINS.
Now and then one sees in the English papers advertisements announcing that So-and-so has a large stock of
orange skim; for sale. As a matter of recommendation as
to quality the advertisement concludes with the statemen t
thRt they are from such and such a music hall.
There is a big business in second-hand orange skins,
lemon peel, etc., on the other side or the Atlantic. Most
of them are bought by makers of jams :mu marmalade.
This was brought out when t here was an investigation of
the preserving industry in England not long ago.
In certain portions of the theatres and music halls of
London and other large British cities the seats are not
reserved. Admittance to · the pit is generally sixpence.
Once a person leaves his seat it is immediately grabbed
by some one else. In order to get a good s~at one must
come early. One grows hungry as the hours go by before
the performance ends. The favorite sustenance of those
who sit in these cheap seats i oranges.
'l'hey consume them in large quantities and throw the
skins on the floor. After each performance the skins are
ca1•efully gathered up and sold to dealers.
, HANS WAGNER SE'l'S RECORD WITH BA'l'.
When Jfans Wagner, the great shortstop of the Pittsburg J?iratcs, turned in n batting aYerage of .324 at the end
of last season, he set a record which has never been equalled
in the history of the game. Although there were some
mighty hitters in the olcl days, none of them succeeded in
batting over .300 for sixteen consecutire seasons, such being
the mark established by the lumbering Honus.
To be sure, old "I'op" Anson, Vi\agner's greatest rival,
batted over .800 in twenty different campaigns. He put
together a string of Mteen select averages before he
dropped behind for a couple of years. Then he came back
and held the place for five seasons, barely squeezing
through with a .302 his last ·year, in 1897.
Wagner never reached the top notch of exclusiveness by
batting more than .40Q, as Anson did in two years, but
his steady work over a period of sixteen years gives a firm
baf<is for the tatement made last summer by Johnny McGraw that Honus is the greatest of all living players. Wagner's highest average was compiled in 1900, when he ran
up a .380, his lowest coming in 18!>8 at .305.
Wagner's complete record with Loui sville and P ittsburg
is as follows: 1897, .3H; 1898, .305; 1899, .359; moo,
.380; 1901, .352; 1902, .329; 1903, .355; 1904, .349; 1905,
.363; 1906, .339; 1907, .350 ; 1908, .354; 1909, .339; 1910,
.320; 1911, .330; 1912, .324.
Wagner was placed eleYenth among tl~e hitters in the
National League fast se~on, some of the younger buds,
like Zimmerman, Doyle. :.\foye rs and Sweeney, nosing him
out. Never_theless, it is doubtful whether some of his apparent superiors would not be given up in a trade for the
mighty Dut.chma.n by almost any mana.ger.
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THE KING OF CRIPPLE CREEK
Olt,,

THE BOY WITH A BAR.REL OF GOLD
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL S'L'ORY)

for~ed to descend a flight of rickety stairs into th e cellar,
where he was locked in a brick wine vault in w'hich the
"By thunder! I believe you are right," whispered the
club kept tl}eir bottled beer, claret and champagne.
colonel; "but how did you fellows get in here, anyhow?
lt was very humiliating t o J a.ck, but h e had been taken
\\hut are you driving at? Explain."
by surprise and really there was no help f or what
entirely
Ike drew the colonel to the p11rtition which divided the
happened.
had
room from ihe next, and pointing to a small round hole
He was simply pushed through the door without being
which had been bored in it, whispered:
up in any way and left to his own reflections, which
tied
"Look! Listen, and then judge for yourself."
would have been anything but pleasant if h e had not disThe colonel put his eye to the peep-hole, and then immea way to escape.
covered
diately withdrawing it pressed his ear against the partition
Jack struck a match and looked around. He could not
and kept it there for some time.
laughing out loud when he discovered that the lock
help
Terry, who in the meantime had been released, remained
secured the door waa o.n the inside.
which
standing quietly by.
there was nothing to do but to u nscrew it and
course
Of
away
pulling
breathed,
colonel
the
"l'Ye hcnrtl enough,"
after a Little. "J utlgc Dillon is even a greater scoundrel walk out, as any boy with a stout j ackknife in his pocket
than 1 thought him to be, and I supposed that I knew him could readily do-all that was needed was a little time.
Jack was still working away at it and succeeding all
we!J ."
when suddenly heavy footsteps were heard in the hall
right
the
as
Ike,
"llmh ! 'l'hey are on the move!" whispered
overhead.
room.
adjoining
the
in
heard
were
footsteps
heavy
eoLmd o.f
This wus just as the 1lock came off in his hands.
"X ow, then, you keep in the background, Col. Wilier. I
There was a scuffie and the sound of a fall. J·ack threw
didn't deal faro here two years ago for nothing. 1 know
door open and crept up the stairs, listening at the top.
the
the place ,as well as you do. Judge Dillon signs this little
will sign or die!" he heard a voice exclaim.
"You
or--"
up
document I have drawn
"They are having a row there," he thought; but it's
At the same instant the door of the next room was heard
noi1e of my business. I'm not in it. l'Ye got all I can do
to ope a d there were heavy footsteps in the hall.
to attend to my own affairs."
He crept downstairs again, hurried over to one of the
cellar wiudows, and opened the swi.:iging sash. To climb
CHAPTER xxrv.
up on the stone wall of the cellar, squeeze through the
window and gain the back street, was all the work of a
I moment.
CO~CJ,USION .
Ile had ~carcely departed when the door at the head of
.Tack never fired the shots in :Jiaggcd·s saloon.
the slai r::; flew oprn am1 Tony 'l'ollircr, One-eyed Ike ru1d
He never even got the chance to draw his reYolvcr. Th e Col. \\'ii.fer came rnshing down .
men in the saloon , were all tools of Appleyard, and the
"You·ll find him in tltc wine rnult," crieci Ike. " I
whole thing was simply a plot to capture Jack :md hold know jnst where tlicy have taken hirn, a11d 1111\ess they have
him until after the auction was over, jusi as Col. \Yilfcr changed tl1e lock I've got a key thn t will fit. By thunder!
had said.
He's not hen'! Hn, ha, hn ! l might lrnre known! He's
~
unscrcwrc1 1he lock and skipped."
And Jack was most eficctually capt urcu.
,,
,,
*
,.,
He was insta11t1y pounced upon nnc1 dragged Oiron;sh the;
*
···
·
·
·
side r1001~ into the alley by :\Ia (rgeCi hj1n seJf and t\rO other ,.
T1·;ch·e o'cl0ck on the mining cxch:rnge w:is ns1ial1y the
men, while Appleyard, drawing his reroh-er, fired ~ewral
shots at the ceiling for n o oth er p~upo.· c tlrnn to d raw in a lm;;ic>=t lwnr of the c1n ~·, nrnl yet in th o~e dnys at Cripple
Crrek thi s 1rns -n1"niJ3 tlie time \\'lien the auclion sale of
crowd, and then to giYe it oul ihat J ad;: was on a drnnk.
took place.
claims
across
hustled
'ras
Ueanwl1ile, the King of Cripple Creek
than an hour Jack Iludf:lon had been si i ting
more
For
Swan
tlie
where
building
rear
the alley and taken into the
<]UieUy iu one corner of the long room. :\!any of his felClub held forth.
A trap door was raised in the ,floor of the hall and Jack low members came up and spoke to him <luring that time,.
CIIAP'l'ER XX III (Continued) .
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It woulcl not do. Jack and Terry still liYe at Cripple
but for once the "King of Cripple Creek," usually talkaand are known far and wide.
Creek,
say.
tive enough, had but little to
'11 hey are many times millionaires, and highly respected.
'l'welve o'clock struck.
The auctioneer's hammer sounded at the same instant. They control many mines and Jack is a member of the legislature of Colorado to-day. To some this will 'lmdoubtT here was to be a sale.
give a clew to our hero's real name.
eclly
Jnst at that moment Col. Wilfer and Terry Tolliver
.
floor
walked upon the
Jack married Ethel, and after Col. Wi1fcr's death last
Both threw up their hands at sight of Jack and hurried year he took hold of the smelting works.
to vhere he stood.
He and Terry now live in the big house on the hill into
"Why, where in the world have you been?" exclaimed which they first entered two poor, ragged boys.
the colonel. "Terry and I have hunted for you all over
One-eyed Ike is Jack's managing man, and it would be
town."
very hard to get a better one, for Ike is not only brimful
"I've been right here," replied Jack. "I've got to look of energy, honest as the ' sun, arnl as sharp as a razor, but
after this sale. It's no use, colonel. We shall have to buy he is thoroughly uevoLeu to the in terests of the King of
the claim in. One-eyed Ike had a plan to save it, but it Cripple Creek.
has failed, and--"
TIIE END.
to
were
"You
colonel.
the
cried
nothing!"
"Failed
1
meet Ike at the Spread Eagle--"
OUT NEXT WEEK
"Silence!" cried the auctioneer. "Gentlemen, I am about I
1
wellthe
Read the New Serial
to ofl'er for sale under the order of the court
known claim on Deer Creek, Kissing Oanyon, known as
Cluim 11, Range 5, at present being worked by the firm
--on-of Hudson & Tolliver. 'l'hat they hold this claim illegally
has been deciued by the Honorable Judge Dillon, and~"
TEXAS COWBOYS IN CUBA
"I protest I" broke in J ack;striding forward. '"I'he sale
By "PAWNEE JACK"
stops right · here. Mr. Merriman, you will please read

FltiHTING WITH GOMEZ

that!"
Do Not Miss It
Consternation came into the faces of a little clique of
OUT NEX"'I" V'd'EEB{
• mining sharps who were acting for the swindler Appleyard,
who, not being a member of the Exchange,, was not present.
PROFITABLE MAINE 'l'TI1\PPJXG.
"An injunction signed by J"udgc Dillon himself!" cal1ed
for
I
and
p1·oceed,
cannot
sale
out the auctioneer. "The
one am glad of it, for I believe it to be a swindle. Jack
It is estimated that 1,500 f9.xes have hcen shot and trapHudson, I congratulate you. Gentlemen, I call for three
for their hiucs in Somerset County this season, accordped
cheers for the King of Cripple Creek!"
ing to a Skowh egan correspondeut. '11 he fur dealers
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
claim i.hut the foxes and mink have never been so plentiIt was a simple ending to what appeared at one time ful. The fox skins haYe brought more money per $kin than
likely to turn out a very serious mattor, and it was an end- in several yt•ars buck. lt is eslimntc<l that the hun ter~
in g to all Jack Hnclson's troubles as well.
have realized from fox skins alone in lhc eouni.y nearly
Onc-eyecl Ike's scheme had succeedell famou sly, for $15,000.
Judge Dillon and John Pardridge, . \.ppl cyarcl's repreOne of the rno,;t mrnrnal things in connection with this
scntatiYc on the floor oi'. the Exchange, had discussed their
one man alone in th e county cau,dil in ilYo clays
industry.
villai nous game a litlle too openly in the poker room of the
fox and a gray one that hrought him a check
black
a
time
Swan Club. and Col. \Yilfcr was able to name the exact
in a week':> time this man trapped ten red
and
$2,1500
for
amount of bribe money which Appleyard had paid the
foxes.
judge for Joing hi.s dirty work.
'11 his is getting to be one of the greatest industries and
Caught in the passageway by the masked men, Jud ge
Di.llon was forced to sign the order putting an injunction many farmers arc making as much money hunting as they
earn on the farm during the rest of the season. ~\Iany
on the sale of the mine.
earned enough money from catching fcxe,; and skunks
have
Exposecl by Col. Wilfer aiterwarc1 in the public press, ]1e
the mortgages on their farms. A fox skin on an
pay
to
found it convenient to cli.sappear from Cripple Creek bethis year brincrs $.).
aYcrage
tween ti\o cl<l'·s, and after he was gone it was discoverer1
this winter let his clog out of doors in the
farmer
One
that he ha cl robbed his clients of large sums.
immcc1intely left for the wood~. Along
it
and
momi115\'
Before th is the man Appleyard also made hin1self scarce.
the ' forenoon the man, while sitting in
of
middle
the
in
and the whole afi'air fell fiat; but Jack to secure himself
noise in the entry anrl opeeed a door
a
heard
houf:c,
LlN
of
grant
mining
new
a.
for
ent
applied to the governm
followerl by the do[[, rn:;hecl in.
closely
fox,
reel
a
and
Claim 1J, Jhnge 5, and got it. To-clay -the mine is still
'l'he k itchen window was OJ)Cn and before the man could
being worked, and is down thousands of feet. It is one of
it the fox had made a leap for. it, but when he did
stop
the richest and best known at Cripple Creek.
the stick out that ltcld the window up ancl he
knockcu
he
our
of
names
real
the
given
not'
Now, of course, we have
was caught by the window as it fell and was then killed.
heroes in this tale.
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TIMELY TOPICS
T he many uses of ~he motor cycle are ,shown daily. It
has been recently decided to equip the game wardens of
the ~tate oI Oregon with motor cycles. W. L. Finley,
State Game ·w arden, believes that he and his deputies can
cover fa r more country, and that even t he mountain territory will offer no obstacles that cannot be over come by the
t\l·o-whceler. The State Board of F ish and Game Commio~ione1 ~ lrns authorized the purchase of three cycles for
thi~ purpose. Others will be added when they 11ave ma de
gcod.

Among the queer trades of London, to be discovered~i11
the new issue of Kelly's London Directory, is on e which
has a deep personal inter est for the youth of all nations.
'rhe birch rod maker has advertised his abode. In a large
building in Red Lion Square, Holborn, which has the appearance of a private dwelling rather than the foun t or
juvenile chastisem!)nt, orders are executed for hundreds o.f
thousands of birch rods guaranteed to give entire satiEfaction to the schoolmaster. During t he year birch rods are
despatched to all corners of the earth, and their sterling
qualiti es are felt in all countries. Though the industry
thrives om inously, there is some consolation for the schoolboy l.n t he fact that t here is no sign of a birch ro d "boom. "
The manufacturers have obser ved a conservati re policy,
and the old style of a thin handle and a set number o.f
birch t wigs bunched at the end has survived.

. Iexico was fourth in rank amon~ the gold -producing
countries in 1011, according to th() figures of the uniteLl
Sbtes Geological Survey, the output for the year be ing
ez~ 1 ,1DG,OOO . This was an increa~c oYer the 1910 figures o.f
more than $.J.,000,000, despite t he unsettled conditions
which prevailed in s'ome portions of t he re1)ublic during
t he year. With a return to settled conditions and t he
A ro11te ha.s been suggest ed by the members of the Long
co;-!'Linuecl introduction of modern mining aml metall urP lanning ommittee ior the proposed boulevard
Islaml
development
renewed
to
gital mctho<l into illexico leading
of the gr t metal rew m ces o.f the country, the gold out- from Brooklyn t o Montauk P oint, N . Y. T he proposition
is declared to be an importan t one fo r all Long 1sland;
expected to increase still more rapitl ly.
put may
in fact, t he grea test ben efi t it has ever had. The route
in Nassau, Queens and Kings count ies was pl ann ed some
Enough jewrlry i.o stock a small store was recovered
time ago. F rom .Fa rmingda le t he road is to run north of
th e other (fay by bcnrh combers from the sands of Rockarnilroacl traek as fa r as Ronkonkoma, and at some point
the
way Beach, N. Y . The va luaLles had been lost in the past
Ti onkonkoma. and Y aphank it cr osses the railroa<l
between
t-nmmers, and some bore vidcnces t0£ hin·ing lain in the
,ind nms eastward a short di stance sout h of the track of
ocean for a considerable time. rrhe jewelry hacl been
within a quarter mile eo nth of Riverhead,
wushed up on the beach b_v the recent gale, and when news the n1ilroac1 to
off toYrn r L1 Southampton . followin g the
branches
t
i
1»here
of it spread, Feveial lnrnrlrec1 person \Yere soon al work,
the toirn over t he Shinnecock Hi lls,
uuh
tlno
cour~e
north
si fting the ~and. Among articles rcco,·cred were: Three
side to Bridgehampton, where it is
Bay
econic
P
the
taki1}g
gold watches, one set with diumonds . :Jiore than a score
which the East Hampton people
oad
r
he
t
h
wit
connect
to
Three
lavallierc.
One
chains.
neck
of signet rings. Filly
north of t he villages of East
goes
ch
earrings set 'rith (k1 monds and pea1 ls. Thirty bn:cclets. haYe acloptecl, whi
on to ::\Iontauk.
and
Amaganseit
and
ton
Hamp
One ring set with a ruby and 13 diamornlf'. One blies'
garter ' rith gold buckle, beari11rr the initial B. A quantity
of cheap pin~ . I n anticipation oi the effect of the glo rrn
'fw'o nimderers and a burglar 'rhose sentences run from
many persong visited the beach later in an efi01t to identify
years to liie imprison men t droYe qu ieth out o-f t he
ten
their own lost treasures.
8tate peni tentia ry nt ,Joli et, Ill., t he other a.ftrrnoon in a
~ t olcn automobile while a w:1tchful g1rnTd obl igingly opened
The redoration of the army can tern nnc1 ihe enactment the grrnt barred g:1i.cs for tlwm. Ont~ic1e they thrr'-'· on
or lrgislfltion for the eliminntion from U10 army or unfit tl1r hi::;h ~peed grar and "·ltirlcd lo freedom, south and
offk-"rs are a1 :ong ihc reeomrnendutions con lninec1 in 1he ca::t of the penitentiary, \rh ii<' 1.hc gua rd "·ns 1r:ri1~g to exannual report of Ge11e ral Leonard \'{oocl, ehid of' f'taO',
plain to his superiors ho"· hr r:::n c to let tlwm o,-o and why
marle public recrntly . General ·w ood al 0 o empba:' ize• what
cl irl not guard more clooely the nutomnbi!c, 1he fo~t
!:c
he has mill many iillle,; before about the cone;entrntion of
belonging to A. C. Loomi::, ;;enrn[ ;: c" oa11t:Jnt ut
machine
the army on str~1tegie Jines :ind the transfer of the perrrhe thr ee e~rflped c01wict", ,·Jl j\om.. Cook
prison.
e
th
e<muel of the staff to the line, thus rlo in;.; away with the
Tioche, m1mlcrer ; Stephrn Ayr"s,
Sigmnnd
a.re
County,
old staff and line friction . He recommenrls placi1w rhe
Shclllon, bmgbr. C'h icf of Pol ire
ward
Ed
c1
an
mnrc1crer,
matter of ad vancemcnt for merit in the hanl1s of board '
after nulornobile loa<led wilh
m1tornohile
011t
sent
l'ilcWeeny
of or'fieers chosen from the army. Of the canteen he sa~·.; :
and pi;;tols from the 'son:11
Tifles
h
wit
armed
icemen
pol
"The gTCat majority of olf.cers oi the army nre of the
1rnr;1t>:l every Chirago f'l~
sbtion~,
Chjnago
sontlnre~t
and
under
op inion that the re-establiRhment of the ca.ntrcn
tlw n;c·n, a11d linallr sr ;t
for
\rnfcl1
thr
on
prnrcr s11prrviFion wo 1ld tcncl io improve the he alth, cb= - ]iceman to he
~ ," 11·hieli li ::t\C' ~.·c;ilrd
iflr
H
"Own
"s
Jlalpin
Captain
ont
eipline antl efficiency of the senice. I co;1cur ill thi.;
with rifles for auto b:mJits.
Yain
in
city
the
opinion."
1
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GOO]) CUUR.EN'l' NEWS AU'l'ICLES

On December 14th Antony J annus finally reached X ew
Orleans in his Benoist tractor hyclro-aetoplane, fitted with
a Roberts 75 horsepower two-cycle motor. ,J a1mus h11s been
nearly two monthR nrnking the trip, which mis nccomplished above the Mis~ouri and :Mi ssiss ippi ri\'crs. A good
part of the di stance, which totals over J ,500 miles. he carrictl a passenger. At the start of his flight .:\1r. Ilei10ist attempted to keep up with him in an automobile, but he was
unable to do so. J annus made exhibition flights at various places and demonstrated the possiLility of touring in a
hydro-aeroplane, cve11 under unfavorable weather c0nclltions. A.lmost every flight hc made wn~ either Etarted or
finished in the rain. N cvcri:hcless, J annus pE:1-.,c1·0rc(] and
finally reached his goal without having lXpcrienced :rny
rnverc accident. The Benoist biplane i fitted " ·ith a monoplane body, and ha s a novel feature in the form of warpable balancing planes located between the main planes at
each end
, of the machine.

A Danish scientist, 111. H;annover, has invented a metallic
GRINS A:NU CHUCJO;ES
sponge, -which has recently come into industrial use. It is
composed of an alloy o.f leall and antimony, and consists
Blinks-'l'his room i.s veTy close. Can't I ham a little
of a loose-meshed network inclosing spaces of larger or
fresh
air? Waitcr-Ccrt'nly, sir.
(Yells.) One air!
smaller size. It is employed fo1· ab~orbing resins, oils, etc.
Fresh!
A description was given to the French Academy of Sciences
by M. Jie Chatelier and is reported in La Revue.
"Forty years ago tliat fellow arrived in our town without
a
cent."
"I suppose be owns half the city now?" "X o;
A. Kantrowitz, a dealer in ice cream at Tarryto"·n, N.
Y., while driving his automobile through John D. Rocke- he's still broke."
feller's estate at Pocantico Hills, the other day, saw a deer.
1\frs. Goodheart-So you won't chop the wood? The
Kantrowitz chased the deer for half a mile and tried to
Hobo-Xo,
lady . I'm a kleptomaniac. I'm afraid T
go through a fence. Kantrowitz turned his car after the
animal and rammed it up again,,t the fence, but the clcer might steal some of it.
worked loose and dashed off into the Hockcfellcr wood .
Baron (to pastor who is a mediocre minister)-! like
Kantrowitz says he could have killed the Jeer if he bad
your
Monday preaching the best. Pastor-But, baron, I
had a club.
never preach on :Mondays ! Baron-That is the reason.
Roger Bresnahan, formeriy managc>r oi tl1e ;.'t. Louis
National League baseball te~rn, will "·car a Chicago Club
uniform next season, according to Charles W. }lurphy,
president of the club, at Chicago, January G. ''He is a
great acquisition," said :Murphy. "I won"t say what salary
Bresnahan is going to get, but J had to outbid Dreyfuss
of Pittsburgh for hirn, and that slio1'·s what others think
of Bresn.:hao . l intenn to me him ns a catcher "·ilh
Archer." Murphy saiJ Boger has not signed yet, but that
a three-year eontract will be mailed to Brcsnahan's home
in Toledo, 0. ·
William Haase, fourteen, of Englewood, N. J., was
a rifle on Christmas and, later, with William Bisig,
ten, ancl some other boys, he went to play on the railroad
tracks of the New York and Northern road at Englewood.
In ilic play tho gun was discharged, the bullet striking
Bisig in the head. Tho other boys ran for help. Bi~ig
was taken to the Englewood Hospital, where he died. No
definite official action has been taken so far. Ferdinand
Bisig, the dead boy's father, was lamed recently by the
explosion of a home-made cannon. ·walter, twelve, another
son, lost his right leg when part of the exploded cannon
struck him.
giv~n

"Look at the bcautifol engagement ring George gave
me!" "\\'hy don't yon do ns Belle did?" "\Yhat was
tha.t ?" "She nrn<lc him have the stones reset when he gave
it to her."
First .l!'nr:uer-'l~re, you remember telling me you garn
your 'os turpentine when 'e 'ad colic. Second :i!'arrnerAy ! J1'ir. t 11\i,rmer-WeH, I gave my 'oss turpentiue, an'
'e Jicd. Second Farmer-\\' ell, mine dieJ, too!
In a rC"cen t examination in one of tlw schools of Baltimore a tcachcr asked this question: "X11me three classes
of people." One of the answers was, ''Men, women and
babies." In answer to ":N" amc one animal which pro\·idcs
you with both food and doth ing," one hoy sa.id, ".Jiy
mother."
'!'here had been a domestic spat at breakfast. "You
monster!" sl!apred the matron, who was always scolding,
"you arc not like my two former husbands. 'l'hey were
tender men." "I never doubted that they were tender,
U aria," vcnturc>c1 the meek man, "when you kept them in
hot water ~tll the time." And he just cleared the front
,Porch two yards ahead of Lh.e roll.i:Dg-pin.
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"Will you let me look at that solitaire in the window?"
I asked of the fat, greasy looking Jewess who came out
of an inner room in answer to my knock on the counter.
Site eyed me very suspiciously, and I saw in an instant
By John Sherman.
tliat she knew me.
It is some years now since I was attached to the Thames
She knew it would have been worse than useless objectDivision of the Metropolitan Police, and during the short ing, so she lifted the little case from the window, but with
time I was with them I had some of the most curious and an evident bad grace.
trying expericncc3 that der fell to the lot of any man to
"Yes, I thought I knew it," I said, as I took the little
encounter. Certainly I did not do much actual work in ornament in rny hand. There, sure enough, was a monthe boats ancl on the river, but my investigations wrre con- orgram, "W. H.," engravetl--the fac simile of that on the
erned in matte::> relating to the business canied on upon solitaire already in my possession.
the Thames.
1\Irs. Hachael fenced my questions as to how she became
-One dark, foggy and cheerless night one of the boats possessed of this little trinket, hut at la~t she confessed
rought in a body of a stout, thougl.t well built, middle- that she ·ha<l given Tim Reilly sixpence for the thing, and
ged man. At :first we thought it a case of suicide, for his more than it was worth.
·
atch and chain were still upon him. 'l'he watcl1 had
1 knew "Tim"-a longshore laborer-and his haunts
topped at flve minutes past eleven, and as he wa picked pretty well, and I interviewed that gentleman at his fayorip about twelve, he evidently had not been long in the ite r esort, "The Jolly Pilot," that very night, and ir uur
rnter. There was no money on the body beyond a few conversation "·as short, it certainly was to the point.
, encc in one of the pocket , not a scrap of paper of auy
''A word with you, rrirn," I said. "Where did you get
·ind to lend the slightest clew to identification.
that li ttle silver stud you sold to Mrs. Haehn.el the other
When the inquest came to be held the ev ide11ce of the day?" I asked.
loctor who had made the post-mortem ex,amination threw
'l'irn's jaw dropped.
· new and more serious complexion on the affair than we
'"l'h e little angel's head-is it that ye mane?"
iad at first thought possible. There was a bruise on. the
I nodded .
ight temple, an<l at this spot he found the sku ll fractured,
"I found it down at Misther Abbott's wharf. 'Twati
he result evidently of a blow from some blunt instrument, the other morniµg, and it was mesilf that showed it to Misrobably the thick encl of a loaded cane. That blow he ther Finnigen-leastways, Misthcr Carston-an' he tould
as certain had been rc<:eived in life, and before the de- me it was of no great value. 'But ye can keep it, Tim,'
eased had got in the 'i'u.ter. The prc.ence of a watch- he says,'says he, 'anrl maybe ye'll get the price of a drop o'
valuable one-and the chain wa::, however, a stumbling \vhisky for it.' An' so· I d,id, begonah. .An' that's all
lock in the ·way of the robbery theory , and after coneiJ- mesclf knows about it d all."
_rable discus3ion a venlict of "Found drowned" was rc:Jh. Carston wa:; )fr. Abbott's managing clerk, antl my ,
urned, which is always un ~atisfactory, to my way of next interview was with him. He remembered the circumhinking, as it is really no verdict at all. The authorities, stance of 'I im finding the solitaire perfectly well, and as he
owever, thought the affair or sufficient importance to thought it of little or no value, had told Tim he might
ffer a substantial reward for the arrest and conviction of dispose of it as he thought best. But when
told him
he guilty ones.
what the finuing of that little ornament on Mr. Ab,bott's
When examining the corpse I found that he had worn whar.f portended, he became suddenly very grave and very
!
ilver solitaires to fasten his wristbands. These were reticent.
ashioned in the form of cherub's h eads, and from the ap"Dear me; you do not imagine that anything so dr0adearance of the metal were certainly of ancient make. I ful as a murder t ook place on our wharf I I feel as though
peak of them in the plural, but in fact then) was 01ily one, I were implicated already. It is very shocking. I would
hat in the left wristband. The solitaire which should not like this to reach :\Ir. Abbott's ears, for he has been
ave fastened the right wristband was missing, and not in a delicate sbte of health for some time-mental worry,
nlv missing but the shirt cuil' wa,; torn at the button- you kuow."
iol~s. This ~tud or solitaire bad evedently ueen torn from
"Indeed!" I ejaculated.
he cuff in a struggle, and in all probability had fallen to
"Y cs. Some mortgages on some property falling du'-..
e ground unperceived, and would mark the spot where anJ as he can't redeem them, the mortgagee threatens to
he eneoun ter had taken place.
forecloi;e, if he has not already clone so. But the peculiar
Three weeks after I w~s making my way toward High part about it is that the money was raised to pay off some
treet, Wapping, when on passing through a clingy, dirty liabilities in curred by a younger brother, who has since
treet abutting on the river my attention was caught by <lied, leaving a wido"' and a young family, and I believe
bill in the window of what is technical ly known as a that if the prope1 ty is sold they will be absolutely penni·dolly shop," an unlicen-ed pawnbroker's, in fact. lt less."
nounced a circus, a wiltl beast show, or something oI the
"It i,; a sad case indeed," he went on, "and, acquainted
ind. In stopping to look at that, my eye rested upon a as I am with i\lr . .Abbott's affairs, I do not see how he is
ttle glass-covered case con.taining a few articles of jew- going to redeem the mortgages. The fellow was here on
lry-a brooch, a scarfpin, a pair of ear-rings and-yes, on the 2d, and fr.om what I could make out 110 wouJd not wait
he very top-~y missing solitaire! I was in the shop in any longer than a month, and here's the 30th! Only three
more days, and, so for as I know, nothing done."
t winkling.
FOUND DROW l ED.
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"I know," exclaimed the poor h:dy to me, "1 know he
"Yes. the time is short," I replied, mentally making a
the
innocent. He was at home wiilt me the whole evening
is
of
night
the
note of the date-the body was foLmd on
over t his afl'air, and saying how well :Jir. Iloultl;;talking
conneca
making
already
perceive,
2cl. I was, as yon ' rill
tion in my own mind. "I should imagine it was not a very worth Mel behaved in the matter.
You will re111ernber that in the docto:·'s evidence it was
pleasant intervie1v," I continued .
that thp dead man h:id rec:cived a blow on
demonshntcd
dry
"Hat!Jcr the rcYcnc," replied Cranston, with a
and he had farther said, thungh I don·t
temple,
right
pitch,
the
high
a
to
raised
voices
smile. "l eoulcl lH•ar their
been
c·;c~1 though the Joor v•as closed; and when Iloulclsworth think I mentioned it at the time, that it must lul\'e
came out of :\Ir. Abbott's rnom his face was certainly dealt bv a lcft-liancled man. I did not think much of this
at the .time, but after the preliminary inq:.1i ry before 1.he
flushed, as if with rnssion ."
magi~tratc, I was present when the witner;scs signed the
"Houldsworih? " [ repeated, inquiringly.
depositions, and, to my surpri,e, Carston, c:h:rnrsing his
tell
didn't
I
forgot!
ah-I
Oli,
moTt/!agce.
the
.. Yes,
you the fellow e;alls himself \Yilbraham Houldsworth- walking-stick from his left to his right k.nd, took the
thougli in redity he is a jcw money lender, his right name pen in h is left hand arnl so signed .
"Yes," he explained, "my right hand is 1;rae:tie:c,lly
Lcing Jacob Abrahams. I know him well, as 11e comes
I injured it when a boy .. But use, yen knov•, has
useless;
thankam
I
though
l;
from my part of the cou:1try-13ristc
made my left hancl as though it were rny right, an cl tlie
:'.'~·! to say he doesn't know me."
"\Yilbrahum Houldsirnrtli!" I repeated, thinking of the muscle of this arm are wol1'1crfully c1evclopccl ."
This conversation r currcrl to me after my cloe<bts had
"Y.l. H." on the solitaires. "_\.s you know him so wel1, you
arons'.)cl as to the mis tatemcnts as to the quarrel
been
the
producing
said,
I
portrait?"
' rould easily recognize his
bebreen ::\Ir. Abbott and Ilouklsworth on ihc da:r of the
photograph suddenly.
"Yes, yes-no-that is," said Carston, "it's something murder . What motive has actuated Carston in this? _\.
like him. Mr. Abbott must not know anything about it if desire to throw me on tlie wrong scent. .\ml why? To
you can po:siblv help it. And he was here late that very screen the ackal perpetrator. J\ nd who was that~ Himself!
night, too. C'urious-YcTy curious!"
Imbued with this idea, I quietly prosecuted rny inquiries
I fo1mc1 that }[r. Jacob Abrahams, otherwise knows as
Wilbraham Houldsworth, liacl rcsidc<l at Bristol, and the while tlte preparations for the trial o.f ~Ir. Abbott 1rere
photograph v•as posifo·ely illrntified as that of Mr. IIoulcls- going on . A rncs:-;cngcr had called at the boarc1i1;g bo1ise
worth, wlio hacl jonrne_ycd to Londou on the first day of \rhero 1fr. IIoulclsl\'orth was staying, asking him if he
the month and hall not been Feen since. The case was wonlcl wait upon :Jir. Abbott some time that evening. " I
clear. Driven to hay, .Abbott had imeigled the money- shall be here until ten," saic1 the note, which, curiously
lender to his wharf late that evening on some pretext or enough, "·as found and handed to me, and \rhic'.1. lliciother, and there murdered him, poss~::;seJ himself of the guised :is it was, I was certain that it was in the lumd••ritmortgages and other dccuments, and thc11 cast the body ing of Carston.
.At a public ]muse not far from the wharf I leaned that
o.f his victim into the river as the s·afest hiding place.
some brandy in such a way
1 Of course he was arrested, and his explanation of his a man h ad called for ancl drank
at about eleYen
attention,
landlord's
the
excite
to
had
as
he
that
simply
possession of the mortgage deeds was
the
raised
o'clock.
had
and
way,
usual
the
in
them
redeemed
I conveyed the landlord to the Old Dailey w!J~'n l\Ir.
money partly by selling out stock and partly by a mortgage, which he had raised for that purpose, on the wharf. Abbott was put on trial, and took e:are he should h in
This was easily proved. 13ut then, contended the counsel court when Carston stepped into the 11·itness b:ix. He
for the crown, this raising of money might have been a identified him positively. This ,,.as enough for me, and
ulind, and there was no e.-idcnee of the money having .when Joseph Carston stepped out of the witness box h~
been paid to the dead man; for, with the exception of a stepped into the arms of a policeman, who immediately
arrested him upon suspicion of being concerned in the
few pence, his pockets 'vere absolutely empty.
And we brought it home to him, sure enough.
murder.
ny
a
of
Against this it was argued that the absence
Houldsworth to the office, struck him
inveigled
hacl
He
to
e
du
be
might
deceased
the
of
m oney upon the person
either on e of t wo things. Either l\Ir. Houldsworth had a tremendous blow with his loaded walking stick, dealt
deposited the money in a place of safety alter receiving with his left hand and strong le.ft arm, plundered and
it fr om Mr. Abbott, or he had been r obbed of it by some then t hrown the body into the river.
He did not, however, in his death "afford a sped.acle fo r
third party who knew of his having it, and had enticed
multitude," for he perished by liis own hand on the
the
really
was
his
T
.
him
robbed
there
and
wharf
the
to
him
day previous to that fixed for his execution. He had in
the theo ry of the defense.
Now I knew a little m ore than Mr. Carst on gave m e some way secreted a small portion of aconite :1bout his
credit for. I knew that Mr. Abbott was home at eight person, and this very soon did its destined work.
o'clock, and we had direct eviden ce that the deed must
Various unusu al materials have been fried in the manuha ve been committed somewhere about eleven o'clock,
"Why n ot h ave produc~d the evidence which would facture of surfae;c rar wheels, but it has remained for the
have establish ed t his alibi?" you will ask. I reply, for the far Wct:t to c:onceive o.f the possibilities o.f rubhcr. In
reason that only :M:rs. Abbott could have proved this, and, Enid, Okla., several trolley carR, fitted with rubber wheels,
as you know, a wife cannot give evidence for or against are now being operated experimentally, and the results
so far have been deci<ledly satisfactory.
her husband in a case of this kllid.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
The Hamburg-American Company's new liner Imperator will sail on May 7 on her maiden voyage to New, York.
The Imperator is the largest liner in the world. She is an
eleven-story :floating palace 919 feet long, with engines of
80,000 horsepower. Her displacement is 50,000 tons and
she can accommodate 5,000 paasengers. Among other luxuries the Imperator is fitted with three electric elevators,
a winter garden, summer houses, a theatre, a gymnasium,
a Ritz restaurant, swimming baths, a ballroom, telephone
and a cottage cafe. The swimming bath is the copy of one
uucarthed at Pompeii, with mosaic pavements that are
reproductions of those discovered at Treves. The first
style. It is 500
Doubling of the wheat crop of the United States is th e clas,· di:ning saloon is in the Louis XVI
long.
feet
Prof.
by
maoe
possibili ty raiscu by Fcicn tific c~iFco verics
Aaron Aaronsoh n of J ernsalcm, accordi~1g to the anrrhe severe cold which haa been general over all Calinouncement made a t t he LJniYcrsi ty of Chicago. Prof.
Aaromolm is director of the ag1icuJtnral station in Pale~ fornia has clone the most damage in the southern counties,
tiI!e, an imtitution financed by J . Rosenwald and Juuge where the loss to the orange and lemon crops will reach
Juli an 11Iack ol' Chicago. T he im cotigalor, who found the $20,000,000. The mercury fell below the freezing point
original whea t plant growing wikl in l)al estinc after years in most parts of the State for the first time in many years.
0£ search, is engagccl i<1 crossing t he plant with better Most of ibe Southern California citrus crop was on the
grau <:>s of wlienL in an ci ort to pTo<luce u super ior one. Ile trees, so that the damage was very heavy. At first it was
described his p1 ogl'Css to hi~ Chiet~go fricn<ls when he bel ieved the loss would be 70 per cent. of thfl crop, but later
passed through i.h e city a few " ·eeks ago on his way to rs tima.i.~s show that it will be about 40 per cent. This is a
a dry lane] :; congress in Canada.
seYere blow to orange and lemon growers, as most of them
h~, re no other resources. If the citrus fruit is killed, then
F oll owi11g the lines of .ornc of th e ro~l<l races on the Con- th ey have no crop at all.. 'l'hroughout Northern Califortinen t in the rarly day>', the Cal iforn ians are no\\' consid- nia the weather was as cold as in the south, but the loss
ering tlie proj ect of holding a l'Oacl race from Los Angeles will be merely nominal, because the deciduous fruit was
to San Francisco. Don Lee, a Los _t\n gcles deal er, has pro- not in bull . The snowfall in the mountains was heavy,
posed that there be such a race 0 11 July 4 next, and that which assures an ample supply of water for the miners for
the purse be $50,000. To back up his proposal, he has the com ing season. Snow also fell in San Francisco and
offered to contri bute lj;J 000 toward the purse. '_['he road other coast towns for the first time in years.
would lead through the San Joaquin V<1llcy, and it is figLanding at Cape Canavaral near Titusville, Fla., Januured that dealers, motorists and t ownspeople generally in
Bakers£ielc1, Fresno and other town s through which the ary 7, alter a rough trip in a small power boat, Mr. and
racers 1yould pass shou ld be willing to contribute to the Mrs. F . W. Chesebrough of New York, accompanied by
purse. It is proposed to rebuil d t be roads for the race, and four men of their yacht Huntress, told of the explosion
with a large pn r::;e it is figured th a t the pick of American of their vessel :Monday off Capti Canavaral, east of this
city, and the loss of three of their seamen. The accident
and foreign dri 1crs would be Eec1ucd.
occurred at 4 ·o'clock in the morning, when the Huntress
was on the way from New Yark to :Miami, where :Mr. and
Steuck on the hea d by a large clock which stood in front ?ifrs. Chcsebrough were to pass the winter. Immediately
of the jewelry store of J. Bendix & Son, John Gannon, of after the explosion, which riddled the handsome craft, causNo. 40 East 'l'hirty-sixth street, W [l.S taken to the New ing her to sink, the small power launch was boarded and
York Hospital in a serious conditi on the other day. 'l'hc the sm·>ivors shoved ofi' and proceeded to Canavaral.
accident was the result of a h eavy automobile ski<lcling The cook, steward and a seaman were killed in the ex:1gainst the pillar support of the clock and knocking it plo, ion, their bodies not being recovered . From Canadown. William Youn g, of No . 211 East Fortieth street, varal, the shipwrecked party was brought to this city by
driver of the car, was locked up in the East Thirty-fifth Ca.pt. Pctcr.;on. Mr. and Mrs. Chesebrough left here soon
street stati on on a tcclmical charge 0£ assault. Philip afterward for their destination. 'The. Huntress was
Gannon sa.id he and his brother were just about to walk ninety feet long. Her owner is a member of the New York
by the jewelry store when th e truck skidded jnto the clock, Yacht Club. The yacht cost $30,000. 11Ir. Chesebrough is
and before h e could get hi~ bTother out of the way John was the younge:>t son of Robert A. Chesebrough, the vaEeline
struck on the head. At the hospital it was said that Gan- manufacturer of New York. ?ih·s. Chesebrough's jewelry
non was suIIering from a compound fracture of the skull. was lost in the wreck.

Gen . lfoyes, ex-pre:;idcnt of Colombia, saileu from Cherbourg J anu ary 7 to visit ihe Uni Lcd States and make a
tour of the ,South American rep ublie:s. In an interview he
saiu: "I am hopeful of wcming the submission to the
Hague tribunal of Colombia's differe nces y·ith the United
States over the man ner in which the latter acquired
Panama t crrito;·y. W c were not fairly treated in that
transaction. \ \'e c1on·t ask the United States to pay us
any sum for damages, but other recognition should be given
us. We believe P anama should pay a portion of our national debt."

,.
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IN~fERESTING
SAN FHA~ CISCO SURGEON PEHFOlUfS RE~IARK
ABLE OPERA'l'ION".
An operation perform0d hy DT. ?11.ilton F. Clark on a
mongrel dog, in which a piece cf bone was removcu from
the hind ]cg at the joint and a diamond-bearin g, sfrrling
siher ningc substituie<l, is attrading attention as
one of 1.hc mo.:it remarkaule feats of sur!!.cry in recent years
and liai.:ile to law e an imporbn.t Le:uing ~n the treaL;nenL
of human s. The .dog wal'l suffering fro m a diseased joint
which prevented its walking, and Dr. Clark, who is wide_y
noted as a su ·geon and is Vice-Consul for Greece, determi11cd to try an experiment be had long in mind. vVith
the assistance of Dr. A. S. 'l'uchlcr he performed the
operation, substituting the silver hinge without disturbing the ner\'es or ligaments, and when the cur came out
of the anaesthetic he yelped a couple of times and hotted
around the room.
·
POCKET BILLI.ARD CHA~1PIOXSHIP .
Harry Hart, of Brooklyn, N . Y., has challenged the
winner of the pending contest between ~llfredo De Oro and
T homas Hueston for the pocket billiard championship, and
h as deposited wit h th e Brunswick-Balk c-Collender Company the amount required to validate such a procedure.
D e Oro and Hu eston ·will compete the latter part of Febr uary. The champion \rill practice at '11 im Flynn's, while
Hueston will prepare at Sam Gruhn's. In twenty-three
years De Oro has lost only four pocket billiaTd matches.
He has been beate11 ~e rnral times in tournaments, b-ut has
bet'n almost in vincible in match es. Ilis first defeat was at
the · hcrnds of Powers, at Hardman Hall, Kew York, on
lifay 8, 9 and 10, 1889. }four years later, Clearwater mast ered him in a contest at P ittsburgh, on November 2, 3 and
4. I n 1889, in a six nights' competition, at 150 balls each
night, aL l[aurice Daly's, Keogh beat him. His last defeat
in a match took place at St. Louis on November 16, 17
and 18, 1 908, when H ueston won the championship.

ARTIC LES
H.\RVARD ATHLETIC ST(JDlrnTS.

According to statistica compilecl Ly the athletic authorities of IIananl University, ucarly 1,000 st udents participated in athletics during the first three months of the college year. This number El 1ows a large incrr;ase oYer any
previous year, according to previou3 reporLa from the same
aource.
Football led all the other branches of sport at the university, 197 men r eporiiug for work on Soldiers' Field.
lfowing came next, with 153 students. 'l'ennis tournaments brought ont a total of 149 conipetiLors, and 177 men
comp eted in track eYents. Ba£eb:.ill, soCC{;J', hOl!key, swimm ing, fencing and gymnasti0a combined brought out 316
athletes.
Arrangement;; have been compl 'led by the managers of
the Yale and Harvard tra ck tee.ms for the proposed dual
athletic games ·with the combined t eams of Oxford and
Cambridge in the llanard stadium, and the event now
needs only the satisfaction by Hie Oxford and Cambridge
authorities to assure the American colleaes a visit from
the Britons. Pending th e acceptance of the agreement
the managers of the two t eams lun.e clccline:tl to make public the date of the game3, but it is sa id on authority that a
elate ·within two weeks of the intercollegiate championships will be selected . 'l'hi would make the date about
the middle of June.

ARCTIC EXPLORERS I .!. PERIL.

The B erlin correspondent of The J,ondon Times telegraphed receutlx :
"Captain Derg, who is destined to command the main
German .Arctic expedition, received a telegram from Captain Ritschel, which says that the H erzog Ernest is frozen
in at Treurenburg Bay, and that no news has been received
from Lieutenant Schroder Stranz and his companions, who
left the ship in August on a sledging expedition.
BLU~DEH RUINS 20,000,000 PANAMA STA~IPS.
"The ship's crew left the Herzog Ernest on September
~Iore tlian twe-:Jty million two-cent stamps of the 9. The oceanographer, Dr. Rudiger, wa left behind at
P anama exposition series have been destroyed by the Post- the Wijde Biiy station with a frozen foot. He had provioffice Departmen t oocause of an error in the printing.
sions 'until January.'
All the st amps bore the inscription, "Gatun Locks," but
"Captain IMschel and three companions went on souththe beautiful view ~et forth represented San Pedro .Miguel. ward . 'l'heY. were detained at Cape Petermann by bad
T he department, not wishing to subject itself to criticism, weather and darkness. On December 10 Captain Ritscltel
ordered the entire .i ssue destroyed. The error on the die went on alone to Ad vent Bay, wh ere he aniYed December
wi ll be corrected, new plates made and a fresh supply 27, while hi s three companions returneJ. to the ship. Capprinted. lt is doubtful if one of the wrongly printed tain Ritschel says he will probably lose some toes. Re adds
stamps ever reaches the public.
that the Herzog Ernest is sa.fe and can be fetched oil' n ex t
'l'he new issue will bear the inscription, "Panama I summer.
Canal." Never .before has so vast a quantity of stamps of
"Captain f(ilschel r efuse: to Le pessimistic about tl1c
1
a single t ype been destroyed, especially one that had never new::;, but, as will be seen, there is no r eal explanation of
been issued.
what happened, and, abore all , it is not understood why
The one, five a.ml ten cent stamps commemorating the Captain Ritschel left hi s sbip . As regards the sledging
exposition were placed on sale on January 1, but the set expedition, it is hopecl that it may reach the station a t
is yet incomplete.
' az.o.. Bay."

CHANGING MONEY TRJCJt: BOX.
With th Is trick box you can
n1ake money change, t"i'om a
penny Into a dlmPJ or vice verae..
Also m:ike dimes appear und dis8.Pt'on.r a.t youJ· com1nand. Price,
lOe. each by mall, postpaid.
11 . l<'. l.A:-.G.
1815 Ce11tre SL, B'klyn, N. Y.
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Solid-breech,
Hammerless·
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JNDIAN' lrJNGER 'IRAP.
A couple can be joined !
.-f..ji:.'l
together and their stru.';'J)
QM
G"1 e to be rel~asnd only
'A!I.Ti
~
make$ matters worse. It i
l/iY·~ '<\'Ill hold them as tight ·1
as a rat-trap, tin d the more they t ry to pull
a way, the ti ghter t t grips.
Ou r tra.1is are
extr:. Joni:-. Price, lOe. ca.ch; 3 !or 25c. by
mall, postpa.td.

~

.

~~:22 REPEATER
.

I

BEHR. 1~0

c.

w.

I

6~d St .. New York City.

CACHOO Oil $N1':J<cZING POWDER.

di~~o :fi~"-t~\~~~j~:~~u~

!

I

o! thla powder, -;vhen bl owa 1
in "' r eem,
will
caua&
•very ene to sneezo wit k out
...
a.nyone knowtnZ' where it
eeme• !rom. It lo very U&'ht, w ill fl1&t In U11 1
air fer some time, a.n d Jt•netra.te overy neok I
and c •t ner er a. re•m. It 11 perfect Uy llarm- 1
Jeoe.
C&l h•• I• put up In bottlOI, and one 1
bottle contalnc enoush t• be usetl from 1t te
l fi time•. P r lco, by mlloll, lOe. el\ch; I tor Siieo
WOLl''F NOVELTY CO., %9 W. £6th St., N. Y.

- - - - · -----------------m:r.-noo 1«1.ow1m-POT TRICK

to work. Accidental discharge is impo11lble. .
'The Rem.ington- UMC .22 Repeater i1 eaally oared for. la takl••
down, your fiogen aro your only tool1. The breech block, firla' pin
and extractor, como out in ono piooe-permittin• tho barnl to bo .i...ed
kom tho breech.
·
Tho action handle1 .22 abort, .22 lone or .22 Ion( rlflo oartrldl1111-&DT
er ell et tho Hme time without adjustment.
Rer.iinirton-UMC-the perfect ohootlas . .mblaatioa

llEYJNGTON ARMS·UNION METALLIC CAITIIDGE CO.

\Vllh this Lr1ck you can n1a.ke a p1ant

··

fj
'

.

;

I

I
\

1

\)()St}'lnlrl .

JII. Y. G,\l, LIGAN, 419 W. GGth St., N. Y.
NOISY IIL\?>:DKERCHmF.
A great deal or amusement
may be ho.d with this little
ttrllcle. It Imitate• the b!owJng ol' the nos!! exnctty, except
that the noise Is mngnlfted o.t
leaot
a
dozen
times,
and
sounds like ttie baaa~horn Jn &
G~rman bo.nd.
Thie device ts
U•ed by simply placing It between the teeth
and blowlnri;. The harder the blow the loude r
the noise. Price, lOc. e"ch by mall, llOStJ>a.ld.
WOW'l •' NOVEJ:.rY CO., 21> W. 26th St. , N. Y.

GOOD LUCK BANGS.
Orno.rnenta l as well a.e usot ul.

Mod• o! highly nickeled braso.
H held· Just Ono Dellar. When
filled ,t opens ltael!.
Remain•
locked until refllled. Ca.n be u•ecl
a• a. watchchn.rm. Money ret'und ..
eel l! not aa.tlalled.
Price, lOo.
by mall.

L. Seuarens, 311 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
.JAl'ANESE WATER FI,Q\VERll
r,r:
\v'll n. out exc~µtJon,

the
beauttrul and in·
tere11ttng thtn c a on the
rnat·ket..
They con11l:1t
or Q dozen drted-uµ
1pr lc•.
neatly ~nca.11t:od
mo~1

ed

envelopa1,

tl~corat ..

ju11t

a1

PllTATION CIGAR nuTT.

they are impo.rtecl trom
Japan. Place one SPriK
I
In a bo1"rl oC water.
and it begin• to ex1H,I\
va.riou• br!cht ttntl. Thdn It 11o wly optn• nut
into ' ' a1 toue ahapee of exQulsite nowera. They
are or 1t!l colors or the ralnbow. Jt It very
srnualn~ to
wntc h them Lake fnrm.
Smal I size, iirlce 5 ceuts ; :arge al..e, l U
ceota a package, by mall, postpnid.
Jll,, V. UALWO.<U\, Ull W. liUtb St., N. Y,

299 llro.. wa1, !'few 'lorl Clb

w·I.Zard Rel',....
nA11t·
fig
LIQUID.PISTOL

It Is made o! a compooltlon ,
exactly
resembling
"
lighted
cigar. The
white aehe•
at tho
end and the Imitation o! tobacco-lea! beln&' perfect.
You
WUJ atep the meot Tie•
can carelea.e:ly place It on top ot loua dos (or man) wl&Ja•
the tablecloth or any other exout per.maats1tt lat11.r7.
pensive piece o! furniture, and ·
Perteotl7 •ate toearrr wlthoutdanrer
a.wait the result. Arter they see ot Jea1ta11e. Jrlree a.nd recbar1181 DJ
the joke everybody will bave a
pulling the trlner. Loads from a117 Llqulcl No
good laugh. Price. lOc. ench by car.t rldgoa required. Over •b: ahota ill one loAaluc.
mall, po•tpald; 3 !or 25c.
.&11 dealers, or b7mClll, &Oo. Plato! with l"llbber COT•
BEHR, 150 \V. G2d st. New York City. 1 ered bolster, .51ic. Holsters Hp;>arate, 100- _HQntJ
order or U. 8 . 1tampa, No oolna.

,--.....,,.--,

-------------·-------- I
Ic.GOOD
LUCK

Also known as a
J'o.pll.neGe butterlly. A
pleasing novelty enclosed in an envelope.
"When the envelope ts
opened Flm will lly
out through the air
for .s e v c r a I yards.
Made of colored paper
to represent a butter·
Price, lOc.
lly six inches wide.
lf. Y. GALLIGIL.'I", 410 l\'. 66th St., N. Y.

In ba.nd111omely

SIDE-EJECTING

HAMMERLESS

Sure .Sale Shootiu1 for Man or Boy-And a Simplo ltlfle to Caro For
The Remington· UMC .22 Ref'tlater 11 riled, 11,hted and teated ror
accuracy by expert guosmith1. It 1hoota a1 }'OU bold. The. 1implo, lm•
proved safety ,.\vice oo every Rernlll#fon- UMC .22 repeater aover fall1

~row

rtsht up In a flower-pot, ~efor -.
the eyes or your audience. An ordinary
empty eartl1cn tlowcr-pot Is hnndod t"'
Lh t·
spectnt :> ra tor examination.
I\
handkrrclJ{et Is then placed over it, and
) ou repeat a rew magic worda. · and
wa''f! your ~·and over Jt.
When tho
hal'rlkcrchle! Is remo \·ecJ there I• a
ben.utttul
plant.
appa1·ently
Jn
t'ull
bloou1, Jn the pot. Full tlJre ctton n wit h
each outfi t.
Price, 1& cents by mail,

.

CUN FOB

'l'he real western article,
carried by the cowbOys. It
is made of fine leather,
with a . highly nickeled
buckle. The holster con·
talus a metal gun, of the
same pattern as those used
by all the most famous
scouts. Any boy wearing
one o! these fobs will attract attention. It will
give him au ai r of western.
romance.
The prettiest
and most serviceable watch
fob ever made. Send for
oue to-day. Price 20 cents
each by mail postp?.id.
M. V. GALLIGAN,
419 W . 56th St., N. Y.

YOU All WAtH THIS MEDAL!
You Can Get Or.o for Six Cents I
Has a picture of Fred Fea.rnot o::i one side and
Evelyn on tbe
other.
'!'be chle!
cba.rn.cters ot

"WORK AND WIN"
'l'he Metlnls are
be1Lutltull1tlre-gllt.
la order that
every reu.der of t.bls
Vieekly ruay secure
one or more ot these

PilkEA, STEARIS"

co..

273GE0ft81A AYE.,IROCILTl,L I.

RiderJneo.chto,rntortde
Agents
Wanted
anduhtbttu.m:pleR..
!llJll'

b1oycles. lf"rit4' fcor our lated a~ata• otr,,,..

Fln1'*:1t3c;/ia,;d•:,:~d

$I 0

to $ 2

7

with O<>aater·llr•ke• . Punctur.Proo! ti"°"

!~'~,t.:~'!~k~~~. .~
1

$7 to $12

100 Seaond - Hand Wheel•
All makoo ond mod11a,,j3
$fJ
11?Cood a• new_... .............
I0
Great FACTORY CLE
ING SALB
we Sl1!p on Ai111ro•al without •
('t·a t d,!t)08it. Villi 1h" frei...R.h~end allow
10 uA'if'S FREI:.- 1RIAL.

l"mpe, e~~~~l:;, p a.°r~=-:~ab::::1ra':~rhaU.h::i!:J
0

pricett. DCt NOT BUY unt:ll 7ou 1et our cat.
lornee an<\ offer. Write 11010.
Mr.;A D C:YC:Li;

c:o.,

Dept. N188

Chloa10, Ill.

ENA.Mll:LLED
FREE BL'UE
J!'LA.G l'IN.
Any letter ha nd engraved. and a

ca.to.log of Badge Pine, Jewelry,
Tricks, Jokes a.od Puzxlos. Send
TWO cents to pay tor postage and
i1""S!!~mi!~- ~E<zy~'itJ', y NOVELTY co:,
:t08J Beverly Road, Brooklyn; N. Y.

LOTS OF FUN ]'OR A DIME
Vcut1·lloquist Oonb! o Tbroo.t

put the price a.wRy

Fils roof of mouth; olways invisible; greatest
tbinK ye t. Ashmisb and myfitify your frien ds.
Ncleh liken bout-; whine like a puppy; eina
lik.e a cnnary, and imitate birds and beasis of
the field and forest. Load• of fun. Wond~r
ful 111ve:11ion. Thousands sold. Price: only
1? centr.; 4 tor 25 cents, or 12 {or Sil c~nte.

will see Trben you
receive It. tSend t-0
uo 'l'IIHEE 'l'\VO.
c:r.N·r POST .A Gr~
8'1'AMP8, and we
will send the medal

Wla6ca $20 a Day

mcdo.ls, we have

below cosr, as you

to any address,
posta"e paid, by
return ma.IL
RE~lEMDEltl

You can e:.ecure na
many meda.Js n.s you
\TUn t.

Address your envelope plainly io
li'K>-SI T0118I:Y, Publl1her
108 Weit .:Clld IUreet,, New Yer&

Double Throat Co.Opt. KFrenchtown,N.J.

with oar wondorful Champion Picture
U~oh~~~o fDTh~i~1~~~:10~ ..~'¥i~~~~
~ o dark roor..:a. E.l.~~ence unnt:otS•
savy. Photo Post; IJILl'da and Button•

:;~~~:.ree~!n!~u 1C:T~s~~li ~erg

profits. Ee your OWR boes. fvrtto
to r Free Book. 'l'otltimonltw.1, etc.
Al!Sl!:f!IOAtl 15lNUTS PHOTO CO.
Uh::::IA 2va

Chlcqo, IU.

--•••::.Ill

Qt tlf

Ha.vlns borrowed a ha.t trom
your friend, puah your finger
throush the crown ot It, a.nd It
-11- _
I• seen to move about. Though
Tery amu1lng to others, the owner or. the hat
does not 1ee the joke, but thl n}' s It m eanness
to deatroy hie hat; yet w hen It Is returned It
B p e rtectl y un injured. Pri ce, 10c. e a c h b y mall.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., :19 W. 26th St., N. Y.

Tho head 11 ftnl1hed In
b lack japan, and In the
mouth 11 a hlshly pollahed
The puzzle 11
steel ball.
to pick out the ball. Price,
lOc.; 8 tor 2Gc. by mall,
postpaid.
M. V. GALLIGAN,
419 W. GOth St., N. Y.
VANISHING CIGAlt.
Thi• cli:nr 11 mad• In
exact tmlta tlon ot a. g ood
o n e . It Is held by a r u bber cor d wh ich , w ith the
attached aa.!ety p ln, ls
t a ste ned o n t h e In s ide ot

to a trl•nd, as It 11 ~i~u~ •:;ebe ~~=~. ~fe~!fl
ln1tant1y di.appear.
Price, lOe. ea.ch by ma.II, po1tpald.
O. BEHR, 150 W . 62d S t., N ew York Olty.

.

lllAGIO DIE BLOCX.

ce:tlT:~~?ce~fullr .:ird

*

b lock, two Inch e 1
1qua.re, 11 ma.de to a.p p ear and dllappear at

~tha::'rr~om ~~!r~7i~~

audien ce, you place
the block on top, 11ld ln g a c a.rdb oa.rd cove r
(which may be exa m ined) ove r lt. At th&
word of command you lltt t he cover, tho blo ck
I• g o n&, a n d t he 1ame Instan t l t fa ll • to the
ftoor, throush th e h at, w i t h a eolld t hu d , or
Into one of the 1pectato1"• ha.nda. You may
T&ry t his exce llent tri ck b y passi ng t h e b lock
throush a tab le and on to the floor b enea t h ,
1
:rc:hr~':,f~ ~~1~~ d,,~~e:'" ~~!\~

\°ot

0

..

~r:n~.~~tr&

a.nd c an be r~~J°c~;e~ 5 c~~ ~~~~~aid~
(). B E HR, 150 W . 62d St. , New York City.

:~:fi:J~rs,

BUBBLER.

•

.

'

r

One of the m ost peculla.r and mystlfyln•
p ens on th e market. It requ ires no In k. All
y o u h ave t o do Is to dip It In wate r , and It

:n'i~ b~ fe::'n~dd;~°i~~c~~;~ogd.on;:h:n~C,:-;~
:~i~
can make i t a s ource of both pleasur e and
a musemen t by claiming to your friends what
can do a nd t hen demonstrating th e !act .
IItMoreove
a. good pen, fit !or pra ctical use,
lttA VELLING JOKE.
and
I w l!Ir ,n iteveris le:ik Ink Into your p ocket, a s a
Yard e upon ya.rd • ot la.ugh•.
Don' t mlae It! E very o ne !all1 for . defecti ve fo u ntal n pen might do.
P r ice, 10c. each by mall.
th la one. It con s ist• ot a. ni ce lit- i
20 '!'. 26th St., N. Y_.
tie bobbin around which Is wound I~OLFF NO!~LTY_'2_0.,
the
pin
cu
Y
thread.
a spool of
0

T h e grea.teat
Invention at the
age. The box
contains a blowP I p e ot neatly
enameled meta l,
a n d fiv e t a blet•;
also p rinted di·
r ectlo ns tor p lay-

tnc n u m e r o u a

1oap- bubble same s, ouch a F loa ti n g Du bble1,
Repea.ters, Su rpri s e Bubbl es, Double B u bble•,
Th e B oxers, L u ng Tes ter, Suppo rted B ub b les,
R o lling Bubbl e• . Smo k o B ubbl es, B ouncing
B u bble•, and m an y e t h e rs. Ordlna.ry bubblebl owin g, with a p ipe an d s oap w ate r, are n ot
It produce•
In It with this aclentlfl c t oy.
large r, more beautif ul a nd s t r ong-er bubbles
t han you can get by t h e ord in a r y m e thod.
The ge.m ea are lnten1e ly i nteresting, to o.
P ric e, 12c. by ma.11.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
LA.TEST GIA.NT 'l'YPEWRITEB .
It la s t r o n g I y
mad e, but simple
In construction, so
tha.t any one ca.n
qu ickly learn t o
operate It, a. n d
w rite a.1 rapidly ae
they would w I t h

fe~~e~ando:n~he T.!\~

pha.bet moat frequently use d being so &'rou p ed
a s t o ena.ble ono to write ra.pJdlr; t ho numerals,
l t o 10, a nd the punctuation m a rks b e in g t os e ther. Wi th this mac hine you c an sen'.l. lett ers, a d dress envelopes, m ake out b ills, and
d o a lmost any k ind ot work n o t requiring a
large , expen sive machine. With each typ ewriter we s e nd a t ube o f Ink an d fu ll lnetructfons f or u s ing the machine. Price completb,
~ I .OO, by e:.:1•reo11•.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., Z9 W. 26th 8t•• N. Y.

111a.ll. Poata.se 1ta.mp1 take n same 8.1 mon•:r.
H. F. LANG. 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
- -- - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- LIT'l'LJC . GIANT MICROSCOPE.
Thie powerful little Instrument
le made o! oxidized metal. It
1
~~~n~:aci01 e~;t0h, ~~P~~f ! .~:r~~

l·lnch tocu1 on the obj e ct to be
There Is a. highma.snlfted.
powered Iona of Imported slass
rn<>unted In the circular eye-piece. It can be
u sed to detect Impurities In llqulds, for exa m lnlng cloths, or to ma.gnlty a.ny object to
enor mous atze. Can be carried in the v e1t
Price, 6c. each, postpaid.
poc.k et.
M . V. GALLIGAN, 419 \V. GGth S t ., N . Y.
SLICK TRICK PENCn..
Tbl1 one 11 a hummer ! It 11
to all appearance• an ordlna.ry,
but expen1lve lea.d penc il, with
nickel trlmmlns1. It your trlend
want• your pencil tor & moment
When he at!
hand It to him.

\~'!'fai:u~ t:i.~!" u:.l~~dthet~~n~~~
0

0

I\ I

SLIDE THE P E NCIL.
The p encil that keeps t he m

bobbin under th e la.pet o! your coat, I
and pull the e n d ot the thread I

~:~:!::~;;~. ~~.::;::.%:.:::.~

...... j~1fJ.~i~J~..r:f~:Ji~ :I

PIGGY IN .& COFFIN.
This I• & wick ed pig that
di ed a t a n ea r 1y age , a nd h e r e
he Is Jn hi s comn r eady t or
burl a.l. There will be a. grea t
m a ny mour ners at h ie tuner &l,
•
t or this comn, p r e t t y as It
look•, 11 ve ry trick y, a nd t he ma. n wh o cets
It. open will f e e l r e a.l crie r. T h e comn la n11.de
of meta.!, pert e o tl y oho.pod an d b ea.ut l! u lly
.Mcqu ered. Th e t r ick Is t o op e n It t o 1ee the
pig. T h e man t h at t ries It gets h is fingers
aud teellnga hurt, and piggy comes out to
gru n t at hie victim s. T l,6 •,.ibular end o! t h e
comn, whi ch e veryone ( In trying to open )
l)re sae1 In w a rd, con ta tne .a n eed le which s t a b s
the victim In hi• t humb or finge r 11 every time.
Jmpre1elv e"
Thl1 ta the Jate1 t a n d a very
trick. It c a.n be opene d e&.1lly b y a.nyon e In
to 1av•
joke
chcat
eat
n
a
aa
and
the •ecret,
your1elt from a b ore 1a unaur pass ed. Price ,
lOe. 1 S tor 25c., p ostpa id ; one d o zen by expre11, '15c.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 28th St., N. Y.

~

NEW TEN- CENT FOUNTAIN PEN,

TUE FINGEB THROUGH THE BAT.

PICX-llfB-OU'r
PUZZLE.

!

to w r ite wit h It-pres to! t h o
lea.d d l•a.ppea.r s. It ls 10 con 1tructed tha.t t he s ll ghtest p r ess u re on th e paper makes t h e
0
:~~~/ 1~~~ !:'t;"r;~t~c,7i fii<e Very
3 to~ %Ge
I Price, 10e. each by mall postpaid·
1
1 H . F . LAN~, 18~~ c_eni~_st., B k1yn, N . ~:
BLACK-EYE JOKE.
.
New and amusing j oke r. Th•
victim lo told to hold th e t ube
close t o his eye •o a.a to exclude
all il&'ht f rom the back, a n d the n
to r emove the tube unt il pictures

I

1
~gpl~~~t!n t~~epl~~~~:~· h;nwf1~Y :1e~

celve the fin e st black-eye you ever
saw. We furnish a small box o r
blackening preparation w ith each
tube, so the joke ca.n be us ed lnd eftn ltely. Those n ot In the t ri ck

lute ly

harm'i~~~- be ~:l~;h~Yev~~lltlT:~. !:~~:'

2 tor 25c.

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St .• N . Y.
1

Ii

PIN lllOUSE.
It ls made o! ca.st m etal a nd
has th e e xa ct color, shap e o.nd
size or a live m ouse. Pi nned on
your or some body els e' • olo t hea,
I'
will have a s t a r tli n&:" ettect up on
T he • cream i ng
t he ape ctato ra.
•
fun h a d by t hla llttle novelty, eepecla.ll y In tho
---------------~
can ba imthan
inore
p re aen ce of la di es . rs
lllDTATION
a.gmed. It a. cat happens to be t h ere, the r e'•
FLIE!I.
Jt.
with
ed
compar
be
to
n
fu
other
o
n
I
J..
ature!
N
to
true
Absolutely
P r ice, l Oc. e a.ch by mall, po1tpald ; S tor %!So.
dandy ace.rt-pin a.nd a rat tling g ood
H. '}'. L A...i.\-1) , 1810 ~ en t rf' St., B'klyn, ::N . Y.
Joke. It 11 tmpo!lslble to do these
pine justice with a. d e s crip tion. You
h a v e to 1ee them to understand how
,_'.l'RICK CIGARETTE BOX.
lltellke they a.re. When p e ople aee
T his one Is a. corker I Get a ·
them on you they wa.nt to bruah
b ox ri gh t a.way, It y ou w a.nt to
them off. The:r wonder " why that
0
0
ently.
t
per:sll!ll
fty sttck1 to you" ao
~:c';.~t~ b°itr Jo~fci: fike H:~e·~r~~
nary r ed box of T u rkis h c iga;~~· ;~ \~~ ~:~;eet~ll•~ic 1~o:e1Jr.t~~~~
r e ttes. But l t con ta ins a. t r igornament t o r any body ' • ne cktie, and
ger, unde r which you p lace a
a decided joke on those who try to
cap. Otrer your fr ien d a
pe.per
cha.a It.
1!'4~illii.,_---'1'1 ' smoke and he raises the lld of
Price, lOe. by mall postpaid.
That exp lodes t he cap,
box.
the
Y.
.
N
WOI, FF NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St.,
a.nd It you are w ise you will g et
out ot sight w ith th e b ox betore
he gets over t hinkin g- h e we.1
THREE COIN RECISTER BANK
Price, 15e., p ostpaid.
shot.
One ot latest a.ud be•• C. B EHR, 150 W. 62d St ., New York City.
11
.
non)t!Ps on t he market
adds a.nd re1lstor1 Nlck el1,
, LIGHTNING T R I CK B OX.
Dimes and Quarters po t
A sta r tling a nd p lea.sin g Illuthroueh the same olot. It
sion ! "The way1 o! th e world are
bolds coin• to the a.monnt
says Matthew .Arnol d,
devious.''
then
d
8"'
,
s
r
Dolla
of 'l'en
bu t the ways ot the Ligh tning
opena ltgelt &ntom ailcally.
T r ick Box ..... hen p r operly ha ndled
One lever a.ctlcu does al! the
a re a d mitted to be puzzlln&' a n d
work. Other banks only
uncertain. You tak e off the lid
hold one kind cf coin,
an d ehow your ! r le nds t hat It Is
wberea1 this one takes three
full ot n ice can dy. R ep la ce tho
kinds. The three coin bank
lid, w h e n you can solem n ly al!llsure
la handaomoly !lnlahed, la
t h at you ca.n Instan tly empty the
s
d
ease
ien
fr
with
our
y
operates
perfect,
paranteed mechanically
b ox fn th e ir presence without openin g i t; a n d
a.nd acoura.oy, o.nd does not get out ot order.
lld again, sure e n ough the c a n d y
e
h
t
off.
g
n
taki
St.00
e:xpreaa,
b7
Prlee,
Or you can ch an ge the
h ns disappeared.
H. F. LANG, 11115 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
candy Into a piece ot m oney by ! o ll owlng the
directions &ent with each box. This ls the
neatest and be st cheap tri ck ever inv ented .
BUBBEB TACK!!.
Price, only lOc.; 3 tor 25c., m a lled , post paid.
They come six In a box.
M . Y. G ALT.IGAN, 419 W. 56th St., N . Y.
A wondertul Imi t ation ot
Mad e ot
the real tack.
WHISTLEPJIO NE
rubber. The box In w hi ch
Thls ls one of the
they come ts the o rd lna.ry
t n ..
n1u11 tcal
great est
t ack box. T his ls :i great
parlor entertainer and y ou
struments ev er Invent ..
ca.n play e. lot ot t ricks
ed. It ls made enllrel)'
with the ta.ck•. P in ce them
ot m e tal and Is a lm ost
In tho palm of y ou r h and,
i n vfslbJe w h en in U f!ile.
Then l!l lap
point upward.
With It, In a few m othe o the r hand o ver t h e
1nents. y ou can lear n
tacks and lt will seem as
to p lay all k in ds ot
It you aro commlttlns suic id e. Or you . ca.n tunes, h a.Ye Jotl~ o:! fun, please a n d a mu se
show the tacks and then put them In yo u r your friends and m ake som e money, too. Fin e
mouth and chew them, mak in g belleve you t ot either song or piano a cco mpa.nlment o r
ha.Te s wallowed th em. Your !rlen d s will think by it ~e l f alone. Y ou p l ac e the whfstlephon e
you are a magician . Th en , again. ~,r o u can in th o mouth with h a lf circl e out, place eud
exhibit the ta.eke an rl th e n q u ickl y push one of to n gue t o round e d part and blow gently
tn y ou r cheek or s om ebody e lse' s c h eek o.nd a3 lf to cool t he U p s. A f e w trials wlll ena·
th ey will •hrlek wit h t e:ir. A bs olutely hnrm · hie one to play any tu ne or n.tr.
less a n d a v ar y practical anci funny joke.
Price 6 cents <...ch bl' mail, post-1>ald
P r ice b~ mal 1 , IOc. a b ox o r 6 tacks; 3 t or 25c.
WO.LF.ll NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. '1'.. C. BEHR, lGO W. 6~ d St., New Vork (liq.
write a. stroke.
Price, lOe., postpaid.
U. F. LANO,
,
11115 C entre St., B klyn, N. Y.
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1526 Young Wild West' s Desperate Charge; or, 'f'he Shot That Beat tile

- -

806 Young Wild Weat at Yankee Camp ; or, A Fourth ot July on the
. Border.
107 Yo ung Wild West Cornered by Apaehes ; or, Arletta and the
Poisoned Arro"I'.
1108 Yo ung Wild West a.nd "Innocent Ike": or, Trapping a Tricky
Rustler.
f09 Young Wild Wt!at'a Ptalrl • Pursuit ; or, Arletta a Captive.
110 Young Wild Wut and th e 'l'exas Co"l'bovs : or. The Scrimmage
·
With the Sheepmen.
111 Young Wild West Washing Out Gold ; or, Arletta·s Lu cky Discovery.
112 Young Wild West' s Me xican Mix Up ; or, The Sliver Mine Dispute.
H8 Young Wild West at the Widow' s Claim; 01 . Ar!etta·a Brave Detense.
Young Wild West and the Range BoS! ; or, t::rooked Work at the
Sleepy J .
1111 Young Wild West Caught by Savages ; or, Arletta'a Daring Reacue.
116 Young Wild West and the Mexican Deadahot ; or, The Shooting
Matc h on the Border.
al 7 Young Wild W est a t Hard r,uck C'amp ; <>r, Arietta and the
Stream o! Gold.
US Young Wild West Defe nding a Ranch ; or, Besieged by Cattle
Ruatlera.
119 Young Wild Weat and the Miner's Trap ; oi:z. Arletta' & Great Shot.
llO Young Wild West at Ace High Fair ; or, The Llvelle.t Time on
Record.
P 1 Young Wild West' s Risky Ride ; or1 Arletta and the Gulch Gang.
ft 2 Young Wild Weat' s Euckakln Bana ; or, The Sher!lf' s Big Mistake.
8 Young Wild West' s Double Triumph ; or, Arletta Saving the Flag.
4 Young Wild West and " Cowboy Jake" i or, si;iolllng a Ranch Raid.
15 Young Wild West'.• Only Chance; or, Arletta a Quick Throw.

•H

Redskins.
527 Young Wild West At Gold-Dust Flat ; or, Arietta and the Secr.t
Band .
528 Young Wild West In Danger : or, Helping the Trapped Cavalry-

529

Yo'::~~· Wild

West and the " Dutchman's" Claim; or, Arietta D&tend!ng Her Lite.
West Taming the Cow-Punchers; or, The Hard
Bull Tall Ran ch .
West Atter the "Vultures"; or, Arletta and the Band

530 Young Wild
Crowd ot
1531 Young Wild
ot Ten.
1532 Young Wild
ill'' s Lite.
•
,, 33 Young Wild

West Cal!lng the Two-Gun Man ; or, Saving a Sher-

West's Rustler Round-Up: or, Ar!etta' s Call for Help.
or, The Boss ot Gimlet
ti34 Yo ~~hWlld West and ."Ginger Jake" ;
; or, Arietta Defying th.i
Ch!et
Choctaw
the
and
West
Wild
Young
15315
Redskins.
536 Young Wild West and the Haunted Pass; or, The Secrelt ot th•
1
Death Trail.
537 Young Wild Weat Saved by a Signal ; or, Arietta and the Vanishing Light.
538 Young Wild West's Double Shuffle; or, The Celebration at Buckhorn Ranch.
1539 Young Wild West Capturing a Ch!et; or, Arietta as a Cavalry
Scout.
1540 Young Wild West and the Lone Cabin; or, The Raiders ot the
Gorire.

0

0

For sale by all newsdealers, or wm be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, ln money cir postage stamps, by

168 West 23d St., New York.

PRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK NUM'BER.S

ef our weeklles and cannot procure them from ne<vsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and
fill In your Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
"lo. l.
DREAM BOOK. -Contalnlng the great oracle
et h u man d e1Uny ; al10 the true meantnc ot
almost any kind ot d r eam•, together with
ebarma, ceremonies, and curlou• game• ot
earda.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great
contain Inc tull
•ook ot magic and card trlok1,
18
!°:p1 ~farc~~ .. ~~~1kf 11 ~~
tlnhaet rduacytl,onal•oon t ahlel mth0e11 ...
•
:
t~'i''-g~cla;:•
pe~or~edb~YI
ll~n•
00
8 our lead lnf
1
~n'i~~~he :rta a;..4
ev~!. ~Y H~W
w1Je1 of ftlrtatton are fully explained by th ta
Beaidee the var tou1 method• ot
tie book.
ndkerchlet, fan , glove, para1ol, window and
at 1Urtatlon, tt contains a tun lt•t ot the
nguace and se ntiment or ttowera.
No. 4. HOlV TO DANCE 11 the title ot
Ullo llttle book. It contains tull lnatructlon1
Ill the art ot dancing, etiquette In the ballm and at partlea, how to dreae, and full
e ctlona tor callin c otf tn al1 popular aquare
nee•.
No. II. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.--A comete guide to love, courtlhfp and marriage,
vlns •enelble advice, rules and etiquette to
obaerved, with many curtoua and intere1tIr thlng1 not generally known.

g

No. 80, HOW TO COOK.-One or the moot
ETIQUETTE.- It ls a great li te secret, and
Instruc tive book• on cooking ever published.
one tll.at enry young man d esires to know all
contains recipes tor cooking meats, fl.ah,
It
about. There' s happiness In It.
game, and oysters: also plea, puddl.ngs, cake•
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A comand all kinds ot pastry, and a grand co11ec·
plete hand-book tor making all kinda ot
UoN :r [.ec ~OW TO BECOI\IE A SPEAKER.
candy, 1ce-crea:m, ayrup1, e11encea, etc., etc.
0 8
~o. lSf ~OWb r~ BECO~E BEtUTfFUJ· -Containing fourteen lllustratlons, giving the
positions requisite to become a good
dll'lerent
v~~:ry~
ittu~e ba°oko e~er rgfvet;slo at'i.e .;;10';.~d.
1peaker, reader and elocution tat. Alao con ...
body w11he1 to know how to beCome beautttrom all the popular author• of
gem•
taining
ta
1ecret
The
tu1 both male and tetnale
prNoaoe. as'!d. pHoOetry. TO RIDE A BICYCLE.•l~ple, and almoot costleH."
W
•
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEN·
1
;1oi:.,t~~~~ln~~·~~~~! ~1;.8 t~~fnt~e:,t~~~-rs, Ac~~!;i~
ING PARTY.- A complete compendium of
..ame•, 1porta, card dtverato ne. comic recita- · plete book. Full of practical Illustrations.
No. 311. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A comtlona, etc., oultable tor parlor or drawingplete and usef ul ltttle book, containing th•
It contains more tor
room entertainment.
rules and regulations of bUltards, bagatel1e,
the money than any b ook publtahed.
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
moat complete 'hunting and Hahlng guide ever
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE OONUNDRUMS,
publl1hed. It contain• tull Instructions about
-Containing all the leading conundrums ot
cuna, hunting d o ge, trap s, tra pp ing and nshthe day, amusing riddle•, curtoua catches and
ing, tocether with de1crlptlon of game and
witty sayings.
flab .
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN
No. U . HO.W TO DO SECOND SIGHT.DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing uaeHeller'• second alght explained by his former
tul and practical Jntormatfon tn the treatment
aaal"tant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining h o w the
of ordinary diseases and allm:ents common to
1ecret dialogue• were carried on between the
every ramlly. Abounding In u•etul and el'lecmagician 11nd the boy on t he stage; a lao glv-

._Ila, Indian clubs, parallel b&ro, horizontal
kr• and vari ou s ot her me t hod• of developing
a good, healthy muscle; containing over olxty
lllu•tratlono.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BffiDS.-Handeomely Illu strat ed and cont aining tull ln1trucUona tor t he manageme nt a n d trai n ing ot the
eanary, mockingb ir d, bobollnk , blackbird, par oequet, parrot, etc.
No. 9. HOlV TO BECOME A VENTRILOttUJS'f. -B y Harr y K en nedy. Every ln t el ll nt boy r ea ding th is book or lnat ructlon1 can
ast e r the a rt, and create a ny amount ot tun
r h lmaelt and friend s. It ta the greatest
ok ever published.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX. -The art ot •eltte!enae made eaay. Containing over thirty
lll u at ratlon s of gu ard s , b low a, a n d the dltre rEve ry b oy
ent PO•l tlone or a good boxer .
ehould obtain one of these uaeful and ln atrucUve booka, as It w il l t ea ch you h ow to box
• lthout a n Instr uctor .

kinda of dre am1. together with lucky and
unlu cky days.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GENTLE~££N .-Co ntal n l ng full d irec tion s t or
writing to gentlemen on a ll subjects.
No. 211. HOlV TO BECOME A GYMNAST.Conta ining tu ll In stru ctions t or all kinds ot
gymnaattc sport• and at h le ti c exerciaea. Emb r a cin g th lrty- Hve Illustrations. B y Professor
W. Macdonald.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
A BOAT.- Fu lly llluatrat ed. Fu ll lnat ructlona
are gi ve n in this llttle b ook . t ogethe r wi th Jn 1tr uctlons on awlmmlng and rid ing, com panion
1porte to boating.
N o. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
R E ('ITATION S.-Conta tnln g t he m ost popu la r
aelectlons in u s e, comprisi n g Du tch dia lect,
F r ench dialect, Ya n k ee a n d Iris h dialect
p ieces, to gether with m a ny sta ndard readings.
No. 28. HOW T O TELL FORTUNES. -

PIGEONS AND RABBITS.- A useful a nd lnHandsomely Uluatrated.
atru cttve book.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.
-lncludlng hints on how to catch moles,
weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds. Also
how to cure skins. Copiously lllustr&ted.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
l'IIEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng a great varl ety of the latest j okes use d by t h e most
tamoua end m en. No amateur minstrels h•
comp lete with ou t this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUMP SPEAKER.-Contalnlng a varied aaaortmen t ot s tump s p eeches, N egro, Dutch and
I rish. Also en d men's j ok es. Just th e t hing
tor home amusement and amateur sh ows.
No. H. HOW TO BECOlllE A MAGICIAN.
-Con ta in ing t h e grandest a sso r tmen t of m agteal n tu slon s ever p laced before th e pu bttc.
Aleo t r ick .a w i t h card s. tnca n tatlo ne, etc.
N o. 44. HOW TO lVRITE IN AN ALBUll. -A grand coll ection ot Album Verses·

ilirectlona t or writing lo ve-letter•, and when
ID uae t h em, givin g apec tmen le tte r s t or
fOung an d old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIES.-G lvln g complete ln1tructlon1 tor

or mlaery, wealth
by a g la nce at th is llt tle book. Buy one and
.
be conv inced.
No. 20. HOW TO BECOME .LV INVEN·
TOR.-Every boy should kno w h ow Inventions

m o... R espect, and Condo le n ce ; also Ve rse~
Su it a bl e fo r V a le ntin e s and Weddtngs.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK J\IINSTRE L GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Something new a n d very Inst ru ctive. E very boy
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ln~:.ll 2~~e :8; "T'8 'il:~":~AiN DREAMS.-Zr~1:s l!~'fn.~~c~~,f~~h~.!"~~:;;:~ Thi•
llttle book gives the explanati on to all
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p overty. You can tell

t~~~~.g o~e\~i:oJ~cifod~.e·ni~. a~n~u~~~~~·.;t.~
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1
f~~g ::~::,dp l e 1~ ~1:~t~~cl~~~l~~~sr~~1~:. a~;..:~~=
1

t1v;o:Wpe:i.:~ .fonii.tlsjg~l(J~~t~OULTRY,

f;;~tafi~e! 0 ~t a£~v!, mll'l!~t~o~.ccse ~~rdie~'::bi:"~:
1
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r~~t~ctl~~~alfor t~~~a~~~~g:·a~t a~~i:~~· ,,;ju,;~

atrel troupe.
No. 18. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF tl•m , optics, p neumati cs, mecha ni cs, etc.
ror sale by all newadealere, or will be eent to an7 addreaa on receipt ot price, 10 eta. per copy, or 3 tor 25 eta., In money or postage stamps, b7

J'RANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

